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Act Of Kindness
 
ACT OF KINDNESS
 
Act of kindness goes a long way
Paved with happiness day after day
Building sweet memories to reach the sky
With beams of happy gleam in crying eyes
 
Act of kindness of a loving heart
Builds a bridge if grateful thoughts
That can weather the times of storms
Keeping alive the spirit of sweet dreams
 
Act of kindness of any measure
Will always remain as life’s treasure
Whether it be big or small
It will always bring wealth of smile
 
Act of kindness is act of divine
That can bring rays of sunshine
To fill any heart with lasting power
To face the world with shield of armor
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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After Making Love
 
AFTER MAKING LOVE
 
After making love
Reach for the feeling beyond
Feel you will earth move
 
After making love
Stroke the moment earnestly
Hear you will the groove
 
After making love
Hold on to fleeting feeling
For another commove
 
After making love
Fondle the emotion spent
For it to promove
 
After making love
Caress the time with fondness
To see stars above
 
After making love
Appreciate the splendor
In the warmth of strove
 
After making love
Come out of the stupor with
Nothing more to prove
 
After making love
Feel the pleasure to its depths
Letting soul to rove
 
After making love
Embrace the carnal desires
For hearts to emmove
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Mittur Ramprasad
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Agony And Ecstasy
 
AGONY AND ECSTASY
And the hurdles are many in pursuit of the glory
Some are high some are low some are completely invisible
Desire may be the same for those pusrsuing victory
Giving it all with sweat for the end to be memorable
 
 
Then again different will be the upshot
some bring joy some bring sorrow to the heart
Essence is to be strong and to never become aghast
As the sincere effort will leave its legacy on life's chart
 
Unpredictable is the reward for the effort
Forget one should the accolades of success
Purpose should be to carry out the mission
Reaching within to succeed wiht a vision
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ahram's Haiku #17
 
Newborn baby's cry
Echoes divine sentiment
of eternal joy
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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All I Can Do Is To Regret
 
ALL I CAN DO NOW IS TO REGRET
 
Wearing I was dark colored glasses all this time
I never saw tears in your eyes pouring like rain
Never said a word when you were feeling lonely
I was not there when you were reaching out for me
 
    Now I see your broken heart scattered all over
    One too many broken promises for you to recover
    I don't know what to do except to sob and sigh
    All I can do now is to regret seeing your soul cry
 
Wrapped I was with imitation love of some stranger
Drowned in denials I didn't see the hidden danger
I hurt your faithful feelings by breaking your trust
Now even heavens can't correct my acts of unjust
 
  Now I see your broken heart …………………..
 
If you ever forgive me I will live reminiscing
Find I will a way to seek comfort by repenting
I know you will never be the same smiling rose
But I will write your glory in poetry and prose
 
  Now I see your broken ……………..
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Amma [mother]
 
AMMA   [MOTHER ]
 
While you were burning your soul shedding light
Blind I was truly to your everyday plight
Satisfied living in soft shadows of life’s comfort
Stir I didn’t my feelings to ease your hurt
 
While you were sanctifying your time with sacrifice
Heartless I was to your voice of cries
Elated traveling in path of life’s short success
Pause I didn’t a moment to soothe your distress
 
  Repent I do now but it’s too late
  Live I do but with so much hate
  Boundless is my grief floating on agitated emotion
  Solace I find seeing you in my horizon
 
While you were engrossed building path of truth
Unemotional I was to your pain of wrath 
Content with my escapades in my life’s journey
Open I didn’t my heart to abate your agony
 
 
While you were showering your love in fervent
Thoughtless I was to your endeavors of predicament
Delighted with pleasures on hand forgetting life’s duty
Give I didn’t my time to eradicate your adversity
 
 Regrets I have plenty whispering in the wind
  Sorrow filled heart sinking slowly in the quicksand
  Untold is my grief belated in my perception
  Redemption I find seeing you in my horizon
 
While you were sprinkling your affection in abundance
Oblivious I was to your benefaction of prudence
Scornful with little knowledge ignoring your endless entreaty
Kind I wasn’t in deeds to end your perplexity
 
While you were building a world of compassion
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Nonchalant I was to your purpose and contention 
Appeased with self turned a deaf ear
How I wish you could be standing here
 
Cry I do in silence thinking of you
Wishing endlessly that you come into my view
Fool I am unsuspecting of life in motion
Atonement I feel seeing you in my horizon
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Another Broken Heart
 
ANOTHER BROKEN HEART
 
 
FLOWING IS THE RIVER OF TEARS FROM HER EYES
WAKING UP TO THE WORLD OF BITTER LIES
SEEING THE TRUE COLORS OF HER LOVER
IN THE EARLY MORNING SUNLIGHT’S GLARE
WHAT ONCE WAS A LIFE LONG DREAM
NOW NO MORE THAN A HELPLESS SCREAM
]FOR THE LOST LOVE BURNT IN PASSION
IN THE FLAMES OF DESIRES WITHOUT COMPASSION
 
	ANOTHER BROKEN HEART WONDERING WHAT WENT WRONG
	REMEMBERING THE WORDS OF HER FORGOTTEN LOVE SONG
	THAT SHE WAS SINGING IN HER FAVORITE MELODY
	NOW ONLY A REMINDER OF HER LIFE’S TRAGEDY
 
EMPTINESS FILLS THE DEPTS OF HER HEART
DARKNESS CASTS LONG SHADOWS IN HER THOUGHTS
SAILING ON STORMS OF HER LIFE UNFORTUNATELY CAUGHT
IN THE WHIRLPOOL OF EMOTIONS THATS LOVE DROUGHT
WHICH WAS ONCE PLENTY IN WORLD OF FICTION
THAT WAS ONLY A FANTASY WITHOUT THE CONVICTION
NOW ONLY A WISH IN WORLD OF REGRETS
REACHING OUT IN DESPERATION FOR SOME COMFORT
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Are You In Love With Him
 
Smile on your face was brighter than sun when he gave you the flowers
I saw new flame lighting up in your eyes when you heard his laughter's
Swooning in his arms into dream world with every touch of his hand
Looks like you have been swept of your feet waking up ii wonderland
 
 
Are you in love with him being true to your soul
Are is it infatuation that will rock and roll
Look deep into your heart before you answer,
Because it is my love at stake wanting to be your lover
 
 
 I see the joy on your face when you dance to his beat
I see you sweep the dance floor with him with bouncing feet
Swaying to the music of his choice you are walking in air
Lost you are in the moment like in trance with distant stare
 
My heart can wait forever for you to answer
My love for you is a dream of a true dreamer
Will not fade even with ever flowing time
As it will be true along with rain and sunshine
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Art Of Healing
 
Authentic is the heart of a healer
Rendering the comfort to the sufferer
Treating the soul alongside the patient 
Offers remedial counseling for the treatment
Feeling the ache and anguish of the ailing
Hearing the cries of the heart of suffering
Empathizing with the sick with compassion
Accretes with integrity of the noble profession
Lights hope with reassurance for recovering
Enlightens the enduring for better living
Regal are the healers, decorous human being
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Arts And Crafts
 
ARTS AND CRAFTS IS THE HEART OF LIFE’S FACTS
OF VARIOUS DIFFERENT CULTURES THAT STAYS ALIVE WITH NURTURE
OF AGE OLD TRADITIONS PASSED ON FOR MANY GENERATIONS
ROLLING WITH RIVER OF TIME IN RAIN AND SUNSHINE
REFLECTING THE LIFE OF YESTER YEARS IN PICTURES AND SCULPTURES
IN RAINBOW COLORS AND BLACK AND WHITE THAT DEPICTS DAY AND NIGHT
THE STORY OF ANCIENT TIMES ECHOING IN BELLS OF CHIMES
TAKING US BACK TO THE LIFE THAT WAS ONLY BRIEF
PRESERVED IN THE SKILLS OF ARTS AND CRAFTS STILLS
TREASURE BEYOND ANY MEASURE TO BE SAVED FOR FUTURE
BONDING YESTERDAY WITH TOMORROW TO FEEL THE JOY AND SORROW
OF TODAYS LIFE WHICH WILL ALSO BE BRIEF
THAT CAN BE IMMORTAL IN ARTS AND CRAFTS SKILLS
 
ARTS AND CRAFTS IS REFLECTION OF EVERYDAY’S EVERYONE’S EMOTION
THAT FLOWS LIKE A RIVER TILL THE LIFE IS OVER
SYMBOL OF BEING ALIVE TO WONDER AND TO DISCOVER
NEW STYLES AND FASHION FOR EVERYONE’S VISION
OPENING THE EYES OF THE SOUL WITH NEW MISSION AND GOAL
LEARNING FROM YESTERDAY’S EXPERIENCE TAKING NEW CHANCES
IN THE WORLD OF IMAGINATION FOR SOME NEW CREATION
REFLECTING TODAY’S PROGRESS IN THE WORLD OF SUCCESS
HOPING AND PRAYING TO CONTINUE EVERYDAY WITH SOMETHING NEW
AS THE MIND DEVELOPS IN THE SHADOWS OF LIFE’S LANDSCAPES
TO KEEP THE WHEEL TURNING FOR POTTERY TAPESTRY AND PAINTING
STENCILING NEEDLEPOINT WEAVING QUILTING GLASS BLOWING
THAT CAN BE IMMORTAL IN ARTS AND CRAFTS SKILLS
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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As One Forever
 
AS ONE FOREVER
 
I wear your heart on my sleeve
And stroke it with tender love
Thinking of you night and day
I pause for a moment to pray
Thanking for the blessings from above
For the lifetime gift in my life’s cove
Keeping the feelings alive and new
Riding on emotions of love of you
 
Hand in hand you and me together
Heart to heart as one forever
 
I keep your heart in my heart
Deep inside of me to adore it
With every single breath that I take
when I am asleep when I am awake
Always praying for you to be there
For me to love forever more
Till the very end of time
Living in world of one sweet dream
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashi
 
ASHI
 
Beauty of beautiful golden flowers
Is your face in colors
Of love sparkling in your eyes
Brighter than stars in the skies
 
Glowing is your sweet love
In colors of rainbow on a cove
Splashed across the horizon
Is your soft tender emotion
 
Pretty as a spring morning
Is your smile like a painting
Of evening with raising moon
Of summer skies in midnight bloom
 
Warmth of your tender touch
Brings world of romance within reach
Where fire of passion burns in flames
Etching out your perfumed name
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashi 2
 
Grace of time is reflection of your face
Beautiful like nature’s elements just delightful
Warmth of sun is your touch like glowing hearth
Lovely is your smile so very friendly
 
    Visage of you is like nature’s passage
    Always in rhyme with time’s blaze of amaze
    Treasure beyond any kind of measure
    Eternal blessing you are that is perpetual
 
Affectionate is your heart, that’s conciliate 
Presence of yours brings lasting radiance
Flowing is love in your words so very loving
Genuine is your image you are life’s sanguine
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashi3
 
Bouquet of love with special fragrance
Harmonized with warmth colored by romance
Sprayed with sweetness of heart’s affection
Sprinkled all around by sugared confection
In reflection of my sincere feeling
Words echoing the spirit of loving
Wrapped in embrace of soul’s wishes
Sending you my love with sweet kisses
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram, S Sonnett #3
 
YEARNINGS OF HUMAN HEARTS
 
Yearnings of the human hearts are many
Dreaming to reach depths of humanity
Trekking along the path of life’s journey
Searching for secrets of divinity
Discouraged are the souls by the failure
Clinging to faith for definite answers
Rummaging the holy books to endure
Swirling all around like divine dancers
Forgetting, life itself is sanctity
Fulfilling required duties would suffice 
Each with its own measure of equity
Merits the human for being precise
 
Fulfilling the wish of being a devout	
Forever be called as saint with a clout
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram, S Sonnett 2
 
IT IS WHAT IT IS
 
It is what it is, forever the truth
Echoing the essence of the moment
Reverberating in sounds on this earth
Eternally etching the sentiment
Change it cannot for wish of anyone
Essence of the details remains the same
Like the timeless flow of the rivers run
Stand it will the test of time to proclaim
Never fading ever in importance
Standing out more as and when scrutinized
Shines with aura in any ambience
Forever it will be immortalized 
 
Like the sun and the moon in the vast sky
Shine it will day and night for naked eye
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram; S Haiku#20
 
Butterfly and bee
Caress the blooming flowers
For nectar of glee
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram; S Hiaku 10
 
Democracy brings
Gift of equal rights and votes
As freedom bell rings
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram; S Hiaku 16
 
Rock is hope and faith
In times of adversity
When strife comes forthwith
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku  2
 
Nature offers clue
Before changing the seasons
Which always comes true
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku #11
 
Laughter of a child
Lights up the world of darkness
Brighter than snowfield
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku #18
 
Mosiac of words
Are poems arranged in verse
By the souls of bards
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku #21
 
Love brings boundless bliss
Anytime of day and night
For hearts to cherish
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 1
 
Poet with his thoughts
Writes poems with words of rhymes
Touching readers hearts
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 19
 
As the earth revolves
Time flows into the future
And the past absolves
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 24
 
Waltzing to the shores
Are the ocean’s swaying surfs
Dancing to encores
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 3
 
Truth is God's beauty
For the hearts and souls to see
Which has honesty
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 4
 
Poems are the pearls
Made of words of emotions
Of tears and smiles
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 5
 
Death reveals truth
That life is temporary
From the time of birth
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 6
 
Beauty of autumn
Lies in colors in display
Sprinkled in random
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 7
 
Books, I don't read them
Not because of my wisdom
But, for their volume
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku 9
 
Arrogance brings down
Establishments and kingdoms
Along with their crowns
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#12
 
Hope without talent
Brings no awards or rewards
Only brings lament
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#13
 
Colors and creeds blends
Displaying beautiful scenes
Making no amends
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#14
 
Truth has no color
Like justice and injustice
Life has no cover
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#15
 
Love has no borders
Reaches across the planet
In life's corridors
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#22
 
Every breath taken
Is a blessing from beyond
From divine's beacon
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#23
 
Kindness always brings
Comfort to the crying heart
Strumming its strings
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Haiku#25
 
Poems are the pearls
Benevolence of poets
As emotions twirls
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Sonnet 1
 
Practice of focusing the mind on soul
Converging the thoughts on a moral core
Traveling deeper in spiritual whorl
Searching ways to reach the far away shore
Hoping to find meaning of existence
Seeking the secret of mortal living
Listening to the heart beats resonance
Questing with devotion beside dreaming
Following the gleam of light shining bright
Feeling the bliss before awakening
Finding answers for everyday plight
 
Meditation is world of divine dark
Blending with the source of the flames of spark
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Sonnett#4
 
Happy to see you all back safe and sound
After the duty on the battle ground
Making sacrifices with your valor
Defending freedom’s esteem and honor
Standing up to the evils of the foe
Prevailing with courage letting hope flow
Shaping the future of the despondents
We praise you for your accomplishments
Forever you are our true heroes
Our gratitude for your bravadoes
We salute you for your bravery
Emblem you are of timeless gallantry
 
Keepers of the flames of the liberty
Stewards of the soul of sovereignty
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Sonnett#6
 
CROWN OF CREATION
 
Astral is the sunrise and the sunset
Revolving earth between the sun and moon
Sunshine and rain is like nature’s verset
Where life’s many dreams and flower buds bloom
 
   Savor the nature’s gifts on this planet
   Be aware of the beauty of universe
   Relish the sights and the sounds of crownet
   In crown of creation in life’s concourse
 
Whole is life when seen as one on this earth
Supreme realism is each creation
Filled in every heart and soul is mirth
Fathoming this fact will bring elation
 
Be conscious of surroundings all the time
Fulfilling dreams and desires in sublime
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ashram's Sonnett#7
 
Capture the shining moment with pure joy
Showering from the vast clear blue sky
Essence of the sentiment of delight
Standing on the pedestal of new height
From where future looks forever so bright
Opening the doors to see with new sight
Beginning of a new chapter to scribe
Inviting you to fill the blanks with new vibe
Choosing new words to blend with your thought
Painting colors to dreams of your heart
Living them in reality of life
Facing every challenge that is rife
 
Yearning to succeed to reach your goal
Putting efforts of your heart and soul
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Aspire To Achieve
 
Aspire to achieve
By believing in hard work
And new dreams to weave
 
Aspire to achieve
The impossible projects
Dreaming to percieve
 
Aspire to achieve
All the goals of this blessed life
To wear on the sleeves
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Aum
 
AUM
 
Reverberation of boundless escalating vigor of cosmos
Energy of accord of celestial’ love in engross
Divine’s force becoming visible in waking pragmatism
Perceiving the actuality of mysticism
In silence absorbing the distinctive phenomenon
Becoming as one with eon
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Aum 2
 
AUM
 
“A” represents normal waking awareness
 Sense of separation with daylight brightness
“U” represents level of dream consciousness
Blending of luminosity and obscurity with whiteness
“M” represents realm of deep sleep rightness
All becoming one unseen with pristine darkness
 
     Sound of the unbounded pulsation
     Drone with endless elation
     Effervescent exuberance of causation
     “Anantha Nada” beginning of creation
 
“A” begins in mouth’s center
Vibrating in perception of waking
“U” transfers vibration to rear
Pulsating in sense of dreaming
“M” resonates in front with revere
Delightful in state of deep sleeping
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Aum 3
 
AUM
 
Reverberation of boundless escalating vigor of cosmos
Energy of accord of celestial’ love in engross
Divine’s force becoming visible in waking pragmatism
Perceiving the actuality of mysticism
In silence absorbing the distinctive phenomenon
Becoming as one with eon
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Aumkar
 
AUMKAR
 
Limitless is its beacon
Vibration to awaken
Manifestation of Brahman
Expression of Atman
 
Strings of rhythm
Nucleus of quantum
Consummation of wisdom
Universal spiritual rostrum
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Autumn
 
Awesome amazing
Universal ubiquitous
Tantalizing tempting
Unique usurious
Mesmerizing melanges
Novel nuzzling
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Baby
 
BABY
Vibrant looks with beauty of innocence
 
Inspiring touch with a loving reverence
 
Stimulating sounds of sweet voice
 
Mesmerizing miracle like glory of sunrise
 
Aglow with charm of divine allure
 
Yearning of mother's love that is pure
 
Aflame of life in conjure with nature
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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'Baby'
 
Vibrant looks with beauty of innocnece
 
Inspiring touch with a loving reverence
 
Stimulating sounds of sweeet voice
 
Mesmerizing miracle like glory of sunrise
 
Aglow with charm of divine allure
 
Yearning of mother's love that is pure
 
Aflame of life in conjure with nature
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Banquet Is Life
 
Banquet is life
 
Blessed we are with another New Year
Bestowed blessing of Nature's cheer
Beginning of New Year in life's loom 
Bejeweled with life's beautiful bloom
 
  Buzzing bees in search of honey
  Blossoming flowers in colors of many
  Bashful Butterflies displaying their dances
  Banquet is life with bequeathed cadences
 
Bubbling is life with gifts of bliss
Burnished with sentiments to cherish
Buffered with emotions to laugh and cry
Beveled is life with sorrow and joy
 
 Beaming is light on new tomorrows
 Believing in future in today's shadows
 Burgeoning every moment with faith 
 Bowing to the power of divine truth
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Be A Blessing To Be Blessed
 
Alive is the person with heart and soul
Living in a world of reality
Traveling the road assigned playing a role
Following the forces of divinity
Each seeking blessings for comfort and joy
Hoping for life to be plain and simple
Reaching for the stars glittering in sky
Dreaming dreams to come true being gripple
Looking in mirror of life for reply
Forgetting the other souls with same flame
Some caught in the wind hoping to survive
As everyone is calling out same name
Struggling  to stay afloat and be alive
 
Ignoring the basic rule, to be endorsed
Be a genuine blessing to be blessed
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Beautiful Is Life
 
BEAUTIFUL IS LIFE
 
Beautiful nonetheless is life
Experiencing joy and strife
Sparks we are of the eternal flame
Burning in essence in divine’s name
Scattered are the embers everywhere
Blueprint it doesn’t have to share
Each ordained with its own destiny
Finding itself in harmony or mutiny
Question one cannot how it was visualized
But only to fulfill the duty assigned
Fulfilling the obligation till the end to accomplish
Facing the conflicts, finding it hard to cherish
Personal beliefs and principles and faith
While on duty living in moment of truth
Bitter or sweet on has to trek to the end
Traveling the road round the bend
Even when unaware of what lies ahead
One should not stop taking the tread
As success comes with a monumental price
Be it be physical or spiritual sacrifice
One cannot rest on yesterday’s laurels
As the flower fades quickly on life’s lapels
So keep sauntering into your unknown future
Find you will the answer wrapped in rapture
In your beliefs and values you have acquired
Finessing principles with the wisdom cultured
One can learn answers lie deep inside the heart
When seen with clear mind for a new start
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Because It Is My Love
 
Smile on your face was brighter than sun when he gave you the flowers
I saw new flame lighting up in your eyes when you heard his laughter's
Swooning in his arms into dream world with every touch of his hand
Looks like you have been swept of your feet waking up ii wonderland
 
 
Are you in love with him being true to your soul
Are is it infatuation that will rock and roll
Look deep into your heart before you answer,
Because it is my love at stake wanting to be your lover
 
 
 I see the joy on your face when you dance to his beat
I see you sweep the dance floor with him with bouncing feet
Swaying to the music of his choice you are walking in air
Lost you are in the moment like in trance with distant stare
 
My heart can wait forever for you to answer
My love for you is a dream of a true dreamer
Will not fade even with ever flowing time
As it will be true along with rain and sunshine
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Become I Have Prisoner Of Your Memory
 
BECOME I HAVE PRISONER OF YOUR MEMORY
 
Trying I am to write an epitaph of our love story
Hoping to bring a closure to a burnt out romance
Beautiful it was singing the praise of our love's glory
When the beat of our hearts los its natural cadence
 
Every time I try for ways to write the very first line
Picture of your beautiful face fills canvas of my mind
Taking me back in time when our love had the shine
When the reasons to love each other was easy to find
 
        Now I have become prisoner of your memory
        Only way to escape is to breathe the last breath
         Now I have become prisoner of your memory
         Only way to escape is to travel beyond this earth
 
I wish we can start from beginning with a new turn
Taking a new fool proof path back to the shining moon
Reached we have now beyond the point of no return
Nothing can bring back the joy of our love in full bloom
 
    Now I have become prisoner, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Become Ihave Prisoner Of Your Memory
 
BECOME I HAVE PRISONER OF YOUR MEMORY
 
Trying I am to write an epitaph of our love story
Hoping to bring a closure to a burnt out romance
Beautiful it was singing the praise of our love's glory
When the beat of our hearts los its natural cadence
 
Every time I try for ways to write the very first line
Picture of your beautiful face fills canvas of my mind
Taking me back in time when our love had the shine
When the reasons to love each other was easy to find
 
        Now I have become prisoner of your memory
        Only way to escape is to breathe the last breath
         Now I have become prisoner of your memory
         Only way to escape is to travel beyond this earth
 
I wish we can start from beginning with a new turn
Taking a new fool proof path back to the shining moon
Reached we have now beyond the point of no return
Nothing can bring back the joy of our love in full bloom
 
    Now I have become prisoner, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Begin To Believe
 
BEGIN TO BELIEVE
Begin to believe in inner beleif
Find you will beginning of releif
From every heartache of the moment
Building a bridge of sacrament
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Beginning Of A Dream
 
BEGINNING OF A DREAM
 
Beginning of a dream with meeting of eyes
Strange it may be where heart’s truth lies
Window of the soul for world to see
Flowing of the feelings letting the love free
In search of another on a common ground
To walk into future following the same sound
Of life’s calling for a mission on hand
Together to live the moments making a stand
   For a legacy of their own in universe
   Made of honor and dignity together in coheres
   Try they do to be better than ever
   Bonding as one in vows in life’s arbor
Beginning of a dream in warm tender touch
Reaching the depths of heart forever to etch
Sentiments of the moment stirring up the emotions
Raising high and low like tides of oceans
Between the shores under the forever changing skies
Leaning on each other everyday building strong ties
Keeping the truth of trust till the end
Loyal to each other with respect to trend
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Behave
 
BEHAVE
 
Don't let your roving thoughts to go astray
Ramble along the middle of life's highway
Temptations are many waiting with its lattice
Blinking its eyes to conquer with cruel malice
 
   Don't lose track of your thoughts even for a second
   Road into future is not straight has too many bends
   Don't let your emotions endlessly ramble and rave
    As one cannot go back the road once traveled, so behave
 
Too many wild flowers blooming along on the road side
Lustrous with feral color enticing voyagers to slide
Fills the air with its wild fragrance that is scented
Unlike the flowers in garden which are cultivated   
 
 
      Don't lose track of your thoughts…………..
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Beind The Burnt Out Smile
 
Behind the burnt out smile I see dry tear
Is it the heartache of a crying heart dear
Trying are you to sparkle a smiling face
Are you feeling lonely in sundry ways   
 
 Let loose the tears to flow like a river
 Find you will ocean of joy to blend forever
 See you will the pleasant side of shining light
 Filling your soul with waves of life's delight
 
 Mona Lisa be mine Mona Lisa
 Bring I will new dreams for you to surmise
 Mona Lisa be mine Mona Lisa
 Build I will a world with blissful sunrise
 
Your submissive smile is painted with sorrow
Hard you try to hide behind the light's shadow
Besieged you are with emotions of melancholy
Drowning you are in the quicksand of
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Believe
 
BELIEVE
 
Hope you never loose faith, in times of quandary
Follow the star in your heart, beyond the boundary
Find you will a path, leading to world of your dreams
Guiding you through darkness, with light of sunbeams
 
Believe in your destiny don’t stop trying
Believe in your journey, don’t stop striving
Wake up you will soon, to a morning of glory
When there will be a happy ending to your story
 
Every step leads you, closer to your destination
Stumble you may, matter it don’t with determination
Reach you will, the goal that you have worked for
After all this time, touch you will the shining star
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Believing
 
BELIEVING
 
Abstract is the future for what it means
What’s in store is not on the screens
Not painted anywhere for every one to see
Secret it is in heart of life’s sea
Only a blind vision in feelings of believing
 
Imagination is the line between life and death
Predictions are none about the hidden ultimate truth
Not written on pages in black and white
As journey may end in day or night
Only a blind vision in feelings of believing
 
Presence of god is only a human contemplation
To feel absolutely sure about the life’s observation
That mortals we are living on this earth
To fulfill the duty of his mission’s truth
Only a blind vision in feelings of believing
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Between The Blinks
 
BETWEEN THE BLINKS
 
Each moment brings new promise
Opportunity of a lifetime to realize
The gift of life with varnish
Of sunlight moonlight forever to optimize
Sentiments on hand to the depths
Of it’s soul to find truth
Sweet or bitter with lasting faith
During the journey on this earth
  Each passing moment is a link
  Between past and future etched in ink
  Forever to remain in rink
  Of life’s history between the blinks
Each moment comes with new blooms
Made of different colors of dreams
Shining bright in neon light beams
Dancing to the rhythm of life’s hymns
Stirring mixed emotions around heart’s brim
Clinging to the edges of the life’s rims
Made of figments of different looms
Of life’s many calms and storms
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Bharathanatyam
 
BHARATHANATYAM
BHARATHANATYAM
 
 
 
Beckoning the blessings of Bharatha Muni for GANAPATHI VANDANA
 
Hearing the beats for THALA in line with NATYA SHASTHRA with ABHINANDANA
 
Ascending with JALARIPPU presentation invoking the Gods for the NATYAM
 
Rising with rhythmic movements fof NRITTA for abstract dance of JATHISWARAM
 
Awakening the spirit with ABHINAYA in NRITYA to the beats of MRIDANGAM
 
Taking traditional path with BHAVA in tune with RAGA
 
Having the aspects of LASYA and TANDAVA in the NATYA
 
Aglow with SRINGARA showing celestial MUDRAS in KRIYA
 
Narrating the the story of accompanying SHABDAM
 
Aflame like NATARAJA while doing the VARNAM
 
Treading to the melody in PADAM with eternal devotion
 
Yearning for the power of SHIVA in THILLANA narration
 
Allowing the beauty to flow in BHAVA RAGA and THALA
 
Mesmerizing the blessed moment with ABHINAYADARPANA
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Black And White
 
BLACK AND WHITE
 
Black and white color
Has become controversy
Of everyday furor
 
Black and white brings out
Feelings of core prejudice
Hidden deep in heart
 
    Reality is
    Black and white is the color
    Of everyday bliss
 
Day is bright as white
As sun shines, after sun set
Sky turns dark at night
 
In eyes of virtue
Black and white colors are same
In life's milieu
 
    Reality shines
    In black and white forever
    In the heart of time
 
In minds of bias
Reasons are many to choose
To become impious
 
In today's culture
Black and white is the issue
Creating torture
 
    Reality shouts
    About truth of black and white
    That causes riots
 
In today's culture
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Black and white is the issue
Creating torture
 
Truth is fairytale
Only in minds of purists
As black and white wails
 
     Reality sings
     About black and white assets
     As the church bells rings
 
Black and white mixture
Can be beautiful in life
Like nature's allure
 
Truth is not clear
Like the black and white color
As true lies brings fear
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Blame It On My Heart
 
BLAME IT ON MY HEART
 
 
Sounds of piercing silence is becoming loud 
Thunder and lightning is breaking our hearts
Filled is our world with floating dark clouds
Scattered is our shattered love all falling apart
 
  I have lost all the feelings that I once had before
  Blame it in my heart become it has lonely world
  I have become heartless deep down to my core
  Blame it on my heart become it has stone cold
 
Our love has become a billow of black smoke
Strewn are the ashes of our burnt out love
Aflame is our emotion beyond any heartache
Disappeared is the sun and moon from sky above
 
 I have lost all the feelings, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
 
Break of dawn brings more lonesome feelings
Confused is my mind with anguish feeling the blue 
Seeing the beautiful sunset my heart goes crying
Wanting to disappear in the night in search of you
 
I have lost all the feelings, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Blend To Become One
 
BLEND TO BECOME ONE
 
Dreams of you dances in the corner of my mind
Even when I am wide awake giving me the heartache
Bringing me the blues it’s hard to leave you behind
Putting my heart at stake anytime soon it may break
Into millions of pieces with nothing left to mend
Even for the cupid with world of love to forsake
 
 Only trails of tears flowing like river running its run
 Longing for loving ocean to blend to become one
 
Desires of holding you close is burning like red flame
Everything around me keeps urging about your honey sweet love
Image of your face makes my soul chant your name
Every moment my thoughts are like what I am feeling now
Wanting to hold you in my arms forever to proclaim
To the whole world about my feelings flying high above
 
Only trails of tears flowing like river running its run
Longing for loving ocean to blend to become one
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Bless Me
 
Bless Me
Beginning I am on a journey
Not knowing my own destiny
Believing in you for the direction
Afraid I am not about destination.
 
Lead me down with your beacon
Till the end with a vision
Painting hope in my distant horizon
Never let me to be weaken
So bless me with your hands.
 
Here I am on my way
Seeking your guidance every single day
Never to stray from the truth
Having strength to follow its path.
Posted by ashram at 7: 44 PM 0 comments
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Blessing Hope
 
BLESSING HOPE
 
Seeing the clouds in the sky turning dark
Don’t let your emotions become stark
Seeing the gentle wind becoming storm
Don’t stop dreaming your long lasting dream
 
Stay on the course with your wings to fly
Having the faith gleaming in your eye
See you will the light shining through cranny
Blessing hope for the day to be sunny
 
Seeing the door close on your face
Don’t forget the power of divine grace
Seeing the road becoming steep uphill 
Don’t let your fear make you stand still
 
Stay on the course with your eyes open
Time will bring the moment when things happen
See you will the light shining through cranny
Blessing hope for the day be sunny
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Blessings Are Birthdays
 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
 
Blessings are the birthdays
Reminders of God's grace
Showered on the earth's face
Displayed in many ways
 
Blessings are the birthdays
Wrapped in silk and lace
Generous gift to embrace
In given time and place
 
Blessings are the birthdays
Soaked in warmth of sun's rays
Marking the moment to trace
In depths of life's beautiful vase
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Blowing Like A Wind
 
BLOWING LIKE A WIND
 
Are you lonely feeling afraid
Living in the shadows of blue shade
Of ghost of past memories
Filling your heart with worries
Are you lonely feeling baffled
Under gray skies in shattered world
With no one to hold you in dark
To soothe the pain with new spark
 Say the word I will come running
 To hold you tight with all my loving
 To kiss you till you turn blind
 I will come blowing like a wind
Something I want to let you know
Please don’t say I told you so
Because I feel as lonely as you do
Living in the world of dark blue
We have hurt each other enough
Without you life has been rough
My heart is filled with empty feelings
Crying out loud for your loving
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Born Alone
 
Born alone to die alone
In between family is grown
And so many ties ar borne
Before it is all flown
On wings of death 
 
Born alone to die alone
In between many hats are worn
Some to rejoice some to mourn
Before it is all blown
In winds of death
 
Born alone to die alone
In between unique spirit is shown
On the streets or on the throne
some to relive some to moan
in arms of death
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Born In The Cradle
 
Born in the cradle of fleeting time at a particular moment
Somewhere between the past and the future called present
Ever since become I have a wanderer following the future
Always step behind no matter what I do how much I endure
 
Magician is the river of time as it winds and bends its course
Turning the present into past and present into future in terse
Even with the eyes open one cannot see the change day or night
Matter it don't even with expectation amazing is time in its flight
 
Wrapped I am all around in chains of time and I cannot escape
Invisible it is to touch or to feel or to breathe or to see its shape
Choice was not mine to embark on this journey it was destined
Again don't know why I was put in this path that is challenged
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Born Into This World
 
Born into this world not by choice/
Blessed with heart and soul   speech and voice/
Mind to reflect with wisdom and intellect/       
Each with individual imagination to think and reflect/
 
What is the origin of the universe where is the beginning / 
What is the power in the universe where is it going/ 
What is the meaning of our existence/ 
What is the secret of subsistence/
 
Why one is born into this world /
Why life is twisted twirled and riled/
Why the road is not smooth in harmony/
Why joy is not paved all through journey/
 
Where can one find the reality/
Where can one find answer with honesty/
Where lies the facts in purity/
Where in the world may be in infinity/
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Bouquet Of Beautiful Flowers
 
Bouquet of beautiful flowers
In array of rainbow colors
Finally arrived
Before she was buried
To savor the fragrance
In garden of silence
For which she was yearning
All her life burning
That never came true
Before her life was through
 
Happy she was when he gave her the ring
Never a doubt what future would bring
Felt she was blessed with wings to fly
All over the world beneath the blue sky
Playing hide and seek with stars and moon
Morning and evening hearing the wind croon
Songs of love every moment in time
Making her life glitter and shine
Forever more in shimmer of neon light beams
In the arms of her loving man living her dreams
 
Birthdays and anniversaries came and went
Alone celebrating in silence like it was meant
Blowing the candles after waiting till midnight
Slowly loosing her sentiments seeing her emotions go blight
Hoping and waiting for the flowers from her man
 
Keeping the smile for the world
Hiding her pain painting glitter of gold
Never sharing the feelings that was cold
Taking the abuse being bold
Never looking back thinking of future
Disguising her feelings of everyday torture
Hoping and waiting for the flowers from her man
 
 In black and white reality
  In the hands of cruelty
  Beauty beyond beholders eyes
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 Slowly fading with morning sunrise
 Caught in the hands of fate
 That began with a blind date
 Never ever thought
 Deep in her heart
 That someone with an innocent smile
 Turns out to be evil of trial
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Broken Hearts
 
BROKEN HEARTS
 
Victims of deceiving acts of their beloved ones
Completely unaware until seeing the love's ruins
In complete disbelief of the dishonest affair
Broken hearts are weeping living in despair
 
Bleeding in every breath living with anguish
Living with agony seeing their dreams perish
Helpless to face the bitter truth of broken trust
Broken hearts are crying in silence in life's gust
 
Hurt by their trust being broken forever
Trying they are hard to revive their fervor
Facing the facts that it will never be the same
Broken hearts are living in gust like candle flame
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But Why Life Lies
 
BUT WHY LIFE LIES
Twirling twisters summer storms
Lightning thunders broken dreams
Falling apart at seams
Crying heart soul screams
Dark clouds causing fears
Raging floods lasting shivers
Pouring rain raising rivers
Speeding hurricanes flowing tears
  But why life lies
  Falling skies deep sighs
  Must follow the future
  Hoping tomorrow shines brighter
Wasted time failing plans
No sunshine for glance
Forgotten word no chance
Silence heard in trance
Blessed days till when
Divine’s grace till then
Life rolls every turn
On wheels that burns
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By Meditating Om
 
BY MEDITATING OM
 
Increase the thoughts of well being
Build a peaceful nest in world of emptiness
Caprice for release of narcissistic feelings
Be gild the moment with eternal happiness
By Meditating OM
 
Behold the blessings as divine bequest
Nurture the soul with sense of spirituality
Venture in time to the place of serene crest
Journey you will in world of tranquility
By Meditating OM
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Can Someone Tell
 
CAN SOMEONE TELL
 
Can someone tell which way does burning flame faces
As it waves and dances with its different colors
Of blue ember red hues as it steadily blazes
In the middle of vacuum with all its special powers
     
 
Can someone tell which way the wind blows
So powerful felt all over yet so invisible
One of the basic elements for the flame to glow
Whether its day or night without which life is irreversible
 
Can someone tell where does the river waters mingle
With that of ocean forever to become one
River that runs far and wide from a trickle
What are the ties between the waters of rivers and ocean
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Chessgame
 
CHESS GAME
 
Black and white facing each other with might
Showing their strength putting on a gallant fight
Unleashing assorted moves to outwit the able contender
Battling with heart and soul refusing to surrender
Thinking ahead to cleverly counter for the advantage
Having patience linking the moves stage after stage
Changing plans as and when for the conquest
Keeping pace with ticking time for the bequest
Sacrificing the lesser ranks to protect the king
Gearing for the win setting up a stealthy sting
Steering the platoon through the battered battle ground
Getting ready to hear the sweet victory sound
Weaving in and out through the enemy line
Hoping to take control for a complete reign
Fighting like brave soldiers lighting up the flame
Warriors are those who play the chess game
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Christmas
 
May the merriment
Of sentiment of christmas
Be benevolent
 
Wishing you all peace
In bright colors of Christmas
Strewn by good lord's graace
 
Idyllic Christmas
Is glistening in falling snow
Sprinkling happiness
 
In the silent night
Born was the child savior
Cascading deified light
 
Christmas brings out faith
By birth of the messiah
And brings peace on earth
 
In the reverence
Of carnival of Christmas
Live in tolerance
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Cleopatra
 
CLEOPATRA
 
Beauty of yours is beyond the benevolence of beholders eyes
Charisma of yours is beyond any culture's comprehension
Abundance is your allure is ablaze like the flames of sunrise
Your splendor is sumptuous shimmering with illumination
 
 
Charming Living Enlightening Ornate Perfect
Amazing Tantalizing Ravishing Amazing
 
Legend you are with a legacy of endless lifetime
Loveliness of your is still lighting up with lasting luster
Perpetual is perception of your splendor like sunshine
Praises of your prettiness is painted in perfumed picture
 
Charming Living Enlightening Ornate Perfect
Amazing Tantalizing Ravishing Amazing
 
Eons will enlighten your emotions as an empathetic empress
Engraved is your portrait everywhere embracing your glamor
Larger than life you are a fairy tale eulogized with devoutness
Lived you have in hearts of humanity as a marvel and wonder
 
Charming Living Enlightening Ornate Perfect
Amazing Tantalizing Ravishing Adoring
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Climbing The Mount
 
CLIMBING THE MOUNT
 
Winding along the curves so tenderly
Exploring the terrain very lovingly
Stirring feelings by affectionate touch
Reaching the peak by caressing as such
Beginning with true expression of love
Caressing the mounds before reaching cove
Sailing on waves of rapture of heaven
Feeling the glee with whispers to leaven
Fondling erotic zones for crescendo
In embrace to be one singing rondo
Swaggering towards heavenly entrance
Capturing the essence of true romance
 
Climbing the mount for nectar in ravine
After passionate time feeling divine
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Close Your Eyes
 
CLOSE YOUR EYES
 
Close your eyes and come closer
Don’t even try to whisper
Feelings will bring in the romance
To burn with fire of desire
To reach the point of no return
When we will be in heaven
 
 Close your eyes and come closer
 Let us melt within each other
 Underneath the star lit skies
 With no pretension of any lies
 And ride with the wind
 Leaving all our troubles behind
 
Close your eyes and come closer
To walk into the world of dreamers
Without making a single move
We have already blended our love
All that is left to be done
Is to let the feelings run
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Colors Of Goddess
 
Your beauty is every painters dream
Engraved are the lines on your face
Exotic ripples of a mountain spring stream
Flowing on edges of heaven in grace
In loveliness of colors of goddess
   Your beauty is reverie of every poetic style
   Fascination of imagination of every poets trail
  Words fail to capture your hearts essence
  Overwhelmed by the dazzle to cherish in silence
  The loveliness of colors of goddess
Your beauty is rhapsody of every sculptor
Try they do to sculpt your splendor
Only to realize the reality of failure
Of inadequacy to your majestic grandeur
Of  loveliness of colors of goddess  
  Your beauty is fantasy of every dreamer
  Fanciful to the soul of every lover
  Dream they do deep in their sorrow
  Hoping to beg steal or borrow
  The loveliness of colors of goddess
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Come Anytime
 
COME ANYTIME
 
Like a owner of a lost pet
Sooner or later you will come
To see me in my home
Even when I don’t lay welcome carpet
 
I know there is no escape
From your warm loving embrace
When I run out of my days
You will wrap me like a drape
 
  So I will be ready waiting
  Anytime of the day and night
  I will not be surprised by your sight
  When you come without ever knocking
  Come anytime
 
Like no other kith and kin you are different
You are always there like a shadow
Following me wherever I go in life’s meadow
Waiting to cradle me at the right moment
I know after all is said and done
My journey will end in your arms
Where I can sleep in world of dreams
Sailing on sea of tranquility up and down
 
  So I will be ready waiting
  Anytime of the day and night
  I will not be surprised by your sight
  When you come without ever knocking
  Come anytime
 
So hesitate not when it is time
To knock on my door to take me along
To the final place where I belong
Whether it is in rain or sunshine
 
But human urge makes me to wonder
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Will there be a warning before your arrival
As it matters in the struggle for the survival
For the survivors to break the link forever
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Coming Of Happy Tomorrows
 
COMING OF HAPPY TOMORRWS
 
Dark clouds decorated by silver lining
Floating across gray skies promising
For all those struggling in shadows
About the coming of happy tomorrows
 
Colors of the splayed sunlight
In the pouring rain shining bright
For all those wondering at the rainbow
About the comings of happy tomorrows
 
Barks of the bare oak tree
Showing signs of spirit in free
In the wings of flying sparrows
About the comings of happy tomorrows
 
Smiles of the blooming flowers of spring
Stirring up emotions making bees sing
For all those hiding in burrows
About the comings of happy tomorrows
 
Gurgles of the streams in flow
Keeping its ripples as wind blows
Calling out for those in bellows
About the comings of happy tomorrows
 
Glow of sparks underneath the ashes
Shining like stars making a wish
For those deep in the wallow
About the comings of happy tomorrows
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Country First
 
COUNTRY FIRST
Living with freedom in fluttering flag's shadow
 
Enjoying the riches having a life of comfort
 
Sheltered from all kinds of weather in its halo
 
Enjoying the blessings of its generous purport
 
Live with loyalty putting the Country first
 
Sacrifice heart and soul for its honor
 
Share the words and deeds for country's best
 
Live with loyalty for the Country's grandeur
 
Living with cherished identity given by flag's power
 
Making use of the treasured resources of its heart
 
Trekking the earth as a honored traveler
 
Sharing the perpetual deference of its impart
 
Live with allegiance with the blessed country first
 
Thinking of its wellbeing all the time
 
Never ever letting down its faith and trust
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Crying In Sorrow
 
CRYING IN SORROW
 
Don’t let me weep rock me to sleep
Sing me a lullaby as I close my eyes
In your passionate arms as I drift into dreams
With smile on my face in your warm embrace
 
  Where I can forget pain of broken heart
  When you leave tomorrow I won’t be crying in sorrow
 
If I ever wake up to the sun on mountain top
I will have memory of our early romantic glory
When we were in love together promising to be forever
I will keep day dreaming in my mind with warm feeling
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Culture Of Chaos
 
Culture of chaos in the name of freedom
Free to be as humans in God’s kingdom
Flourishing is extremism with no end in sight
Demolishing civility in the name of human right
Dilapidation of honor of customary humanity
Living for the moment in world of profanity
Eroding the principles decaying the morality
All in the name of time honored liberty
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Culture Of Confusion
 
CULTURE OF CONFUSION
&lt;
 
 
Created we have culture of confusion
Divided deeply in deeds and thoughts
Engaging in acts of discriminating assertion
Alluding to social diffeences breaking the hearts
 
Forgetting that everyone is equal in God's eyes
Free is everyone to pursue their own path of destiny
Anything ignoring that truth is blanket of lies
Forever to hold the grudge causing mutiny
 
Created we have culture of confusion
Indebting the morality with life of materialism
Doubts and disbelifs causing the delusion
Living in fantasy far away from realism
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Daffodils Dandelions And Daisies
 
DAFFODILS, DANDELIONS, & DAISIES
 
 
UNFOLDING IS THE MIRACLE
OF EVERYDAY LIFE CYCLE
SPROUTING OF GREEN BUD
FROM THE TREE DUD
STIRRED FROM SPIRITUALS STRING
AT BEGINNING OF SPRING
TO A FULL BLOOM
IN NATURE’S DREAM LOOM
NEW LEAVES OF GREEN
PICTURE PERFECT OF SERENE
MADE OF BLOSSOMING FLOWERS
IN ALL IMAGINITIVE COLORS
PAINTING A SPLENDOR PICTURE
OF THIS LIFE’S RAPTURE
HANDS OF DIVINE SCULPTOR
MAGIC OF THE CREATOR
TIME AND TIME AGAIN
OVER MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS
WALTZING THROUGH THE VALLEYS
ARE DAFFODILS DANDELIONS AND DAISIES.
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Daiamonds They Are
 
Millions of them shining in the night
Sparkling and twinkling showering light
Each with brilliance of its inner essence
Surrounding the milky moon of effervesence
 
  Decorating the sky with their glitter
  Around the floating clouds playing twitter
  Ornaments they are forever to behold 
  Diamonds they are' not just glittering gold
 
Something to wish upon for the dreamers
Real they are for the true believers
Big are small  each of elemental value
Shimmering they are for everyone's view
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Dancing In Depths  Of My Heart
 
By the light of the lantern
Waiting I was by the tavern
Hidden behind the trees of hillside
Watching the roll of ocean tide
Raising with joy up and down
Seeing the brightness of milky moon
Dreaming of your cherry wine lips
Glistening like dew on blooming tulips
Standing in shadows of the night
Yearning to caress your face in moonlight
Hoping to highlight to world your dainty
Making the stars jealous of your beauty
 
Woke up to see the daybreak
All by myself with a heartache
Only to see moon and the stars
Fading away seeing my rolling tears
Glistening like pearls of morning dew
Reflecting the sanguine face of you
Like a mirage in a desert
Dancing in depths of my heart
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Dancing With The Stars
 
DANCING WITH THE STARS
 
Beautiful is the evening
Rolling out red carpet welcoming
Night is passionately beckoning
Into a terrain of dreaming
Setting sun is dazzling
In the horizon enchanting
Beauty beyond beholders eye
Letting the imagination fly high
 
Come let us go dancing with the stars
Stepping with the angels playing guitars
Waltzing on the heaven’s festooned ramparts
Swaying to the beat of our hearts
Come let us go dancing with the stars
 
Beautiful is the beguiling night
Shimmering in shades of twilight `
In shadows of stunning sunset
Echoing sounds of timbre in zest
Opening its loving arms is the moon
Whispering in the wind is melodic tune
Sparkling is the sky with splendor
In a dazzling world of wonder
 
Come let us go dancing with the stars
Stepping with the seraphs playing sitars
Fox trotting in the courtyards of Milky Way 
Swinging by the rainbow as we stray
Come let us go dancing with the stars
 
In world of dreams till morning light
Let us take a fascinating fancy flight
Making sweet memories to reminisce
Filling our hearts with everlasting bliss
Where time stands still for those in love
Feeling the joy of the heavens above
In the world of lightning and thunder
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Smiling endlessly with memoirs to ponder
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Dare To Dream
 
DARE TO DREAM
Dare to dream day and night
Take it to the depths and heights
Follow the shadows to see the light
Dream beyond without any limits
 
Dare to dream with commitment of heart
Anywhere anytime is right place to start
Without fearing it may fall apart
Dreaming new dreams sweet or tart
 
Dare to dream black or white
Everything in mind of all thoughts
In the world of imagination everything in sight
Don’t let time pass by don’t just wait
 
Dare to dream in heart’s every facet
Standing up to challenges ready to meet
Always staying strong with open arms to greet
Any new feelings and new dreams ********
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Dark Is The Night
 
DARK IS THE NIGHT
Dark is the night in contrast to day's light
Yet enchanted is its splendor nature's grandeur
Life being kinder sharing its wonder
Becoming a memory with all its glory
But not apart from the experience of the heart
Echoing in silence of ite reverence
Memorable in its presence with all its deference
Imbued in mind forever to find
May it be fret or glee
Weaved in journey of one's destiny
Some with stars shining some just haunting
Both still a blessing, with or without wishing
Either way being grateful is to fulfill
Duty of one's soul as a whole
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Dear Divine
 
All around is your presence
Image of your reverence
Visible you may not be
Stil vividly I can see
 
Like the wind that blows
Like the light that glows
Like the fragrance of rose
Sanctity steadily grows
 
Real you are as a force
Planning and paving the course
For mankind to trek along
Singing your praises in song
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Dear Traveler
 
DEAR TRAVELER
It’s break of early dawn
Morning dew melting on the lawn
Under the warmth of shining sun
Plenty of work still to be done
Yesterday is gone today is here
Time is not free let that be clear
Borrowed time don’t last too long
It may cut short melody of life’s song
  Wake up from sleep dear traveler
  Journey is long far from over
  Time don’t stop for anyone
  It never stops from its run
Time is now to follow your dreams
Tomorrow in future may not come
Sail on the waves of life’s ocean
Follow the breeze to your destination
Don’t give up too soon remain strong
Carry the strength of faith along
Giving everything that you have got
With spirit of commitment in your heart
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Deepavali
 
Drive the darkness with discourse of divinity
 
Enlighten the environment with education of entirety
 
Embrace the erudition of elation of existence
 
Preface the purity and perfection with persistence
 
Accomplish with awareness with attributes and aspiration
 
Venture with veracity with vignette of veneration
 
Aglow with authenticity to attain with ambition
 
Live with love and laughter learning life¢s lamination
 
Invoking inspiration with incense of innovation
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Depths O Every Heart
 
DEPTHS OF EVERY HEART
Every day emotion of joy and grief
That sprouts and flows in its own course
To reach its end in life that’s brief
Depths of every heart is its source
 
Every day feelings of love and rage
That gushes every moment for better or worse
Flowing from cover to cover of life’s pages
Depths of every heart is its source
 
Every day feelings of reverence for life
That’s made of many praises and curses
For life that brings comforts and strife’s
Depths of every heart is its source
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Depths Of Every Heart
 
DEPTHS OF EVERY HEART
 
 
EVERY DAY EMOTION OF JOY AND GRIEF
THAT SPROUTS AND FLOWS IN IT’S OWN COURSE
TO REACH IT’S END IN LIFE THAT’S BRIEF
DEPTHS OF EVERY HEART IS IT’S SOURCE
 
EVERY DAY FEELINGS OF LOVE AND RAGE
THAT GUSHES EVERY MOMENT FOR BETTER OR WORSE
FLOWING FROM COVER TO COVER OF LIFE’S PAGES
DEPTHS OF EVERY HEART IS IT’S SOURCE
 
EVERY DAY FEELINGS OF REVERENCE FOR LIFE
THAT’S MADE OF MANY PRAISES AND CURSES
FOR LIFE THAT BRINGS COMFORTS AND STRIFES
DEPTHS OF EVERY HEART IS IT’S SOURCE
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Did You Hear
 
DID YOU HEAR
 
 
When I am looking at you without saying a word
I hope you see in my eyes what my heart is saying
Sometimes it is hard to make thoughts to be heard
I trust in you to hear in silence what I am thinking
 
  Did you hear the word love said so many times
 In every single breath I take as that is my lifeline
 Did you hear the word love said so many times
 Like in the echoes of millions of drops of rain
 
When I am holding you without saying a word
I hope you hear the heartbeat dancing with pleasure
Silently adoring your beauty praising like a bard
Warmth of your love brings joy beyond measure
 
 Did you hear, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Divine State
 
Facing the moment whether truth or lie
Accepting the face of good and evil
Realizing the essence of love and hate
 
Beneath the clear blue or dark sky
Rolling time will slowly reveal
If one can patiently wait
 
But it may be too late to cry
As things change in life's trail
By able hands of fate
 
So reach far and high
Have a face of smile
Create something great
 
Never asking why
Always walking in trail
Of divine state
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Do You Have A Smile
 
DO YOU HAVE A SMILE
 
I want your love not just for the kiss
But for the soul for a lifetime of bliss
Living in a world of dreams where love flows
Deep in the passion to bring two hearts  close
 
  So beyond the feelings do you have a smile
  That can shine showing the way mile after mile
 
Love in the beginning is still in early blooms
Not knowing its inner strength against life’s many storms
When everything can change for the better or worse
Lost in the middle of journey without any recourse
 
  So beyond the feelings do you have a smile
  That can shine showing the way mile after mile
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Don'T Be Afraid To Fall In Love Again
 
+I see hesitant you are to open your heart
Afraid of the pain from the broken promises
Trying you are in vain to get over your heart
Afraid of seeing only thorns and not Roses
 
  Don't be afraid to fall in love again
  I will lend you shoulder to lean on
  Don't be afraid to fall in love again
  I will be ther like your new dawn
 
Trying you are get over the heartache
Sheltering yo are yourtender emeotions
Careful you are not to make same mistake
Wanting to be alone rather than dreaming
 
   Don't be afraid to fall in love again
   I will lend you shoulder to lean on
   Don't be afraid to fall in love again
   I will be there like your new dawn
 
Resilient is heart to overcome heartbreaks
I should know I have been there once before
Lived I have through the agony of love's wrecks
Survived I have, here I am standing ready to soar
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Don'T Cry
 
Don’t cry
 
Consoling words of my mother still echoing
After I came home from the school wailing
Disillusioned after loosing the game
So disappointed I was with the shame
 
Don’t cry, life is full of many failures
Learn the lessons to be strong to endure
Wear them on your sleeves as reminder
As life will never be always kinder
Become stronger with each failure
 
Don’t cry
 
Comforting words of my father still resonating
Failing my test again after sincerely trying
Feeling the burden in my heart of let down
Walked home with tears on face with a frown
 
Don’t cry life is full of many hurdles
In every turn there may be on to tackle
Wear them on your sleeves as reminder
As life will never be always be kinder
Become stronger with each failure
 
Don’t cry
 
Soothing words of my teacher still resounds
As I was leaving school’s sacred ground
Anxious of what future is in the real world
Whether it will be warm or be cold
 
Don’t cry life has many challenges to face
But disappear they will with good lord’s grace
Wear them on sleeves as reminder
As life will never be kinder
Become stronger with each failure
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Don'T Know
 
DON'T KNOW
 
Cracked is the mirror of trust beyond repair
Every word spoken brings moments of despair
Torn is the fabric of credence in its deepest core
Bleeding is the heart in floods in melancholy shore
 
Each moment has become a torture with no relief
Every sentiment is wrecked with outpouring grief
Every heartbeat brings heartaches like lightning
Every minute has become more than frightening
 
   Don't' know where to go what to do
   My distraught mind hasn't got a clue
   Don't know where to go what to do
   My besieged soul has become blue
 
Hard to think of tomorrow without thinking of the past
Etched is misery deep in the heart lingering like ghost
Questions are so many answers are none to choose
It takes more than human courage to face all the woes
 
     Don't know where to go, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Dream Dancing Alive
 
DREAM DANCING ALIVE
 
There is something in your eyes
Shining like stars in the skies
Something in your touch soft and tender
Gives me the feelings of lightning and thunder
Something in your face divine and dazzling
Takes me to the world of dreaming
Something in your embrace warm and loving
Gives me the comfort that I was searching
Girl you  are my dream dancing alive
 
Something in your kiss sweet as honey
Makes my heart tingle in harmony
Something in your voice sounds as symphony
Fills my world of dark and lonely
Something in your words gives me the hope
For the strength I need to climb mountaintop
There is something in your love so honest
That fulfills my desire and quenches my thirst
Girl you are my dream dancing alive
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Dreams Are Those
 
DREAMS ARE THOSE
 
Dreams are those poems and prose
Woven in night proven in daylight
Ocean of feelings horizon of paintings
Pictures of life scriptures of joy and grief
 
Dreams are those looms that flows
Deep in silence heap of experience
Played in mind displayed in different kinds
Sweet or bitter treat or torture
 
Dreams are those beams that glows
Hidden within sometimes spoken like rhymes
Rings that’s true strings of clues
Singing life’s melody playing comedy or tragedy
 
Dreams are those blooms that blows
Fragrance of secrets balance of contexts
Laughter in tears glitters for years
something in thoughts feelings of hearts
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Dying Is My Emotion
 
There is nothing in this world that can console
My lonely heart is crying for your heart's love
Burning is the fire of loneliness beyond control
I cannot live alone with the stars shining above
 
    Sun and the moon burns my grieving soul
    Blooming flowers burns my eyes with desire
    Pining is my heart for you with a gaping hole
    Dying is my emotion burning in forlorn pyre
 
Nothing can fill the emptiness that you left behind
Pretend I cannot to be doing well without your affection 
Your sweet memories playing its part is not too kind
My life has become turmoil without any direction
 
   Sun and the moon burns……………………
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Dying Is My Emotion Slowly
 
DYING IS MY EMOTION
 
There is nothing in this world that can console
My lonely heart is crying for your heart's love
Burning is the fire of loneliness beyond control
I cannot live alone with the stars shining above
 
    Sun and the moon burns my grieving soul
    Blooming flowers burns my eyes with desire
    Pining is my heart for you with a gaping hole
    Dying is my emotion burning in forlorn pyre
 
Nothing can fill the emptiness that you left behind
Pretend I cannot to be doing well without your affection 
Your sweet memories playing its part is not too kind
My life has become turmoil without any direction
 
   Sun and the moon burns……………………
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Education
 
EDUCATION
 
Enlightening is education in every instance
Drives the darkness of ignorance
Universal is its veiled brilliance
Creates a world of prudence
Awakens the intellect and intelligence 
Teaches truth of everyday deference
Inspires insight for parlance
Ordained way for mind’s cadence
Navigates life through all ambience
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Ella
 
ELLA
 
 
Ember of the divine flame, smile that smile
Light you are, shining bright in life’s trail
Levitate above and beyond, all this torment
Aglow you will, like the sun forever radiant
 
Embark on a journey, of valor with every breath
Laughter as the source spread the spirit of mirth
Leer at the hard times, in shelter of savior
Afloat with every heart beat as a true warrior `
 
Enkindle the resilience to conquer the adversity
Live the moment with belief in divinity
Leap with faith with your heart and soul
Arrive you will victorious in life’ scroll
 
I wrote this poem to Ella who sis eight years old and had a major accident and is
recovering from that accident, as you see I begin the lines like her name spells
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Ember
 
EMBER
 
Usher sunrise of each day with a prayer
Roll a carpet for father time to scroll
Libretto of love in humane motto 
As we come together being pious
Sharing each other’s belief’s with caring
Blending the faiths for tolerant living
Building a bridge of esteem believing
Ember we are of same divine cinder
 
Summon every blessed moment with a sermon
Emboss the heart for father time to gloss
Painting colors of piety for bonding
As we join hands being virtuous
Showing compassion by truly loving
Gathering with faith for contemplating
Surmising life’s journey by believing
Ember we are of same divine cinder
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Emer We Are Of Divine Beneficence
 
EMBER OF DIVINE TIMBRE
 
Born on earth not by choice
Something celestial we have no voice
Duty it is to live the life
Sprinkled everywhere is joy in rife
In comfort in struggle all the same
Find liberation in his name
Look within in the burning flame
Find you will answer to acclaim
Visible to the human eye
No need to ogle at sky
Heaven and earth what’s the difference
In world of love of divine’s beneficence 
Ember we are of divine timbre
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Face Of Time
 
FACE OF TIME
 
Face of time is not black and white
Changed has its color in its flight
Tainted it is with feelings of prejudice
Faded is line between justice and injustice
 
Every thing is by reason of default
Mau it be love or making an assault
Every time it is the same old shame
No one is willing to take the blame
 
Irony is the moment two forces clashing
Each blaming the other for the bashing
One end up dying, other not saying victory
They end up hiding from society's decree
 
Then came the uproar from the society
Instilling racial element which is not witty
Rather than arguing about the incidence 
They smear color of bigotry into evidence
 
Black and white is not crystal clear color
Become it has nebulous in life's parlor
Black and white is not transparent any more
Become it has tenuous on life's revered shore
 
Divided is the opinion among the activists
Calling each other extremists and racists
Forgetting the dignity of all the victims
Depriving them of their chances to redeem
 
Everyone claims their fight is for the truth
Ignoring the facts everyone acts like sleuth
Wonder if they ever look into the mirror
Afraid they are of seeing image of horror
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One has died cannot tell his side of story
Other one is defending explaining history
Everyone else is marching to their own beats
While the truth has taken heels to fleet
 
 
 
When the dust is settled sacred truth will be muddled
There will not be closure even after truth is unveiled
The story keeps arousing the sentiments of the conflict
Never ever ends even after writing the final verdict
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Facts And Fictions
 
Blurred is the line between facts and ficitions
See one cannot the difference when thoughts are biased
Captured is the heart with prejudiced convictions
Prey they will become to the voice that is chorused
 
Distorted is the view between facts and ficitions
Scheme of shades makes the picture obscure
Imprinted are the images with contradicitions
Vicitms they will become being not sure
 
Vague will be judgement between facts and fictions
Finding it hard to find the hidden truth
Beseiged by doubts hard to feel realization
Discouraged will be the soul feeling uncouth
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Faith
 
Belief of heart in power
From beyond about the future
To bring solace to life
By melting away the strife
Every moment by the grace
Of spirit from outer space
 
Belief of soul to find
Joy in peace of mind
Feeling content in the love
Of divine’s blessing from above
In the elements of nature
Given to us to nurture
 
Belief of having a trust
In today to be just
Like or unlike of yesterday
Taking time to solemnly pray
For time to be kind
For always till the end
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Farewell To Departed Soul
 
FAREWELL DEAR DEPARTED SOUL
Farewell, to you dear departed soul
Erased may be from writings of life's scroll
Endure you will in our minds as whole
Etched in our memories as life's extol
Revealing in hearts real truth of life
Alluding to the facts of birth and death
Showing the way to deal with joy and grief
Pointing to the fact one can live with mirth
Living every moment as the very last
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Fear Of Unknown
 
FEAR OF UNKNOWN
Fear of unknown brings on the storms
Playing havoc with life's sweet dreams
Shattering the hope in everyone's future
Building a world of heartache and torture
 
Fear of unknown brings about uncertainty
Painting dark colors of insecurity
Filling the souls with sentiments of trepidation
Letting the thoughts wander without navigation
 
Fear of unknown brings about skepticism
Eroding the trust and faith with pessimism
Only time can bring back the optimism
But ironic it is when believing fatalism
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Feeling I Am Helpless
 
Feeling I am helpless
 
Run away heart of mine has become a rolling stone
Like a wild horse with no reins it has become windblown
Trailing it is the bouquet of your charming fragrance
Awake I am dreaming of you for lifetime of dance
 
  Prisoner I am of yester year constrained with the truth
  Prisoner I am of today calling your name with every breath
  Prisoner I am of the emotions of today and yester year
  Prisoner I am of love of my heart and mind solaced by tear
 
                          Feeling I am helpless
 
Holding me back is the promises I have made way before
Reflecting the truth of that moment is on my ring finger
Promises were made then not to be broken forever more
Didn't know back then you will come dancing on my life's shore
 
  Prisoner I am of yester year constrained with the truth
  Prisoner I am of today calling your name with every breath
  Prisoner I am of the emotions of today and yester year
  Prisoner I am of love of my heart and mind solaced by tear
 
                                 Feeling I am helpless
 
Another break of dawn will not bring the answer that's fair
Another sunset will not bring an end to my heart's despair
Another spoken word will not bring comfort to heartache
Another heart beat will not soothe the pain of heartbreak
 
                            Feeling I am helpless
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Flower That You Are
 
FLOWER THAT YOU ARE
 
Flower that you are bouquet of love
In enrichment of feelings of hearts grove
In need of endearment in lonely moments
To bring harmony to the souls sentiments
Of passion of romance for the reminiscence
In life’s journey with your heart’s munificence
Satisfying each and every one of concupiscence
Finding in your tender touch all  puissance
To face the future living my dreams
Feeling content with every single sunlight beam
Till end of time knowing you are mine
Scattering shadows my one and only sunshine
Where I find all the true joy
In the depths of your loving eyes
More than I dreamed off in your embrace
Wouldn’t trade this for anything my grace
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Follow Your Dreams
 
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
Follow your dreams till the very end
Change it may colors in every bend
Despair don't because of different blend
Surprise you will by a magic wand
 
Don't give up in the middle of your dreams
Follow through in spite of what it seems
See you will the essence of life's gleam
Unfolding when you follow your dream
 
Follow your dream through the time
Being true to it whether rain or sunshine
Finding faithful threads of hope to twine
To build a dream mantel in realistic shrine
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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For A Lifetime
 
FOR A LIFETIME
 
Tell me your dreams don’t be shy
I will bring stars from the sky
For you to wear in your eyes
Forever to shine giving you the joy
For a lifetime keeping the sparkling smile
On your face glittering all the while
 
Share your heart’s wishes that you cherish
I will give my soul to garnish
Everyone of them in every try
Will weave wings of love to fly
For a lifetime keeping the sparkling smile
On your face glittering all the while
 
Whatever it is tell me your pleasure
Heaven or earth will bring the treasure
Close to you for you to live
Strong is feeling I have to give
For a lifetime keeping the sparkling smile
On your face glittering all the while
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For A New Start
 
FOR A NEW START
 
 
Chasing I was the rainbow in the moonlit night
Forgot to see into your soul in the fading light
Reaching I was for the million dreams in flight
Listen I didn’t to the pleas of your plight
 
   Wondering is there still time to make it right
   Painting clear pictures in black and white
  Wondering is there still time to open my heart
   For you to forgive me for a new start
 
Chasing I was the moon even after the sunrise
Forgot to look into your loving eyes
Counting I was the stars in the sky
Silent I was to your midnight cry
 
     Told I have mountain of lies in every turn
     While you were lighting candles of love to burn
     Wondering is there still time to mend your heart
      For you to forgive me for a new start
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For Better Of Me
 
FOR BETTER OF ME
 
 
I am lonesome for you skies are turning gray
Restless is my heart with so much more to say
Now that you are gone now I feel lonely
Promise I will to change for better of me
 
Change I didn’t, even after you cried
Took things for granted openly lied
Walked away from you in foolish pride
Now my soul of life has died
 
I am lonesome for you world is spinning
Wandering is mind it has become baffling
Far away you are pleading I am infinitely
Promise I will to change for better of me
 
See I didn’t your forlorn feeling
Sending your emotions reeling
Never whispered sweet nothings
For you, now my soul is yearning
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For The Friends  And Foes
 
FOR THE FRIENDS AND FOES
 
FLAMES OF JOY BURNING EVERYWHERE
IN THE MIDDLE OF COLD WINTER
FLOWING IS WARM SPIRIT TO SHARE
MELTING THE TENDER FEELINGS TO CARE
 
    FOR THE FRIENDS FOES AND NEIGHBORS
    LIVING AS ONE TOGETHER AND FOREVER
    BONDING WITH SWEET SOUNDS OF LAUGHTER
    OPENING THE HEARTS TO DIVINE TO SURRENDER
 
BREEZE OF HAPPINESS BLOWING WITH SNOW
SPRINKLING GOODWILL MAKING IT GROW
ALL OVER MAKING THE WORLD GLOW
IN DIVINE SHADOWS IN PEACEFUL MEADOWS
 
    FOR THE FRIENDS AND FOES AND NEIGHBORS
    LIVING AS ONE TOGETHER AND FOREVER
    BONDING WITH SWEET SOUNDS OF LAUGHTER
    OPENING THE HEARTS TO DIVINE TO SURRENDER
 
RIVER OF UNDERSTANDING MAKING ITS WAY
IN THE SOULS NIGHT AND DAY
EVEN UNDER THE SKIES OF GRAY
EVERYONE TAKING PRECIOUS TIME TO PRAY
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Forbidden Love
 
FORBIDDEN LOVE
 
Curls in your flowing hair
Exotic perfume that you wear
Beauty beyond compare
Sometimes makes me to dare
 
For the forbidden love
Yearning to promove
Then voice of conscience
Does not give affirmance
To yield for forbidden love
 
Smile on your red lips
Rocking and rolling hips
Listening to your quips
Sometimes makes me worship
 
For the bidden love
Longing to groove
Then echoes of oath
Does not erase truth
To yield for forbidden love
 
Sounds of your sweet voice
Makes my heart to rejoice
Like touch of poultice
Entices to make sacrifice
 
For the forbidden love
Craving to commove
Then face of reality
Reveals the morality
To yield for forbidden love
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Foreplay
 
FOREPLAY
 
Beginning of journey
Into world of ecstasy
In search of honey
 
Sensual prologue
Before the procreation
Having a dialogue
 
Preface for game of
Finding pleasure together
In each other turf
 
In preparation
For ardent expression of
Forceful emotion
 
Intimate closeness
Erotic stimulation
For sheer happiness
 
Finding the way from
Stillness to the state of thrill
Before pleasure come(s) 
 
Surveying zones
In world of intimacy
Making moans and groans
 
Looking into eyes
Showing intimate desire 
Before passion rise
 
Sensual gesture
Rolling on valley’s pasture
In search of rapture
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Forever And Forever  I..L..U. I..L..U
 
FOREVER AND FOREER I….L….YOU
 
 
Time flies faster than any speed of light
When life is brimming with full of delight
River of time will never stand forever still
When love is whispering like wipper will
 
It's been one score and fourteen years
Since you came here with joy and cheers
Filling my yearning heart with lasting bliss
Making my dreams come true with every kiss
 
   You are the melody of my life my dear
   You are the music that I will always hear
    You are the shining light in my view
    So forever and forever I..L..U, I, , L..U
 
Vivid are all the moments that we spent
Our love weathered every kind of weather
We are two candles with one flame burning
Blended as one as time keeps on turning
 
   You are the melody…………..
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Forever And Forever I....L...You
 
FOREVER AND FOREER I….L….YOU
 
 
Time flies faster than any speed of light
When life is brimming with full of delight
River of time will never stand forever still
When love is whispering like wipper will
 
It's been one score and fourteen years
Since you came here with joy and cheers
Filling my yearning heart with lasting bliss
Making my dreams come true with every kiss
 
   You are the melody of my life my dear
   You are the music that I will always hear
    You are the shining light in my view
    So forever and forever I..L..U, I, , L..U
 
Vivid are all the moments that we spent
Our love weathered every kind of weather
We are two candles with one flame burning
Blended as one as time keeps on turning
 
   You are the melody…………..
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Forever And More
 
FOREVER AND MORE
 
Word of honor is more than commitment
It is glitter of truth of moment
To be kept alive in its embodiment
Of heart and soul of its sentiment
 
  Forever and more for years to come
  Burning the flames on river of time
  Scattering the fragrance of emotions in bloom
  Like the meaning of lines of hymn
 
Word of promise is more than an agreement
It’s blending of thoughts of heaven’s continent
To be immortalized in life size monument
Worshipped forever in its sanctioned sacred sacrament
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Forever With Joy
 
FOREVER WITH JOY
 
I will waltz you into the world of smiles
Step by step leading you down the happy trails
Staying with the rhythm of life’s sweet music
To live your dreams in world of magic
 
  Let me lead you on till break of dawn
  Will show you the colors of love in your horizon
  Splashed in red all across the clear blue skies
  To fill your heart forever with joy
 
I will hold you close to my heart for always
Singing love songs to put smile on your face
Showing you the stars twinkling in divine grace
Glowing like fire melting your desire in my embrace
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Forgotten
 
FORGOTTEN WITH FORSAKEN HEART
 
It's not even a day since you said goodbye
Already my world is under dark gloomy sky
Cried I have so much no more tears left to cry
Pining is my heart for you my emotions are dry
 
       Where will I go from here how will I live
       Lonely I am with no more dreams to weave
       Don't know if I can survive by living apart
       I will be all alone forgotten with forsaken heart
 
I always believed we were made for each other
Never had a doubt about being together forever
I trusted our love can endure all kinds of weather
Never thought even once our love would wither 
 
        Where will I go from here ……………………..
 
I trusted you with all my heart to live in your future
Strolling with time arm in arm with life to nurture
Sharing every heart beat along with every breath
Living each other lives every single moment in mirth
 
     Where will I go from here, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
,
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Forgotten With Foresaken Heart
 
It's not even a day since you said goodbye
Already my world is under dark gloomy sky
Cried I have so much no more tears left to cry
Pining is my heart for you my emotions are dry
 
       Where will I go from here how will I live
       Lonely I am with no more dreams to weave
       Don't know if I can survive by living apart
       I will be all alone forgotten with forsaken heart
 
I always believed we were made for each other
Never had a doubt about being together forever
I trusted our love can endure all kinds of weather
Never thought even once our love would wither 
 
        Where will I go from here
 
I trusted you with all my heart to live in your future
Strolling with time arm in arm with life to nurture
Sharing every heart beat along with every breath
Living each other lives every single moment in mirth
 
     Where will I go from here,
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Fury Flame Of Kisses
 
FURY FLAMES OF KISSES
 
 
BEHIND SWEET FACE OF LOVE GLOWING LIKE SUNLIGHT FROM ABOVE
LIES DARK SIDE OF SUN BEYOND THE MOON
TO ERUPT LIKE VENGEFUL VOLCANO SPITTING FIRE LIKE AN INFERNO
BURNING THE FEELINGS INTO ASHES ARE FURY FLAMES OF KISSES
 
IN DEPTHS OF LOVING WORDS ECHOING SWEET VOICES OF BIRDS
LIES SILENCE OF SILVER SOLITUDE BEYOND GLITTER OF GOLDEN ATTITUDE
TO MELT AWAY THE POLISH BY HEAT OF THE MALICE
BURNING THE FEELINGS INTO ASHES ARE FURY FLAMES OF KISSES
 
IN THE WARMTH OF EMBRACE ADORING AFFECTION TRICKLING IN GRACE
LIES THE SCORN OF WRATH BEYOND THE GLOSS OF TRUTH
TO REVEAL THE REAL CONTENTS OF POISON OF FAKE SENTIMENTS
BURNING THE FEELINGS INTO ASHES ARE FURY FLAMES OF KISSES
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Future
 
FUTURE (INVISIBLE DIVINE, S INTENT)
 
Born in the cradle of fleeting time at a particular moment
Somewhere between the past and the future called present
Ever since then become I have a wanderer chasing the future
But always a step behind no matter what I do, how much I endure
 
Magician is the river of time as it winds and bends its course
Turning the present into past and present into future in terse
Matter it will not even with eagle's watch in this universal den
One cannot see the change happening even with both eyes open
 
    Future is the indefinite time after present that still remains
    It is the fourth dimension of the universe in divine's reigns
    Future lies behind doors of time that no one can see at present
    It is the mystery of life revealed by the invisible divine's intent
 
Wrapped I am all around in chains of time and I cannot escape
Invisible it is to touch or to feel or to breathe or to see its shape
Choice was not mine to embark on this journey it was predestined
Again I don't know why I am placed in this path to be challenged
 
I am both blessed and cursed at the same time with gift of mind
Supremacy I have with given intellect about the existence of wind
But when I want to hold or to see, foolish will be my undertaking
As my intelligence begins to affirm about the cool breeze blowing
 
     Future is the loom of time that is weaving the life of humanity
     One cannot see the weaver's hands at work till dawn of eternity
     Future lies behind the doors of time that no one can see at present
     It is the suspense one has to live with as it is invisible divine's intent
 
Arrival of future is inevitable due to the existence of time in space
With its influx brings new things that was not present on earth's face 
In reality of life only present exists past and the future is only illusory
When future comes becoming present then it wears disguise of contemporary
 
Every one living in present is not blessed with the bequest of future
As some are lost in the world of past with only memories to nurture
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Only the present is on hand to live in this life's uncertain journey
Dream it is to think of another tomorrow whether it is sunny or rainy
 
     Future that was fleeting becomes present with flow of river of time
     Joyous may be treacherous may be choice is not yours or mine
     Future is gift of God for all humans living in present every moment
     Definite is not the amount of units of future as it is invisible divine's intent
As sands of time slowly erode and lost in the heart of the universe
Present becomes past present becomes future running its due course
As oceans goes through the different phases of stillness and tempest
Time keeps its imperceptible run as life goes through its best and worst
 
Future lies in the soul of illusion of linear time until it becomes present
Where dwells the truth of heavens for all to feel as life's lasting testament
Living is always in shadows of death until it holds the souls in its loving arms
Real is life only in present as past is memory and future is only in dreams
 
    Future is not in anyone's hands as it's only a life's vast concept
    Wait one shouldn't at expense of the present which is in percept
    Future is always disguised wearing many masks that are different
    Revealed is not its face until becomes present as it is invisible divine's intent
 
Past has gone into the shelf of life where it can be retrieved only by mind
No choice to cherry pick the moments of joy as sorrow is also in its blend
Lost is the chance once present is lived in its real existence wisely or not
Too late to think of present once it becomes past in depths of time's heart
 
Future comes without announcing its arrival in path of everyone's life
Opens like oyster showing things that didn't present before in its brief
In timeline, future is yet to come with all its glory of elation and sorrow
Never the same for everyone living on this earth with no time to harrow
 
   Future comes one moment at a time even without the welcome mat
   Only natural for humans to hope for it to come in their life's format
   As it is the desire of all humans to live long with those future moments
   Because of the alternative is death although it is invisible divine's intent
 
Sailing on river of time one has to face the waves of tranquil and powerful
Which one cannot foresee as it is hidden in the womb of future with a veil
From dawn of times time has always flown into future bringing its own wish
Choose we cannot the structure of future but to accept the way it is to cherish
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Past is the burial ground of all the futures that became present one time or
another
Some are joyous to yearn for that present again some are torturous to forget
forever
Every future that became past was a milestone in life with influence of
significance
As each of that moment in life's journey was a day that was of some
consequence
 
   Future is unknown stranger that everyone wants to meet in their present
  Hoping it brings events of their choice with its every facet being pleasant
  Then again one can only live their present dreaming of future to be affluent
  But helpless is every human to manipulate as it is invisible divine's intent
 
 
Future is only conceptual in every human mind with no definite configuration
Wish of every human heart and soul for their future to be is of a lasting
celebration
One can only live the present with knowledge of past to shape their future to be
But chances are it may not arrive in exact replica of imagination of you and me
 
Present on hand is the gift that one should be thankful in every cognizant instant
Not a moment too late as time flees invisibly in the space like it is already meant
One can recollect the past imagine the future but one can only live in the present
Unwise it is to ignore what's on hand not to experience the present as it is God
sent
 
   Future tantalizes minds in all levels making them become obsessively
pondering
   Lying awake are humans wondering about the future with all kinds of planning
   Only to realize that future has its own designed plans with its predestined
content
   Every individual has to accept that arrangement as it is invisible divine's intent
 
I wonder is it arrogance of humans to think of future while ignoring the present
As time on hand is bestowed from beyond for us to live to its maximum amount
Alignment of stars varies for every one at any given time with rain or sunshine
One has to live with the way its meant with the knowledge acquired over the
time
 
Future is obscure in every concept be it scientific religious philosophic or spiritual
One can comment in any which way it suits their way but it will not be
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consensual
Discourse can happen for eons to come and still one cannot visualize to see its
face
Wait one has for it to make its appearance in its own time showing its eternal
grace
 
  Future is ambiguous in every which way its analyzed it can never be foreseen
  And one has to be blessed to see the future to become present on the life's
scene
  When one is lost in by gone present becoming the past without humans consent
 
  One is not aware of the event by any heart or soul as it is invisible divine's
intent
 
Happy I am to be here in this present with the people that are also blessed
Captivating it is to hear in sounds of silence the sentiments of the gathered
Joyous it is to be traveling with all the fellow journeymen on the same path
As before this present becomes past with advent of future I realize the truth
 
Future is not what I am concerned as much as I am about living in the present
As present will soon fleet from my life and I will have doubts about my
commitment If any future is blessed in my life then its texture will partly depends
on my weaving
As I am aware of my past which was a lost cause as I squandered its full blessing
 
 
    Future will be what it will be as there is not much I can do about
    But aware I am of my duty and I have my own inherited clout
   Feeling grateful for this life that I have been given to represent
   I will surrender to the force as I should as it is invisible divine's intent
 
What is present what is past what is future really can anyone of us define let
alone to see it hold it and analyze it. Just as I am thinking of this particular
moment it is gone I didn't even see it, did you see it all I know is that I was
talking about it and it came made it presence and left without saying as much as
good bye, of course it won't say see you later or see you again as  once it came
through my life it is gone into yesterday and even that I cannot see it or show it
to anyone, only in my memory I can recall about yesterday intellectually, but if I
don't have intellect then I have to rely on the numbers calendars and other
resources about yesterday
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Gather The Experience
 
GATHER THE EXPERIENCE
 
Now and then once a while take a notion
To sail on the back waters of life’s ocean
Taking a break from everyday today’s never ending chores
To see the hidden treasures before reaching the shores
  Ride the waves live through storms take a chance
  When in calm when in rage gather the experience
Traveling the life’s highway to reach the set goals
Take a new exit to soothe heart and soul
Savoring the beauty of nature’s splendor with all senses
Every moment to be alive keeping life in balance
  Scream the cheers cry the tears walk the fence
  Feel the emotions high and low gather the experience
In the middle of distractions storming from every direction
Take a stand to feel strong for some redemption
Visit a mosque walk through synagogues temples and churches
To feel the power from beyond trying to reach
  Chant the prayers say the hymns feel God’s presence
   Live the love from up above gather the experience
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Gentle Soul
 
GENTLE SOUL
 
One last act of compassion
Not aware of the lurking dangers
Making small talk with love and passion
Stopped his car to pick up strangers
 
Showing veneration to everyone with deference
Believing in esteem of life in every reference
Sharing esteem of life in every circumstance
Gentle soul sown with fabric of reverence
 
   Blighting the innocence was iniquity
   Taking away blessed time of honesty
   Decreeing the moment with no amity
   Malice painted the moment with cruelty
 
Left he was in the wood
Brutally killed with wicked act of violence
Injustice done to heart of good
By heartless hands with no benevolence
 
Laid he was to rest forever gone
Placed in the hands of divine for care
Remembered he will be with love for eon
Gentle soul blended with light of glare
 
 
  Praising the innocence was the humanity
  Hear he may not but lives
  In the hearts of the society
  As the hearts and souls grieves
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God Is One
 
GOD IS ONE
Everyone says there is God
I agree instantly with a nod
Then it gets hard to understand
When everyone takes a foolish stand
To glorify their own individual messengers
Then friends become some unknown strangers
Forgetting that the message is same
When said in good lords name
  When God is one like sun and moon
  Bright lights shine shadows loom
  In the darkness of moonlit night
  In the brightness of early morning light
Everyone says we are all God’s children
I applaud loud saying amen
Then things get lost in great confusion
When everyone claims they are the chosen one
Reciting divine lines from their holy books
While swimming in waters of life’s same brooks
Flowing into different rivers joining the same ocean
Forgetting the essence of universal notion
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Going
 
GOING
 
Counting my blessed blessings
Hearing the birds chirping
Waking to see sun rising
Following the sun rolling
 
Going I am for drive
To see the nature live
Seeing sights to revive
Feelings to stay alive
 
Counting my blessed blessings
Listening to the wind whistling
Seeing the rushing rivers flowing
Watching the flowers blooming
 
Going I am for a stroll
To see life as a whole
Down the valley up the knoll
Soothing my heart and soul
 
Counting my blessed blessing
Gazing at the sun setting
Seeing the stars shining
Glimpsing the moon dancing 
 
Going I am for a stride
To see the clouds glide
Peering inside and outside
Traveling far and wide
 
Counting my blessed blessings
Soaking sunshine silently adoring
Wondering at the rain falling
Hearing the destiny calling
Embracing the nature’s loving
 
Going I am to fly
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To mountain high
Reaching for the sky
To see nature’s smiling eye
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Grace In Retrospect
 
GRACE IN RETROSPECT
Beauty of raising sun at break of dawn
Forever can’t hold on after it is gone
Beauty of sun setting in to ocean in evening
At the night’s beginning is not forever holding
Beauty of blooming flowers in all different colors
Is only passing pictures before its time to wither
Only grace in retrospect
 
Beauty of changing seasons for nature’s good reasons
Is only temporary vision of life’s many illusions
Beauty of many events sweet and sad moments
Are only time’s sentiments of ascent and descent
Beauty of life’s birth on this mortal earth
Is faith of truth before time for death
Only grace in retrospect
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Grand Canyon
 
GRAND CANYON
 
 
Divine with his hands
Carved majestic Grand Canyon
Waving magic hands
 
Grand Canyon’s picture
Illuminates God’s wonder
In splendid sculpture
 
Echoes of silence
Reverberates Grand Canyon’s
Sounds of reverence
 
Grand Canyon’s beauty
Is beyond beholders eyes
Nature’s vanity
 
World within a world
Is Grand Canyon with carvings
That no one can hold
 
Majestic it is
Façade of the Grand Canyon
Place of heavens bliss
 
Grand Canyon welcomes
Everyone to see and enjoy
Secrets of its charms
 
Alive with its truth
Is Grand Canyon with its rhythm
Heaven on this earth
 
Flowing like a creek
Is Colorado River
In Grand Canyon’s
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Lying in desert
Is Grand Canyon with splendor
Of a classic art
 
Grand Canyon beckons
Every traveler on this earth
To see its beacons
 
Rims of Grand Canyon
Trails edge of eternity
For many eons
 
Depths of Grand Canyon
Goes beyond the trails of time
 
Standing test of time
Is beauty of Grand Canyon
Like lyrics of Hymn
 
Wonder of divine
Is beauty of Grand Canyon
Sparkle of sunshine
 
One moment of lust
Can bring heartaches and heartbreaks
Shattering life to dust
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Haiku#27
 
Grace of hearts' goodness
Soothes the feelings of despair
As much as kindness
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Haiku@26
 
Breaking the silence
Is the newborn baby's cry
Of its innocence
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Haiku@28
 
Bright is the world by
Golden hues of rising sun
In the morning sky
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Haiku@29
 
Good conquers evil
After battle is over
In all fairy tale
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Happy Birthday
 
Shining is sun today in Milky Way
Not out of duty
Splling golden rays with amazing grace
Dazzling your beauty
Sharing the joy high in the sky
Looking over the occasion
Showering shimmer glorifying glimmer
Adorning the celebration
Scattering special hue and wishing you
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
 
Poem written for my wife
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Happy Birthday 1
 
Flourishing are the flowers of the spring with joy
Singing are the birds cheerfully chirping harmony
Blowing is the breeze blissfully across the blue sky
Shining is sun vibrantly on this day of your journey
 
Wishing
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
 
Filled with idyllic melody is the air everywhere
Swaying are the trees in step with blissful bounce
Buzzing are the bees along with butterflies with flair
Dancing is the moment filled with ever lasting pleasance
 
Wishing
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
 
Pleasant is the feeling for this joyful occasion
Glowing are the candles titivating the moment
Aligned are the stars to complete the celebration
Dazzling with delight is this singular instant
 
Wishing
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Heart Full Of Love
 
HEART FULL OF SWEET LOVE
 
I don’t have the treasure of gold
To give you any time soon
But I have two loving arms to hold
My angel of love till break of dawn
I don’t have vault full of diamonds
To surprise you now or ever
But I have two willing hands
To reach the skies for the stars
 
  One thing I have is true love to give
  Deep from my heart full of sweet love
 
I don’t want to make promises I can’t keep
But I have strings of dreams for you to weave
I know it’s beyond me to go ocean deep
As I don’t want to promise world of make believe
I don’t want to lead you on road of pretenses
As it only brings grief in the end
But I have millions of words to make sweet sentences
As we walk this life holding hands
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Heart Of Time
 
Heart of time has brought our souls to be together
Sentiment of love has made our feelings to  tether
Become we have to be one floating on life'socean
Commands of heaven has put our passion in motion
 
   Here we are after all these memorable years
   Having shared the emotions laughter and tears
   Still feeling that it all began only uesterday
   Praying for always, future to be like today
 
Heart of time has taken us through life's journeyI
In search of treasure of truth in world of harmony
Weaving dream after dream in colors of horizon
Commanads of heaven has put our passion in motion
 
    Here we are after all the scowls and smiles
    Face to face having traveled miles after miles
    Holding on to our feelings still so very new
    Seeing sunrise and sunset through romantic view
 
Poem written to my wife ASHA on our wedding anniversary
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Helpless People
 
Ogling at the sky with tear filled eye
Seeking for some relief from everyday grief
Feeling so desperate with life becoming intricate
Staring at the steeple are helpless people
 
Looking all around searching for firm ground
Finding for ways to live with grace
Dealing with their plight letting hope in flight
Living with scruples are helpless people
 
Surrendering to their fate unable to think straight
Not giving into sorrow dreaming of better tomorrow
Struggling their way out erasing existing doubt
Coming to grapple are helpless people
 
 
+
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Here I Am  Waiting To Be Forgiven
 
HERE I AM WAITING TO BE FORGIVEN
 
Left my brother behind, to be with my friends
Ignoring his pleas to come, jumped over the fence
Turning deaf ear, to the cries of a four year old
Didn’t see the moment, blind I was to behold
Lights were not on in the house, it was evening
Shrill sobbing sounds all over, sadness was churning
Heard about the fatal accident, of my beloved  brother
Too late to turn back the time, frozen was ether  
 
So many precious moments life had woven
Wasted chances that I have been given
Didn’t live the blessed time feeling brazen
Here I am waiting to be forgiven
 
Turned on the answering machine to hear the messages
Heard a beseeching voice of an old friend from the ages
Pleading for money caught between stone and hard rock
Didn’t reply soon enough to get him over the gridlock
Read his name in the local paper in obituary column
Recounting in detail how he ended his life of solemn
Cried out loud feeling guilty that will now be forever
Too late to turn back the time, frozen was ether
 
So many precious
 
Living I was in my own world far away from home
Uptown life fancy clothes fast cars all the time to roam
Living his final days was my father yearning for glee
Never took heed to visit my aging dad in need of me
Heard my name paged overhead in the cruise ship
After hearing that my dad died quivering were my lips
Helpless feeling nowhere to turn but to die rather
Too late to turn back the time frozen was ether
 
So many precious
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Holiday Season
 
Holiday season
Paints vivid colors of joy
In life's  horizon
 
Warmth of the wishes
Gives comfort to heart and soul
As it refreshes
 
Holiday greetings
Opens the doors to the hearts
To share the feelings
 
Festivities brings
Harmonious thoughts to share
As hearts and souls sings
 
Sounds of laughter echoes
In every corner of the world
As sentiments grows
 
Adorned is the world
With varied decorations
As joy is unfurled
 
Light of people's smiles
Shimmers the surroundings bright
As the joy unveils
 
Essence of delight
Of the holiday season
Enlivens insight
 
Laughter is the same
Despite of color and creed
LIke God's love is same
 
Living everyday
As festive celebration
May bring peace our way
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Life's true elation
Lies in essence of outlook
Towards salvation
 
May the merriment
Of this holiday season
Be benevolent
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Holier Than Thou
 
HOLIER THAN THOU
 
Holier than thou notion of fools
One of ignorance that arrogance drools
Spools of fabric that’s all same
Rules are consonant in life’s game
Different it looks in aberrant stages
For prejudiced hearts when it gauges
Forgetting the facts of everyday emotions
Are alike like colors of horizon
Of the skies with its clouds
Black and white in its shroud
Same for everyone anytime of life
Mosaic of same sentiments that’s  rife
In life’s journey that’s not deviant
For anyone to choose to paint
Colors of choice in different shades
Remains the same till it fades
As life has only two faces
Of truth and lies in traces
That will not change for anyone
Till life’s journey is all done
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Honesty Endures
 
“Honesty endures
Every challenge it confronts
In life’s conjectures
Woven with integrity
Adorned with veracity “
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Honor
 
HONOR
 
Honor thou is pure as burning fire
Swaying flames back and forth reaching higher
Scattering embers of your fragrance every where
In plain truth and in simple flair
For those who have value and truly care
Setting them apart with a special luster
Dressing them with valor who wants to wear
Glittering colorful rhinestones sewed in armor
Giving pride for a lifetime power
More than any other beyond any compare
Of any single dream of all dreamers
For a life of a monumental sculpture
Putting them on mantle for everyone to admire
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Hope
 
HOPE
Hope floats broken hearts
Through tears of fears     
Brings comfort offers support
In gloom’s of storms
Hope floats crying hearts
On waves of braves
Of feeling of believing
In tomorrows bright shadows
Hope floats life’s boats
Through storm and calm
On streams of dreams
Of faith of truth
Hope floats despair thoughts
Through fire of desire
Of vision of ambition
Of goals of souls
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Hope Is Everyone's Oar
 
HOPE IS EVERYONE’S OAR
 
Uncertainty of the future is torment and torture
In any given situation not knowing the direction
Wondering where to go deliberating what to do
Caught in life’s streams holding on to dreams
Waiting for it’s bloom in tomorrows hopes loom
Hoping for life’s truth be sweet in faith
 
  Hope is everyone’s oar to reach the shore
  Faith is everyone’s boat to keep dreams afloat
 
Crystal ball is hazy forecast is not rosy
Time is in flow it will not slow
For any good reason keeping pace with seasons
Chasing the unseen infinity in world of eternity
Changing in midcourse for better or worse
Is everyday hopeful decision staying faithful in v
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Hoping To Survive
 
After the torrent, there is a dropp of rain
As a reminder of dark clouds in the sky
After the argument, there are feelings of pain
As a reminder in the melancholy looks of eye
 
Falling is the bridge of hope into valley of despair
Don’t’ know how to express my shattered sentiments
Hanging on to the falling raft with a prayer
Hoping to survive this with my love as atonement
 
After the hurricane, there is life’s devastation
As a reminder of the ferocity of the force
After the break up there is feeling of isolation
As a reminder of the terse stormy course
 
Dark it is all around even with eyes open
Don’t’ know how to plan my desperate future
Seeking help for crying heart from this misshapen
Hoping to survive this with my love to nurture
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Horror Image In The Mirror
 
HORROR IMAGE IN THE MIRROR
 
 
TENDER HEARTS ARE BECOMING ROCK HARD
EMPTY OF EMOTIONS WITH NO COMPASSION
ECHOING FEELINGS SHARP AS SWINGING SWORD
CUTTING THROUGH INNOCENT HEARTS WITH A PASSION
SPILLING BLOOD ALL OVER THE PLACE
FOR UNKNOWN REASONS BEYOND ANYONE’S IMAGINATION
PUTTING DEEP FEAR IN EVERYONE’S FACE
BITTER REALITY OF A TRUE REFLECTION
 
OF TODAY’S SOCIAL CONSCIENCE AND BEHAVIOUR
WHICH IS THE HORROR IMAGE IN THE MIRROR
 
EVERYDAY LIFE TURNED INTO BATTLEFIELD
BROKEN HEARTS AND SOULS SCATTERED EVERYWHERE
HIDING BEHIND THE ARMOURS AND SHIELDS
TURNING PRECIOUS MOMENTS INTO LIFELONG NIGHTMARE
BREAKING THE COMMANDMENTS OF LOVE AND HONOR
LOST IN THE WILDERNESS OF HATE AND ANGER
VISION OF WORLD GETTING MEANER AND MEANER
PUTTING EVERYONE’S LIFE INTO UNWANTED DANGER
 
OF TODAY’S SOCIAL CONSCIENCE AND BEHAVIOUR
WHICH IS THE HORROR  IMAGE IN THE MIRROR
 
TIME IS NOW TO PAUSE WITH REVERENCE
FOR GIFT OF LIFE IN OUR HANDS
TO CLEAR THE MINDS OF THOUGHTS OF ARROGANCE
AND TO BRING BACK THE TRADITIONAL BONDS
BUILT ON UNIVERSAL LOVE AND COMPASSION
SPRINKLING THE SEEDS OF LOVE’S HONOR
TO GROW INTO TREES OF UNIVERSAL CELEBRATING
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Hospice
 
HOSPICE
Haven of hope for the aching heart
Ornate of optimism for a new start
Sanctum of humanity in life's journey
Panacea for the anguish in idyllic harmony
Inspiring the soul to travel in tranquility
Carving out a path to world of divinity
Enlightening the moment with essence of eternity
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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Hospitality
 
HOSPITALITY
 
 
Hospitality shows humanity
In its bare essence of waves of compassion
In colors of goodwill and amity
On rolling ripples of life’s vast ocean
 
Hospitality shows cordiality
On its loving face at all given times
Sharing its genuine geniality
Shying away from making proud proclaims
 
Hospitality shows conviviality
Giving no excuse or explanation
Showing the very soul of sociability
While doing the loving salutation
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How Thou Art Is
 
HOW GREAT THOU ART IS
 
How great thou art is
Sprinkled in colors of bliss
Green of grass blue of skies
Splendor shadows for the eyes
Of the valleys and mountains
Reaching for stars in horizon
Painted in grandeur of shades
Black and white and gray clouds
Silver lining for the aura
Of the edges of the sierra
Caressing the shrubs and trees
Is the ever blowing gentle breeze
Coming off the seven oceans
Life’s cycle changing season
Flowing river keeping its motion
In the power of your notion
Raising tides and striking lightning
Causing fear are earthquakes frightening
Twisters and tornadoes all your intention
For a reason without any pretension
 
Then blessing with a clear day
Painting trails showing the way
In the early morning sunrises
Sprinkling all over new promises
In the spring with budding flowers
Trickling trickles of nectar in bowers
Writing new scripts of different emotions
Showers and sunshine causing commotion’s
Revealing diverse scenes of life’s combination
Reminding of joy and sorrows integration
Of birth and death all in contrary
Heart and soul in total array 
Go we will where you take
Across the oceans ponds and lakes
Relishing the moments of your pastures
Feeling the fabrics of different textures
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Bees and butterflies all your creation
Animals of all kinds living with elation
Of your grace miracles of your world
Dreaming of your image to unfold
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Human Of Universe
 
HUMAN OF UNIVERSE
 
For better or worse be a human of universe
Born among the many to live in harmony
From birth to death traveling the same eternal path
In search of sunshine of blessings of divine
Living for each other walking together into future
As members of human race making this world a better place
For each and everyone under the same sun and moon
Like it’s meant in each and every moment
 
For better or worse be a  human of universe
Sharing words of love like shining stars above
Sparkling for the mankind with one universal mind
Keeping the hopes alive as long as one lives
Doing the good deeds for those in need
Sprinkling seeds of compassion till the end of horizon
In shades of human vision carrying out Gods mission
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I Am Home Finally
 
I am home finally
To live perpetually
where life is lovely
 
I am home finally
Where there is no boundary
To live happily
 
I am home finally
Where ecstasy is plenty
To live merrily
 
I am home finally
After all the adventure
To rest peacefully
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I Don'T Want To Be Left Alone
 
I DON’T WANT TO BE LEFT ALONE
 
 
SOMEONE PLEASE STOP THE TIME FROM ROLLING
NEED TO REST FOR AWHILE FROM TRAVELING
I HAVE GONE FAR TOO FAR NOT KNOWING
WHETHER IT’S THE DIRECTION I SHOULD BE GOING
 
	I DON’T WANT TO BE LEFT ALONE
	WHILE TAKING A BREAK FROM MY RUN
	I WANT THE TIME WITH SUN AND MOON
	STOP FOR AWHILE BEFORE MOVING ON
 
I AM LOST LIKE WIND BLOWN LEAVES
WITH NO THREADS OF DREAMS TO WEAVE
A BLANKET TO KEEP ME WARM AND SECURE
TIME IS GETTING HARDER TO ENDURE
 
SOMEONE PLEASE STOP THIS WORLD FROM SPINNING
I JUST CAN’T STOP FROM FALLING AND TUMBLING
ALL OVER THE PLACE LIKE A RAGGEDY DOLL
I AM FINDING IT HARD TO EVEN CRAWL
 
	I AM YET TO REACH THE FIRST MILESTONE
	MORE THAN HALF OF MY TIME IS GONE
	PACE IS GETTING FASTER MORE THAN I CAN HANDLE
	 I FEEL LIKE WIND SWEPT FLAMES OF A BURNING CANDLE
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I Feel Revived
 
I FEEL REVIVED
 
Drowned in the ocean of ever rising sorrow
Pushed by the waves of distress time and again
Failing to find my strength in the pouring rain
I never thought there will be another tomorrow
 
When I saw the light in the depths of the night
Friendly shadows leading me to morning light
Embracing me with love telling me not to forsake
Showing me the way to endure all the heartaches
 
      I feel revived having faith in the future to be bright
     Not to give up now as there is more in life's long flight
     Find I will the ways to heal the wounds of my heart
     By believing in my fortitude I will begin a new start
 
Fair or not fair this life is mine to live having faith
Never will I quit finding new vigor in every breath
Fight I will my way out of this predicament soon
Living every moment with new dreams in bloom
 
    I feel revived ………………….
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I Have This Feeling
 
I HAVE THIS FEELING
 
I have this feeling that you came to earth
By angels blessings for the love of my heart
From the galaxy to burn like flames of hearth
Dancing with passion in the name of love’s carte
 
I have this feeling that you are the spark
More than the sun and the moon’s eternal radiance
To glow in my life shining light in dark
Showering your devotion to wrap me in your brilliance
 
I have this feeling that you are the fervor
Of my dreams in essence of emotions of convictions
That I believe in as I walk into future
In the path of achievement relishing your maudlin affection
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I Heard A Voice
 
Cold morning it was reflecting the mood of the moment
Falling were the leaves staying with tradition of the season
Six years old still with strong feelings and true sentiment
Never realized the secrets of life and its rhyme or reason
Saying goodbye was hard even with all the explanation
Everyone I knew from the school I had to leave behind
Wiping the tears away of the heart to go to new destination
Wondering how I will ever survive without my best friend
 
I heard a voice from above soothing words of honey
Time has come to move on by the sway of the stars
Follow its shimmer with faith to the place of your destiny
Where you will hear angels sing and playing guitars
Living in world of joy in echoes of sweet memories
 
Spring it was blooming flowers decorating the land
Dazzling sprinkled bright colors adding to the beauty
Decorated to the hilt by the magic of divine hands
Stirring the thoughts of new love in heart of twenty
Beautiful she was elegant beyond any comparison
Defying the words to portray her feminine figures
Instant was the feeling only to learn another lesson
Discovering that my first love was not in life’s configures
 
I heard a voice
 
Summer it was warm were the days cool were the nights
Blessed with a family living a life of so many dreams
Laughter was everywhere in all the sounds and sights
Floating in air sailing on the waves of light’s gleams
Only to wake up one day to the world of loneliness
Everything that was blessed was gone in the night
Nothing there was to hold on not even the darkness
Torn into pieces was my soul between black and white
 
I heard a voice
 
Fall was coming creatively with changing scenes all over
Looking back at the journey made it looked bare
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Nothing there was to be proud of it was like being rover
Contemplating silently whether life was ever truly fair
Was it my making or was it of some unseen force
Matter it don’t now as it is almost at the end of journey
Wondering could it have been pleasant in a different course
Or is this the way life is meant to be rainy or sunny
I heard a voice
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I Never Knew Sarah Jane
 
I NEVER KNEW SARAH JANE
 
I never knew Sarah Jane like the sunlight on windowpane
I was not aware of the light although it was there shining bright
Till the sun went Far East turning the skies dark at sunset
 
I never knew Sarah Jane like flowers in the garden
It was there with fragrance i was blind to their existence
Till the end of the season when the winter blitzed the sun
 
I never knew Sarah Jane like beautiful streams on the mountain
Running its course so very gentle painting colorful picture on earth’s easel
Till the winter came slowly creeping in letting the streams get frozen
 
I never  knew Sarah Jane like the stars with its shine
Twinkling away with its sparkles casting its magic spell
Till the break of dawn when there was no sunlight of Sarah Jane
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I See No Way
 
I SEE NO WAY
 
I have done you wrong more than once
I see you lament as your feelings burns
I have wiped out your smile from your face
I see you bewail in your eyes with grimace
 
     I have brought you lifetime of despair
     I have lost the ways to treat you fair
     I see you suffer with agony of heartaches
     I see no way to mend your heartbreaks
 
I gave into my weakness with intent
I lost my way in yearn of the moment
Only to awaken with feeling of despise
I cannot cheat my scruples with disguise
 
  I have brought you lifetime of, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
 
Wondering I am where to go from here
Bleak future seems to be filled with fear
Even with the flowing river of tears
My heart is flaming with raging sear
 
     I have brought you life time, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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I See The Image
 
I SEE THE IMAGE
 
I see the colors of your cheeks in red rose
I see reflection of your face in blades of grass
I see the brightness of your smile in neon moonlight
I see curls of your hair dancing in golden sunlight
 
 I see the image of your artistic shadow every where
 I see the image of you in elements of nature
 
I hear echoes of your sweet voice in the zephyr
I hear the tenor of your laughter in life’s grandeur
I hear the poetry of  your love in blowing breeze
I see the ballad of your heart in nature’s frieze
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I Thik Of You
 
I THINK OF YOU
 
Every time I see flowers bloom in rain
Reminds me of our dreams blossom in sunshine
I think of you
Every time I see stars twinkle in skies
Reminds me of your sweet smile of your eyes
I think of you
 
Every step of the way there are millions of things
Reminds me night and day of your sweet loving
I think of you
 
Every time I see love birds in the tree
Reminds me of our love wild and free
I think of you
Every time I see river flow to mingle with ocean
Reminds me of our hearts blending with laughter and fun
I think of you
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I Want To Be
 
I WANT TO BE
 
I want to be your man now and forever
Like the bee nestling in blooming flower
Savoring sweet nectar from your lips is my wish
 
    I want to be the one you will fall in love with
    In journey of life sharing the sorrow and mirth
    In each other's embrace savoring each other's kiss
   
I want to be your man in rain and sunshine
Holding you in my arms till the end of time
Whispering sweet nothings and to reminisce is my wish
 
         I want to be the one you will fall in love with
        In journey of life sharing the sorrow and mirth
        In each other's embrace savoring each other's kiss
   
   I want to be your man to share your emotions
   Like all your inner feelings and your notions
   Living the blessed moment on life's ocean is my wish
   
 
          I want to be the one you will fall in love with
          In journey of life sharing the sorrow and mirth
          In each other's embrace savoring each other's kiss
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I Want To Chime
 
Imn y imagination I ghave held you close
Serenaded you affectuionately to propose
Embraced you in my arms endless times
Feeling I feel inside is etrnally sublime
 
 Do show me the way to your heart, s door
 I want to chime to show how much I adore
 Do show me the way to your amorous soul 
 I want to chime my love for you as a whole
 
Deep in my heart Ilove you more than you know
Love struck I am by you with endless love in flow
Infinirely draming of you sleepless are the nights
Walking I am in daze thinking of you in day lights
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I Want To Sweet Surrender
 
I want to sweet surrender to your smiling eyes
In the sanctuary of your arms want to rejoice
Nevfer want to wake up to truth if life; s reality
Iwant to sweet surrender to your sensuality
 
  All I want is you with me forever
  In my world like a shimmer of star
  Never to leave me till the last breath
 Baby I swear that is my heart's truth
 
 
I want to sweet surrender to your love
Feeling the tenderness like I know how
From the first light to twilight all life long
I wantt to sweet surrender to your song
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I Will
 
I WILL
 
I will move heaven and earth
To get to your heart’s depth
To dwell there forever to dream
Savoring feelings in your love stream
 
I will cross all seven oceans
To twine with your sweet emotions
Making you my only star chosen
To sparkle and twinkle in my horizon
 
I will build world of ivory
For you to live feeling merry
Where love will reflect off walls
To cherish at beck and call
 
I will promise to love you
Forever and more in red hue
Symbol of commitment with all devotion
Wrap you with care and affection
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If You Give An Eye
 
IF YOU GIVE AN EYE
 
Without a doubt we are meant to be for each other
Match made in heaven for always to be forever together
Shining on each other like the light in the shadow
Living in love every moment as if there is no tomorrow
 
   So please I need you to promise that you will always be mine
   Please stay with me in all kinds of weather in rain and shine
   And my words are reflection of my emotion which is not a lie
   So if you ever give an eye to a guy before you know I will die
 
Darling I need you more than ever as you are my every breath
You will always be on my mind and that is the uncovered truth
I will always be thinking of you even at the perimeter of earth
You are the only source of everyday joy and everlasting mirth
 
   So please I need, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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If You Stay With Me
 
You have not said a single word through all this time
Here I am pouring out my heart's eanest emotion
Time and again I ahve been, making pleas to be mine
Waiting here I am to know your heart's candid emotion
 
   Tell me the way you sincerly feel about me
   Either way you will be setting me totally free
   If you walk away I will take your love with me
   If you stay with me then I will take you with me 
 
Love cannot survive on sentimental feelings alone
It needas dedication of lifetime to be of consequence
Doubting each othe will make any love windblown
Never to be fouind again any where for second chance
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If Youngive An Eye
 
IF YOU GIVE AN EYE
 
Without a doubt we are meant to be for each other
Match made in heaven for always to be forever together
Shining on each other like the light in the shadow
Living in love every moment as if there is no tomorrow
 
   So please I need you to promise that you will always be mine
   Please stay with me in all kinds of weather in rain and shine
   And my words are reflection of my emotion which is not a lie
   So if you ever give an eye to a guy before you know I will die
 
Darling I need you more than ever as you are my every breath
You will always be on my mind and that is the uncovered truth
I will always be thinking of you even at the perimeter of earth
You are the only source of everyday joy and everlasting mirth
 
   So please I need, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Imagination
 
Imagination
Opens eye of the mind  with
Illumination
 
Imagination
Sets heart and soul at oce free
Giving elation
 
Imagination
Lets mind wander all over
To destination
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In World Of Dreama
 
IN WORLD OF DREAMS
 
 
On wings of love let’s fly high above
Closer to the skies dreams in our eyes
To usher the sun and follow its run
Over valleys and plateaus staying true to mottoes
Of its radiant path of hope and faith
In each others arms in world of dreams
 
High above the clouds let’s weave many shrouds
In strings of sentiments sovereignty of our covenant
Forever to live beyond our souls mortal bond
Blending our hearts feelings living on silver linings
In garden of stars like quasars and pulsars
In each others arms in world of dreams
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In World Of Roil
 
In world of roil
Flowing is blood on soil
Causing turmoil
 
In world of conflicts
Humanity is in dumps
As revenge distracts
 
Ideology
Brings divergence in beleifs
Not analogy
 
If there  is one God
Then why are so many faiths
Find the ways to shard
 
Year after year
Fought is war by religions
Shedding precious tear
 
Lost are many lives
In the religious wars
As peace tries to strive
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In Your Kiss
 
IN YOUR KISS
 
Not forgotten that I have not
The sweet love of your heart
Like midsummer sunshine with smiling grin
Forever it will burn deep within
Flowing gently like smooth mountain stream
You will be for always my only dream
For time immemorial to come and beyond
I will be firmly holding your hand
  Your love will always stay
  Come what may in my way
  So true and tender soft it is
  I want to get lost in your kiss
Special it is your love with fragrance
Of a flower in bloom with innocence
Reflecting in your eyes window if the heart
Forever will stay together never to drift apart
Following each others footsteps like sun and moon
Year after year keeping our love in loom
Weaving new dreams in colors of rainbow
Soaking moonlight till dawn of another tomorrow
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Individual Faith
 
Born as mortals for better or worse
Searching we are for salvation near and far
Some in vacuum some in religious verse
Praying to the idols installed in altar
Each with their own spiritual choice
All seeking the eternal blessing
Some in silence some in melodious voice
In all sincerity praying and wishing
Calling out names of their divinity
Aware of the fact of one supreme
Blissful of the wisdom of infinity
Trekking path of truth to redeem
Fruits of labor on this earth
Living and believing in different deity
Toiling away in search of mirth
Hoping to find perpetual amity
 
In the end, it is the individual faith
Resonating sounds of undying joy
Like different flowers in the wreath
Reflecting the colors of rainbow in the sky
Spread all across the vast horizon
Displaying colors of one imagination
Each picking distinct color to apt their vision
Sanguine to find avenue for eternal salvation
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Is It Love Or Infatuation
 
IS IT LOVE OR INFATUATION
 
Is it love or infatuation heart does not know
Like the Sun flower in bloom is drawn to the sun’s glow
Matter it don’t as the true feelings are instantaneous
As passion of emotion twining the heart is spontaneous
 
Is it love or infatuation no time to explore
Like the breakers of the ocean slamming the shore
Passionate is the feeling for the heart in devotion
Has no time to question as the passion is in motion
 
Is it love or infatuation bring it can enduring heartache
When the feeling is not mutual then wisdom will forsake
Some in silence some with violence end is still the same
As the essence of the soul is same even with different name
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Journey Is One
 
JOURNEY IS ONE
 
Leaning on each other by choice
Holy books of all faiths showing harmony
Echoing their sentiments in universal voice
Baring out truth of one testimony
 
  Journey is one paths are different
  Message of every passage is same
  Look beyond the messengers being tolerant
  For all religions in divine’s name
 
Towering to skies in same horizon
Holy symbols of all beliefs joining hands
Showing the strength of one vision
Writing one scripture making a stand
 
  Journey is one when it’s all done
  Destination is same in everyone’s heart
  Like the course of sun and moon
  On any given day from the very start
 
Playing together in world of laughter
Children of all disciples sharing same love
Reaching out to friends and strangers
In the spirit of one God above
 
  Journey is one for each and everyone
  How they travel may be different
  Some are straight some are ups and downs
  Still it is the same after life is burnt
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Journey Of Justice
 
FOR EVERYONE TO RECKON
Linked with each other to survive
Universe is made of different planets
Twined with each other’s weave
Like different threads of a blanket
Painting a picture that’s so pleasant
Garden is made of many flowers
Of different colors and different scents
Making a beautiful tapestry together
  Like divine has many different ways
  Life has many different paths
  That takes everyone to same place
  Which is everyday life’s eternal truth
  For everyone to reckon
Like pigments of everyone’s dreams
Sunlight is made of seven colors
Blending as rays of light beams
Traveling towards earth to shower
Like the nature’s universal plans
World is made of different human beings
Of different races and colors and clans
To live as one forever believing
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Journey Of Life
 
Ways and means are varied to be healthy
Like the formats are many to be wealthy
Follow one may the same established path
Outcome can be diverse, may bring joy or wrath
 
   Realize one should, that outcome is not the same
   Even when, following the same rules of the game
   Just like the sway of any burning candle flame
   Each has its own color and cadence to proclaim
   So same journey of life, can bring fame or shame
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Just A Local Yokel
 
JUST A LOCAL YOKEL
 
I drive an old  beat up pick up truck with radio blasting
Driving the deserted back roads when I am not working
Rearing the cattle planting the corn in my overalls
Humming country songs rolling along the foothills
 
   Having good time on countryside meadows
   Living the blessed moment in good lords shadows
   Just a country boy saving dimes and nickel
   I am no High society fellow just a local yokel
 
I go to Sunday sermon to listen to the reverend
Read the Bible trying to comprehend life's end
Meet country girls for a beer and cutting up jokes
Just a down to earth country boy just a plain folk
 
 Having a good time living the simple things 
 Finding everyday joy in heart of nature's smiling
Just a country boy saving dimes and nickel
I am no High society fellow just a local yokel
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Just A Lokel Yokel
 
JUST A LOCAL YOKEL
 
I drive an old  beat up pick up truck with radio blasting
Driving the deserted back roads when I am not working
Rearing the cattle planting the corn in my overalls
Humming country songs rolling along the foothills
 
   Having good time on countryside meadows
   Living the blessed moment in good lords shadows
   Just a country boy saving dimes and nickel
   I am no High society fellow just a local yokel
 
I go to Sunday sermon to listen to the reverend
Read the Bible trying to comprehend life's end
Meet country girls for a beer and cutting up jokes
Just a down to earth country boy just a plain folk
 
 Having a good time living the simple things 
 Finding everyday joy in heart of nature's smiling
Just a country boy saving dimes and nickel
I am no High society fellow just a local yokel
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Just For You
 
JUST FOR YOU
 
I love you when I am near
And when we are apart dear
I love you with my every breath
And more everyday till my death
 
    Smile keep on smiling
    I am saving my loving
    Smile keep on smiling
    I am saving my loving
    Just for you
 
I adore you when I am conscious
And in my dreams in subconscious
I admire you with my every heartbeat
And more everyday in life's retreat
 
    Smile keep on smiling
    I have devoted my heart
   Smile keep on smiling
   I have devoted my heart
   Just for you
 
I chant your name from dawn to dusk
I recite your name in a song in busk
I keep you in corner of my mind alive
I think of you in every thought live
 
  Smile, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Just When
 
Just when darkness looms over
In middle of the day
Causing fear in life’s bower
Letting the hopes go astray
Wondering about face of future
Whether it is frown or smile
Surrender to the spiritual power
Letting faith set your faith	
 
   Lead it will through storms
   Taking you to the shore
   Shining light on your dreams
   Giving you reasons for more
 
Just when the walls crumble
Before splashing colors of choice
Letting your hopes tumble
Before the morning sunrise
Drenching you in pouring rain
Tearing your plans apart
Surrender to grace of divine
Looking deep within your heart
 
   Find you will burning light
   Swaying brightly back and forth
   Scattering luster day and night
   Telling you joyful is truth
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Kentuky Derby
 
KENTUKY DERBY
 
Timeless splendor of Churchill downs  
Sensuous wonder of glamorous gowns
Rolling thunder of thorough bred sires
Showing their candor from wire to wire
 
  Giving their hearts staking their soul
  Galloping from gates in traditional stroll
  Going for glory with speed of mind
  Gnashing for greatness like blowing wind
 
As the bugle sounds and gates open
Stomping the ground they make it happen
Going round the turn following the rails
Run they do for roses like daredevils
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Lasvegas
 
LAS VEGAS
 
 
Glitter and glamour
Dances in the streets of Vegas
Where life is laughter
 
When the sun is gone
Neon light sparkles the nights
Till break of dawn
 
Fire of desire burns
Sentiments of innocence
Leaving souls with yearns
 
Cheaters paradise
Are the streets of Las Vegas
Like rolling the dice
 
Moment of pleasure
Can bring about lasting guilt
 
In shadows of night
Wanders beauty of moonlight
Gives lonely hearts plight
 
Romantic heart sings
Seeing all beautiful girls
Yearning to have flings
 
Fantasy lives on
In the streets of Las Vegas
Where new dreams are born
 
Wandering eyes can’t sleep
When burning desire rises
Makes innocent hearts weep
 
Ladies of the night
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Preying on innocent hearts
Breaking will of might
 
For the sleepless souls
Refuge is streets of Vegas
Where love and lust strolls
 
 
 
Refuge is Vegas
In world of reality
Life is glamorous
 
Smile of dancing girl
Overwhelms the innocent hearts
Making their soul twirl
 
Nudity displays
Glory of God’s creation
In its finite grace
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Laws Of Divine
 
LAWS OF DIVINE
 
Rails runs along the high way
Keeps the wheels from going astray
From the beginning till the destination
Of the journey in given direction
 
  Life has drawn many invisible lines
  Along the way with many signs
  Morals are the colors deep within
  Ethics are the laws of divine
 
Shores runs along flow of rivers
Guiding its run never it quivers
Winding may be in its turns
Till the moment blends with ocean
 
   Life has codes may be abstract
   Something to be followed as contract
   Character as armor with lasting shine
   Ethics are the laws of divine
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Lead Me
 
LEAD ME
 
 
Lead me into the garden of devotion
Guide me to contain my itinerant emotion
Awaken me to converge on your descriptions
Restoring my inner vision on your inscriptions
	
      Epitomize the way for salvation
      Exemplify thoughts of dedication
      Personify your lotus feet as destination
     
Usher me into the world of inviolability
Swaddle me with perpetual sanctity
Fill my heart with thoughts of purity
Give me the awareness of tranquility
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Legacy Of Life
 
LEGACY OF LIFE
In legacy of life left behind
Memories ripples in river of time
Rejuvenating the emotions  forever to find
Comfort from the loss of dream
 
In legacy of life comes vision
Showing the way with new sentiments
Painting new feelings in the horizon
Touching the soul reassuring every moment
 
In legacy of life tomorrow begins
Values of yesterday finds new place
In life’s journey as faith remains
Forever strong shining on life’s face
 
In legacy of life there’s joy
Even after the flames are gone
In reflection of tears of eye
Beacon of light brightly shines
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Lend A Helping Hand
 
LEND A HELPING HAND
 
Don’t throw yet another stone on the fallen
Painting a dark picture of a vicious villain
For walking the length of the road that’s forbidden
Now all alone feeling cold and badly shaken
 
  Lend a helping hand for the unfortunate one
  Who is down on the face because of fate’s frown
  Paint the colors of hope and faith in the horizon
  For someone who is struggling through storms of life’s ocean
 
Don’t let careless whispers get windblown
Letting wild rumors flourish wherever they were sown
To become a big myth bringing the name down
Letting the pride and honor to rumble in ruins
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Let Us Stroll
 
LET US STROLL
 
 
Moonlight stroll in middle of midnight
Watching the stars twinkle in night
Rekindling the sparks in our heart
To make our love smile bright
Putting sparkles in our love we lost
In the shadows of midnight past
 
For the love of the soul
Of two hearts let us stroll
 
Watching the moonlight shine on still waters
Wishing for the two lost leaves float to the shore
May give the inspiration we are searching for
By the miracle of midnight angels power
To light up the fire of flames of desire
To burn brighter than ever forever more
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Life
 
LIFE
 
Life is a journey in search of a spark
That kindles the life with a burning wick
Which is the soul figment of divine
Wandering on this earth till it blends with sunshine
 
Life is a penance in search of the truth
That keeps slipping away stirring the strength of faith
Of a human heart searching endlessly for the answer
Coming out of the cocoon of ignorance to surrender
 
Life is a pilgrimage in the path of wisdom
Given by the good lord to achieve the freedom
From the bonds of emotion to free the spirit
To fly away to the distant world purely on merit
 
Life is a fabric made of joy and sorrow
Unfolding one by one in the shadow of tomorrow
Which may come or not only one hopes it does
To fulfill the obligations before the life’s chapter closes
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Life 2
 
LIFE
 
 
Life is music made of melody
Blend of singular beats in harmony
Life is a journey made of rhapsody
Each with its own destiny
 
Music is the rhythm where the chorus blossoms
Flowing like undulating waves on the strolling streams
Resonating sounds of serenity in colors of dreams
Lights up the darkness like neon light beams
 
Life is music made of different tunes
Array of pitches each with integral scale
Entwined with intricate art of sand dunes
Echoed in melodic sounds in life’s trail
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Life Has Been Nice
 
LIFE HAS BEEN NICE
Standing on a life's knoll
Searching the depths of soul
For a novel answer
About the precious future
 
Living the cherished moment
In pool of sentiment
Pleasure it is to realize
Life has been nice
 
Looking back at traveled time
In reflection of rain and shine
Assessing the achievements
In those blessed moments
 
Living the time on hand
Drawing a line on sand
Watching the candle burn
Not knowing the final turn
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Life Is An Illusion
 
Born is everyone into this world to die
After living the life of truth and lie
Unfurling the bestowed wings to fly
Soaring into the realm beyond the sky
Hoping to find a place of serenity
On the streets paved with honesty
Where smiles sparkle with authenticity
In the shelter of faith’s validity
 
Ignoring the simplicity of journey on earth
Reading between the lines to trying to unearth
Searching for some divine secrets for its worth
Overlooking the facts on face of truth
That life is just an illusion
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Life Is Not  A Broadway Rehearsal
 
LIFE IS NOT A BROADWAY REHEARSAL
Life is not like a Broadway rehearsal
Everything is final with nothing to cancel
One cannot stop and begin at beck and call
Like going round and stopping a carousel
 
  Everything is recorded in life’s one reel
  Nothing to edit cut or seal
  Every action comes as a part and parcel
  Till the sound of the final bell
 
Life rolls on one way on time’s rolling wheels
Down through the valleys up the sloping steep hills
Opening new moments of future covered in veils
Having no recourse to change the event success or fail
 
  Everything comes once cheerful or tearful
  Living through the moment playful or careful
  Is all one has for memory to recall
  So live the life’s moments to full
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Life On Earth
 
LIFE ON EARTH	
 
Lying on bed of shattered dreams
Looking up into world of darkness
Tears flowing like turbulent wild streams
Trying to soothe emotions of emptiness
What once was bouncing with joy
Trying to catch the distant star
Now a memory sealed with sigh
Burning like fire with fervor
 
  Wait there is a small crack
  In walls of silence letting light
  Streaming  into my heart in streaks
  Showing the way in shadows bright
  In glory of love and affection
  Burning the flames of life’s truth
  Figments of promises guiding the direction
  Revealing secrets of life on earth
 
 
 
Future is calling so very gently
Journey has begun on new path
Rough it may be terrain’s that’s hilly
Will is strong to face wrath
Work to be done before time
Runs out in its due course
Looking back now shinning is sunshine
Of higher purpose of different verse
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Life Will Bring Laughter
 
Dark may be skies
Life may be lies
Truth will always rise
In every morning sunrise
Painful may be moments
Emotions may be turbulent
Future will be radiant
In hope's every sentiment
 
As long as sunshine
Along with the rain
Scatters forever and more
 
 
Journey may be steep
Thoughts may be deep
Endurance will always reap
Joy of faith's leap
 
Mounting may be strifes
Caught in the griefs
Scattered is the relief
In strength of belief
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Light Of Dawn
 
LIGHT OF DAWN
 
Kind you are to the depths of ocean
Sprinkling love in the path you have chosen
Spilling sweetness to savor honey of compassion
Painting colors of life in blend of affection
 
 You have a good heart to lean on
  Giving hope and faith like light of dawn
 
Friend you are in every moment that’s given
Comforting the soul in times of grief stricken
Soft tender touch you have that’s always golden
You are the smiling flower in life’s garden
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Light Of Life
 
LIGHT OF LIFE
Anytime of day and night
In heart of joy and grief
Cutting through darkness with all its might
Love for always is light of life
 
Showing its tenderness every time it shines
Stirs up feelings reaching depths of reefs
Giving hope and faith in laughter and pain
Love for always is light of life
 
Keeping its warmth all through its reign
Breaks all barriers through husk and huff
Brings hearts and souls to twine
Love for always is light of life
 
Flowing like gentle stream of sweet honey
Upholds the emotions of every single belief
Blending the moments in world of harmony
Love for always is light of life
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Like
 
LIKE
 
Like the stars sparkles
Lights the night skies
Twinkle of your eyes
Makes my world dazzle
 
Like blooms of flowers
Makes honey bees dance
Your one casual glance
Brings love in showers
 
Like the morning sunlight
Caresses the grass blades
Shadows of your shades
Makes my life bright
 
Like the evening sun
Paints colors of fantasy
Your smile of ecstasy
Takes me to heaven
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Like 2
 
LIKE
 
Like the stars sparkles
Lights the night skies
Twinkle of your eyes
Makes my world dazzle
 
Like blooms of flowers
Makes honey bees dance
Your one casual glance
Brings love in showers
 
Like the morning sunlight
Caresses the grass blades
Shadows of your shades
Makes my life bright
 
Like the evening sun
Paints colors of fantasy
Your smile of ecstasy
Takes me to heaven
 
 
Like the rivers flow
In search of ocean
Your redolent tender affection
Makes my feelings glow
 
Like warmth of sunrise
Melts the morning dew
Glimpse of your view
Makes me to mesmerize
 
Like the lotus blossoms
To sunlight’s tender contiguity
Proximity of your beauty
Brings me new dreams
 
Like the birds sing
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At dawning of spring
Beats of your loving
Echoes my hearts feeling
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Like A Sweet Dream
 
Years it's been since we drifted apart
Midnight moon was shedding its tears
Stars were hushed with broken hearts
Dark it was all around with rising fears
 
Didn't know how to stop you from leaving
I was wrapped with my sense of self all over
Didn't see you crying with all your grieving
I let you walk away in despair as forlorn lover
 
          Now playing in my mind like a motion picture
          You constantly sing and dance in every scene
          Showing your enchantment in every posture
          You are alive in my heart like a sweet dream
 
I was so fool hearted to let you slip away
Didn't see the life's treasure I had in you
Now I fervently think of you night and day
Asleep or awake you are always in my view
 
      Playing in my mind,
 
Now I can't go back in time to change the past
I will always have regrets for letting you go
Your memories will be around me like a ghost
And I know even with lifetime I can't pay my due
 
  Playing in my mind,
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Like Fury Of Flame
 
LIKE FURY OF FLAME
 
Lonely I have been in this cold world of indifference
Afraid of commitment everyone preys on innocence
All they want is to have good time before moving on
They don’t even have the sentiment to stay till dawn
 
Beautiful I am beyond compare like crystal ware
Emblem I am of compassion soul I have to care
See the glow in my eyes burning like stars above
Like fury of flame I burn my heart for light of love
 
Is it me or is it them don’t know whom to blame
Even my stars are falling afraid to call my name
Looking I am everywhere for a true loving heart
For me to hold on forever before coming apart
 
Beautiful I am with tender touch of devotion
Flowing is love like red wine of passion
See the glow in my eyes burning like stars above
Like fury of flame I burn my heart for light of love
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Like Whta Life Has Drew
 
‘’Sometimes it’s hard to comprehend 
What lies beyond the bend?
As life takes its turn
When we get to learn
Events of happiness and grieving
Moments of gladness and mourning
Only to see it’s face
Fully painted for lasting gaze
Still nothing can be changed
As everything is all arranged
By plan of unknown force
That unveils in due course
In each and everyone’s life
Whether be joy or grief
One has to live through
Like what life has drew’’’
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Lion And Mouse
 
LION AND MOUSE
 
 
KING OF THE JUNGLE LION ROARED IN ANGER
WAGGING ITS TAIL SLEEP DISTURBED SHOWING ITS TEMPER
REACHED ACROSS LIKE LIGHTNING WITH ITS SHARP PAWS
CAUGHT THE MOUSE THAT WAS RUNNING AWAY WITH ITS CLAWS
 
	HOW DARE YOU INTERRUPT MY SNORING, SO EXPLAIN
YOU LITTLE MIDGET BEFORE DYING HAVE YOU ANY CLAIM
TREMBLING WITH FEAR MOUSE REPLIED WITH REVERENCE
HELP I WILL IN FUTURE IF YOU FORGIVE ME THIS INSTANCE
 
KING OF THE JUNGLE LION EXPLODED IN LAUGHTER IN CONTEMPT
CREATURE SO LITTLE WHAT CAN YOU OFFER YOU INEPT
ALRIGHT I WILL EXCUSE, GO AWAY FROM MY PRESENCE
YOU ARE AN AMUSE NIGHT AND DAY, YOU LITTLE MENACE
 
NOT LONG AFTER MOUSE HAD LEFT FEELING GRATEFUL
HEARD A ROAR OF CRYING HEART OF LION IN TROUBLE
TIPTOEING MOUSE SAW LION TRAPPED IN A NET OF HUNTER
HURRYING IT WAS, TEETH RAZOR SHINE LIKE A WARRIOR
 
IN NO TIME MOUSE FREED THE KING OF JUNGLE
FREE AND FEELING FINE LION WAS SMILING FEELING HUMBLE
PRAISED THE MOUSE FOR ITS EFFORT ACKNOWLEDGING THE TRUTH
LIKE THE SAYING GOES, EVERY HEART HAS A PLACE ON THIS EARTH
 
Based on a popular fable
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Live The Moment
 
LIVE THE MOMENT
 
There will be no next time for this moment
As it will not have the same sentiment
Which keeps changing for better or worse
As the sun and moon keeps changing the course
In line with rules of mother nature
That has new seasons to nurture
As father time brings new dreams
That needs love and affection to bloom
  So live the moment as it passes by
  For all its worth before it says goodbye
There will be no looking back
As it passes off the deck
After the dealing is done by divine hands
It has to wait for another stand
Which may take a lifetime
Even then there may not be sunshine
To soak that’s on hand for now
For this moment is blessed from above
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Loneliness
 
Loneliness brings out
Convoluted emotions
Letting voice to shout
 
Loneliness hurts hearts
Tearing it into pieces
As tear drops spurts
 
Loneliness splinters
Tender feelings bit by bit
Like gloomy winters
 
Loneliness alters
Reasoning power of mind
As judgement falters
 
Loneliness brings blues
Making the hearts hum sad songs
To mellow the rues
 
Loneliness builds walls
Around the wallowing heart
Until curtain falls
 
Lonliness makes souls
Cry for help in muffled voice
As solitude take tolls
 
Loneliness in life
Is helpless situation
While emptiness rife
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Longer I Live
 
LONGER I LIVE 
 
Longer I live more I believe
Blessed is your love from above
For me to treasure beyond measure
On this earth is the truth
 
Longer I live more I believe
Your heart is ocean of bliss
Spilling all over in my future
Like sun light day and night
 
Longer I live more I believe
You are gleam of my dream
Melody of song I hum along
Feeling the essence of your puissance
 
Longer I live more I believe
Your tender touch means so much
Sparkle of joy wings to fly
In world of dreams of sunbeams
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Look Beyond
 
LOOK BEYOND
 
A moment in time with broken dreams
Is no reason to stop to look at mountain top
As there is always a way come what may
To look across the length of troubles with inner strength
 
  Keep your chin up to look beyond
  The temporary hold up to the promised land
 
A moment of heartache with undue setback
Is no reason to give up from taking the next step
As there is always sunshine beyond the pouring rain
To look for a path to reach the home of truth
 
  Keep your chin up to look beyond
  The temporary hold up to the promised land
 
A moment of frustration is not a good reason
To give up the direction of walking the line
With a strong beating heart giving the sincere effort
Will always find reward in the end
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Look Within
 
LOOK WITHIN
As the storms surge along with dark billows
Spreading darkness in heart with muddled halos
Instilling fear in mind and torturing the soul
Wondering about the way out from frightening scowl
 
Look within to find the strength to empower
Flowing will be river of comfort in bower
Showing the way to the safety of shore
Feeling the Divine love forever more
 
As the emptiness spreads deep in heart
Sahttering the emotions into pieces falling apart
Echoing in silence the cry of agony
All alone no one to comfort
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Loose Or Win
 
LOOSE OR WIN
 
Life is a cycle bonded by shackles
Of human desire burning like fire
Filled with smoke streaked by strokes
Of grief and joy truth and lies
From beginning to end wounds to mend
Hopefully in lifetime rain or sunshine
More or less leaving under duress
Hoping to achieve what one believes
Right or wrong all lifelong
Up and down always on the run
To live and cherish the hearts wishes
Before life perishes into dark ashes
And then life begins loose or win
 
Life is a journey of one mystery
From cradle to grave living to be brave
Come what may every single day
Sometimes blind in heart and mind
To beauty of nature its splendor and rapture
Then it’s too late as life don’t wait
Once on a roll paying the toll
No time to pause as life’s claws
Reaches into tomorrow happy or sorrow
Spinning the wheels made of steel
Staying on tracks of joy and heartaches
Rolling the dice with no other choice
And then life begins loose or win
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Lord
 
LORD
 
STANDING HERE LORD IN FRONT OF YOU
WITH FOLDED HANDS TO GET A GOOD VIEW
OF YOUR SHINING AND GLOWING DIVINE FACE
SEEKING AND PRAYING FOR YOUR ETERNAL GRACE
 
  ASKING FOR THE GIFT OF WISDOM
  TO BUILD A WORLD OF FREEDOM
  FREE OF FEELINGS OF HATE AND ANGER
  WHER LOVE IS PURE FOR EVERYONE TO SAVOUR
 
STANDING HERE LORD IN FRONT OF YOU
WITH HEART FULL OF REVERENCE THAT’S DUE
FOR EACH AND EVERYDAY THAT YOU HAVE GIVEN
FOR ME TO LIVE AS ONE OF YOUR CHILDREN
 
  ASKING FOR THE VISION TO SEE THE LIGHT
  THAT YOU ARE SHINING FOR ME DAY AND NIGHT
  SHOW ME THE WAY IN YOUR SHADOWS
  WHERE I CAN BLEND WITH YOU IN DIVINE MEADOWS
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Lord Of Categories
 
LORD OF CATEGORIES
 
Link you are between Macrocosm and Microcosm
Opulent in your aura radiant in your appearance
Engraved you are in life’s everyday realism
Steering the faithful of all beliefs for eons
Instilling hope and faith for the fraught
Sharing the secrets of success with enthusiast
Bestowing gifts of joy for the distraught
Ultimate is your image you are the dearest
Standing above all other prevailing divinity
Principle of all, creator, sustainer, and destroyer
Left you have footprints in all vicinity
Lord of categories you are, in life’s foyer
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Love
 
Lingering fragrance
of perfume of your love
Puts my heart in trance
 
Abiding feeling
Of my heart to your smile
Is always loving
 
Smile on your face
Lights up my world of darkness
With amazing grace
 
Touch of your hand
Sends sensuous sensation
Like dunes of the sand
 
One sweet kiss from you
Is like celestial nectar
Like the honey  dew
 
Your rosy lips
Overwhelms my emotions
Making my heart flip
 
Like sculpted figure
Beauty beyond beholder
Shakes my composure
 
Dreams are made of this
With warm touch of a woman
In engrossing kiss
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Love Of Heart Will Never Get Old
 
LOVE OF HEART WILL NEVER GET OLD
 
 
As time flows into the future it makes present past
Opening new moments making yesterday an old ghost
In time all new become old with changes taking place
Gone is yesterday's glittering sheen loosing all its grace
 
   But love of heart will never get old till end of time
   Always shining bright in heart like summer sunshine
   Love of soul will never gets old even in eternal time
   Always grows and grows in heart like a grapevine
 
Elements of nature is not immune from getting old
Mountains looses its yesterdays strong scaffold
Shores gets eroded glaziers get smaller by the minute
Mother earth with all earthquakes loses her heartbeat
 
    But love of heart will never get old …………..
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Love Of Heart Will Never Gets Old
 
LOVE OF HEART WILL NEVER GET OLD
 
 
As time flows into the future it makes present past
Opening new moments making yesterday an old ghost
In time all new become old with changes taking place
Gone is yesterday's glittering sheen loosing all its grace
 
   But love of heart will never get old till end of time
   Always shining bright in heart like summer sunshine
   Love of soul will never gets old even in eternal time
   Always grows and grows in heart like a grapevine
 
Elements of nature is not immune from getting old
Mountains looses its yesterdays strong scaffold
Shores gets eroded glaziers get smaller by the minute
Mother earth with all earthquakes loses her heartbeat
 
    But love of heart will never get old …………..
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Lovely Night For The Lovers
 
LOVELY NIGHT FOR LOVERS
 
Setting sun ushering the night
Splashing colors of neon bright
Sailing across the evening sky
Smiling while saying goodbye
 
Blowing wind whistling softly
As the shining stars appear aptly
Adorning the moment is the moon
Time is right for love to bloom
 
 Lovely night for the lovers
 For rendezvous in romantic towers
 Lost in time in world of heaven 
 Where new dreams are woven
 
As the moon treks towards dawn
Fire of desire reaches its brawn
Slowly fading from its pinnacle
Raising sun comes out with a smile
 
As time rolls on its wheels burning
Morning rolls the day into evening
Beginning yet another new cycle
As the stars appear in panicle
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Love's Trail
 
Love’s trail
 
As the heartbeats rise
Lips cling to one another
To the depths of skies
 
Kissing cheek to cheek
In expectation of climax
Rhythm reaches peak
 
Passion in progress
Moans and groans reach fervent pitch
Making lust regress
 
Love is no reason
For the adoring embrace
When warmth is risen
 
Males and the females
Each playing romantic role
For common regales
 
Making memoirs
By feeling free making love
Like singing choirs
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Loyalty
 
Becoming extinct in life is loyalty
Crumpling to the ground with lost dignity
Loosing the shimmer of its novelty
Dying slowly in hands of reality
Honor it don't have like its glory times
Adorned by just and trust as its costumes
Heralding  sincerity as its plumes
Seeking authenticity to insume
Now fading it is in duplicity
Turning it is  into antiquity
Loosing its value to materiality
Agonizing it is with debility
 
Wondering about its fate in this world
Loyalty is shivering feeling  cold
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Magic
 
MAGIC
 
Magic in life is made of resonance of different tunes
Like the fragrance of different flowers in a garden
Magic lies in different colors of rainbow
Like blending music making feelings grow
 
Magic of harmony lies in blending different notes
Like sounds of symphony has different range of beats
Magic lies in flavors of different cultures
Like the different phases of mother nature
 
Magic of crowd lies in different faces
Like words are different when pleading for God’s grace
Magic lies in different seasons of the year
Like the different expressions of laughter and tear
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Magician Is River Of Time
 
Born in the cradle of fleeting time at a particular moment
Somewhere between the past and the future called present
Ever since become I have a wanderer following the future
Always step behind no matter what I do how much I endure
 
  Magician is the river of time as it winds and bends its course
  Turning the present into past and present into future in terse
  Even with the eyes open one cannot see the change day or night
  Matter it don't even with expectation amazing is time in its flight
 
Wrapped I am all around in chains of time and I cannot escape
Invisible it is to touch or to feel or to breathe or to see its shape
Choice was not mine to embark on this journey it was destined
Again don't know why I was put in this path that is challenged
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Makes My Heart Truly Joyful
 
Singing is my heart with joy
Seeing the smile in your eye
Savoring the moment in time
Like the summer sun shine
 
   Brings comfort of affection
  All over brings satisfaction
  Seeing you feeling cheerful
  Makes my heart truly joyful
 
Dancing is my heart with gladness
Hearing your laughter of happiness
I feel content with your pleasure
Your happiness is my life's treasure
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Making Love
 
MAKING LOVE
 
Act of making love
Has spontaneous rhythm
Without teaching how
 
Making love revolves
Around fervor and desire
As emotions evolves
 
Making love ensues
After preface of yearning
As desire pursues
 
Making love can be
Casual without closeness
Like flower and bee
 
Making love is seen
As opening doors of soul
In a private scene
 
Making love brings bliss
In a world of ecstasy
In every tender kiss
 
Making love is grand
Never gets tiresome at all
Like the shine on sand
 
Making love devours
Every bit of energy
And needs Endeavour
 
Making love builds bridge
On vigor of carnal needs
By crossing the edge
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Master Of Universe
 
MASTER OF UNIVERSE
 
 
Burning with curiosity hard to wait any longer
Reveal the end want to know like how
This journey will end when it’s all over
Lived I have always righteously wondering like now
Seen I have wheels of time roll along
Carrying in its heart events of this life
Some truly bare of truth just plain wrong
Unfair to the core cutting souls like knife
Still no rescue from you just pulling strings
Seeing the storms blare through wrecking life’s gardens
Disrupting the innocent lives rending the soaring wings
Helpless in their effort letting their feelings harden
Making excuses in wise sayings mystery is future
Aware we are of the wisdom of living
Prisoners in your hands and of the nature
Soaking sunshine of your love I am surrendering
	
Knowing you hold the keys master of universe
Follow I will in your footsteps keeping terse
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Maverick
 
MAVERICK
Marching to the beats of an independent drums
Away from the strings that someone else strums
Vocal without fear going against the vogue
Enduring barriers to overcome the ideologue
Riding the waves of principles till the end
Inspiring new sentiments setting a new trend
Conscious of the truth in heart and soul
Kindling new flames playing an epic role
 
Mold of a new kind for the sanctity of truth
Aglow with pragmatic dreams to make life a couth
Vigilant every moment standing on integrity
Engaging the challenges with true veracity
Righteous to the core yearning to be fair
Invoking powers from within for everyone's welfare
Clement in essence while facing the issues
Knowing that virtuous outcome depends on values
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May As Well Live
 
MAY AS WELL LIVE
 
Don’t even remember when I got on life’s train
I am in the dark about my final destination
Watching new passengers getting on board in different stations
Time after time I am lost with no explanation
Learning about life’s long journey its rules and regulations
That keeps changing everyday putting me in confusion
Not knowing where I am going except for my imagination
That runs wild like a horse with no reins
   May as well live with what I have been given
   Taking one moment at a time with no complaints
   As it won’t change the complexion of the situation
   Living with hope and faith may in end bring salvation
Just following the force that is supposed to be divine
Having no choice of getting off rain or shine
Till the journey of my life ends on its own
I have to stay on train with predestined plan
Not knowing what the future holds in my horizon
Just following the wind with my inner vision
Whatever it brings trying to keep the slate clean
With no way of knowing what my fate has written
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Meditation
 
Practice of focusing the mind on soul
Converging the thoughts on a moral core
Traveling deeper in spiritual whorl
Searching ways to reach the far away shore
Hoping to find meaning of existence
Seeking the secret of mortal living
Listening to the heart beats resonance
Questing with devotion beside dreaming
Following the gleam of light shining bright
Feeling the bliss before awakening
Finding answers for everyday plight
 
Meditation is world of divine dark
Blending with the source of the flames of spark
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Meditation 2
 
Meditation
Medium in the space of mind
Enlightening the soul to finally find
Destiny of life on the other shore
Invoking the powers of divine core
Trekking in the paht of serene silence
Aware of the time's reverence
Trailing the thoughts to infinity
Inviting the spirit of divinity
Ordaining the heart towards ecstasy
Navigating the mind beyond world of fantasy
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Meditation#2
 
MEDITATION
 
Moment of journey beyond the borders of mind
Enduring in world of silence yearning to find
Delight of enchantment along with tranquility
Invoking powers from within to one’s ability
Trekking in path of peace in search of quietude  
Aglow with spirit of attainment with fortitude
Treading the way to reach the medium of Nirvana
Invigorous with radiance glowing with Arcana
Orphic feeling swarming from the boundary beyond
Navigating the mind to a place ecstasy lond
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Memories
 
MEMORIES
 
Memories lives on
Like shadows on lawn
Rolling with the wind
In corners of mind
Vivid like sunshine
Like drops of rain
Stirring the emotions
Like waves of oceans
Deep in the heart
Never feeling apart
After all these years
Memories brings on tears
Feeling helpless at time
Hiding emotions like mime
Knowing sooner or later
We will be together
To relive the moments
Of all the events
Both joy and sorrow
In world of tomorrow
 
 
In memory of my dearest mother who passed away in 1999 june 28th
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Merry Christmas
 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Feel the glee
Set your soul free
King of peace is born
In the rundown tavern
 
Feel the joy
Of the new star
Shining from the sky
Making the world glitter
 
Feel the bliss
Make a wish
Season it is
To live and cherish
 
Feel the delight
Of the new light
Lighting up the world
With new blessings to behold
 
 
 
It is Christmas Season to be joyous
It is Christmas season to be cheerful
It is Christmas season to be amorous
It is Christmas season to be blissful
 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Feel the glee
Set your soul free
King of peace is born
In the rundown tavern
 
Feel the joy
Of the new star
Shining from the sky
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Making the world glitter
 
Feel the bliss
Make a wish
Season it is
To live and cherish
 
Feel the delight
Of the new light
Lighting up the world
With new blessings to behold
 
 
 
It is Christmas Season to be joyous
It is Christmas season to be cheerful
It is Christmas season to be amorous
It is Christmas season to be blissful
 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Feel the glee
Set your soul free
King of peace is born
In the rundown tavern
 
Feel the joy
Of the new star
Shining from the sky
Making the world glitter
 
Feel the bliss
Make a wish
Season it is
To live and cherish
 
Feel the delight
Of the new light
Lighting up the world
With new blessings to behold
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It is Christmas Season to be joyous
It is Christmas season to be cheerful
It is Christmas season to be amorous
It is Christmas season to be blissful
 
MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Michael Jackson
 
Michael Jackson
 
Man in the glazed mirror lived a life of a thriller
Michael that he was with many mortal flaws
Grew up on world stage genius beyond his age
Touched hearts with moon walks the glittering socks
Waving with white gloves making music everyone loves
Rocking and rolling in style wearing the hat with a smile
Born with a brilliant mind he was one of a kind
Blossoming career from age five singing ABC with jive
Showcasing on Ed Sullivan show millions watched him grow
From Motown records to many accolades and Grammy awards
Earning a star on walk of fame tantamount with his name
Reached pinnacle with infinite talent and eminence was imminent
 
Michael Jackson the King of pop forever will be on top
Shining like the super star that he was by far an Avatar
Whistling his music will be the wind for all the mankind
Icon he was with white glove Rock music and beat to groove
 
Tribute to the geat singer who passed away at youg age of 50 years, on june
25the 2009
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Miona Lisa
 
Behind the burnt out smile I see dry tear
Is it the heartache of a crying heart dear
Trying are you to sparkle a smiling face
Are you feeling lonely in sundry ways   
 
 Let loose the tears to flow like a river
 Find you will ocean of joy to blend forever
 See you will the pleasant side of shining light
 Filling your soul with waves of life's delight
 
 Mona Lisa be mine Mona Lisa
 Bring I will new dreams for you to surmise
 Mona Lisa be mine Mona Lisa
 Build I will a world with blissful sunrise
 
Your submissive smile is painted with sorrow
Hard you try to hide behind the light's shadow
Besieged you are with emotions of melancholy
Drowning you are in the quicksand of
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Mona Lisa
 
MONA LISA
 
Mirror image of eternal beauty is your face painted on canvas
Only an ember of your allure in sketches that painter draws
Beauty of yours is beyond anyone's imagination to capture
Only heavenly eyes can see your charm in sanctified picture
 
  MONA LISA
 
Your beauty is beyond the benevolence of beholders eyes
Brighter than bright radiant like the shining sun in skies
One can only visualize your radiance of beauty in dreams
Beautiful you are beyond the paintings of neon light beams
 
MONA LISA
 
Ageless is your beauty graceful as river of time flows
Captivating is your smile as the legend of yours grows
Immortal will be your image in life till end of eternity
Timeless is your profile elegance in demure of beauty
 
MONA LISA
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Mona Lisa Be Mine
 
Behind the burnt out smile I see dry tear
Is it the heartache of a crying heart dear
Trying are you to sparkle a smiling face
Are you feeling lonely in sundry ways   
 
 Let loose the tears to flow like a river
 Find you will ocean of joy to blend forever
 See you will the pleasant side of shining light
 Filling your soul with waves of life's delight
 
 Mona Lisa be mine Mona Lisa
 Bring I will new dreams for you to surmise
 Mona Lisa be mine Mona Lisa
 Build I will a world with blissful sunrise
 
Your submissive smile is painted with sorrow
Hard you try to hide behind the light's shadow
Besieged you are with emotions of melancholy
Drowning you are in the quicksand of
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Mother
 
RIVER OF LOVE FLOWING DEEP IN HEART’S DEPTHS
FOR ALWAYS CARVING A PATH PAVED WITH COMPASSION
TRUE AS SUN AND MOON SHINING ON EARTH
STANDING ON TIPS OF TOES READY FOR EXPRESSION
 
	OF CONCERN AND CARE FOR THE CHILDREN
	ARMS WIDE OPEN FOR A SWEET LOVING EMBRACE
	SOOTHING THE FEELINGS LIKE CANDLE IN A TAVERN
	SHINING THE LIGHT WITH WAYS OF GRACE
 
OCEAN OF AFFECTION RAISING IN WARM WAVES
CRADLING THE YOUNG ONES IN TIMES OF ALL
ALWAYS THERE TO CUDDLE WITH NEVER ENDING CRAVE
FOR REACHING OUT TO TOUCH EVEN BEFORE THE CALL
 
OFFERING THE HAND TO RAISE ABOVE THE GROUND
SHELTERING WITH WINGS ALWAYS ON GUARD GIVING COMFORT
STANDING TALL WITH WATCHFUL EYES FROM THE MOUND
PAINTING A PICTURE OF PASSION ON THE WALLS OF HEART
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Mother 2
 
	MOTHER
 
RIVER OF LOVE FLOWING DEEP IN HEART’S DEPTHS
FOR ALWAYS CARVING A PATH PAVED WITH COMPASSION
TRUE AS SUN AND MOON SHINING ON EARTH
STANDING ON TIPS OF TOES READY FOR EXPRESSION
 
	OF CONCERN AND CARE FOR THE CHILDREN
	ARMS WIDE OPEN FOR A SWEET LOVING EMBRACE
	SOOTHING THE FEELINGS LIKE CANDLE IN A TAVERN
	SHINING THE LIGHT WITH WAYS OF GRACE
 
OCEAN OF AFFECTION RAISING IN WARM WAVES
CRADLING THE YOUNG ONES IN TIMES OF ALL
ALWAYS THERE TO CUDDLE WITH NEVER ENDING CRAVE
FOR REACHING OUT TO TOUCH EVEN BEFORE THE CALL
 
OFFERING THE HAND TO RAISE ABOVE THE GROUND
SHELTERING WITH WINGS ALWAYS ON GUARD GIVING COMFORT
STANDING TALL WITH WATCHFUL EYES FROM THE MOUND
PAINTING A PICTURE OF PASSION ON THE WALLS OF HEART
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Mother Bird
 
MOTHER BIRD
 
 
NEST THEY BUILD WITH LOVE OF HEART
FOR THEIR OFFSPRINGS WITH STRAWS AND TWIGS
FOREVER TO ENDURE NEVER TO FALL APART
FOR THE OFFSPRINGS TILL THEY GROW BIG
 
WATCH THEY DO FOR THE EVIL PREDATORS
DAY AND NIGHT FEEDING THEM WITH COMPASSION
KEEPING THEM WARM WITH PASSION OF CREATOR
SHARING LIFE’S WISDOM OF OLD FASHION TRADITION
 
	MOTHER BIRD NURTURING ITS BABIES WITH ITS SOUL
	DOING THEIR DUTY BEST THEY KNOW HOW
	SACRIFICES THEY DO IN THEIR SACRED ROLE
	GIVING EVERYTHING WRAPPED IN TRUE SWEET LOVE
 
PRECIOUS MOMENTS PASS UNDER THEIR WATCHFUL EYES
OFFSPRINGS BEGIN TO FLAP THEIR WINGS
TRY THEY DO TO FLY IN SKIES
BREAKING SLOWLY BOND OF MOTHER BIRD STRINGS
 
PROUD THEY FEEL SEEING THEIR OFFSPRINGS FLY
HURT ARE THEIR FEELINGS AS TIME HAS COME
LIKE IT OR NOT TO SAY GOODBYE
OFF SPRINGS ARE FINALLY READY TO LEAVE HOME
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Mother Nature
 
Mother nature, the natural painter
Spilling colors of autumn of splendor
Painting pretty pictures before winter
Dazzling the world with display of wonder
Even though it is only for a while
Memories it will etch in heart and mind
To reminisce in future in life's trail
Evoking the fall when winter is not kind
Keeping warm in the warmth of autumn hues
Even when it is only in memory
memorable  times will come back with rouse
Something dramatic to write in life's story
 
Mother Nature is  cradle of changing times
As wind sings melody of many rhymes
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Blessed with charisma
Swearing in as president
Is Mr. Obama
 
As the world watches
Unveiling of history
Hopeful dreams hatches
 
Enthusiasm
About new president
Is without chasm
 
In world of colors
Emerged has black over time
Reigning the powers
 
In times of trouble
New star is born to rescue
With new ensemble
 
Backed by millions
Emerging as new leader
Bearer of beacons
 
Riding the new waves
In hard times of chaos 
Hopeful face evolves
 
Waiting for the change
Wrapped is the whole world with faith
As batons exchange
 
History brings grace
In between discomfiture
To paint the time’s face
 
Humanity brings
Constant changes for better
As the church bell rings
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In times of grief
Wit and wisdom brings tranquil
In face of new chief
 
 
Wishing is the world
For Obama to succeed
Being brave and bold
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My Sunshine
 
MY SUNSHINE
 
She is so sweet
Her love is a treat
She is so beautiful
Looks like an angel
She is all mine
My life’s only sunshine
She is my dream
My beat and rhythm
She paints my future
Sculptures feelings she captures
She is all mine
My life’s only sunshine
She is my everything
Makes my heart sing
She is the song
That I hum along
She is all mine
My life’s only sunshine
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My World
 
MY WORLD
 
Music to my ears are the words you speak
Romance is love you give that I seek
Happiness is when you are by my side
Laughter is the feeling of comfort you provide
Joy is warmth you give with your touch
Satisfaction is the feelings you give so much
Silence is innocent looks of your loving
Randevouzous is fantasy you give without wandering
Beauty is your looks with window to your heart
Elegance is your image picture of perfect art
Serenity is the divinity that I find in your arms
Life is living with your soul that’s rapture of charms
 
My world swirls around you my dear darling sweet girl
Never stop shedding light in my universe with your smile
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Nature Has Its Own Mind
 
NATURE HAS ITS OWN MIND
Clear sky summoning the sun to shine
Reaching out to the elements, to so twine
Yearning to proffer a day of brightness
Sprinkling along some rays of happiness
 
Only to see the thunder and the lightning
Bolting across the darkened sky making it frightning
Twirling the hopes in touching twisting tornadoes
Burning the desired expectations like flames volcanoes
Reminding that Nature has has its sown mind
 
Calm was the ocean inviting everyone to sail
Bonding with the mortals by opening its veil
Soothing in touch gentle in its appearance
Making waves of long standing acquaintance
 
Only to see the storms in the distance
Raising giant waves threatening  the existence
Drowning the dreams of hearts pleasance
Leaving a void deep in the soul of perseverance
Reminding that nature has its own mind
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Ncertain Future
 
Building torture is uncertain future
Deep in minds and hearts and on life's ramparts
Making fear to nurture in culture
Breaking beliefs apart making hope depart
Letting the believers, down as grievers
Leaving no recourse in vast universe
Depriving achievers with no levers
Making things worse with a blanket of curse
For most of the people causing ripple
In life’s calm ocean stirring emotion
Limited by scruple ogling at steeple
But for the chosen bright is horizon
 
As they find their way to live everyday
Never going astray as they work and pray
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Never To Quit
 
NEVER TO QUIT
Ups and downs is the course of life's journey
Some are shallow and some are steep
Days can be dry or flowing with honey
Making the heart jump with joy or weep
 
Matter it don't as long one is alive
Counting the blessings keeping the drive
Living everyday with wisdom and wit
Never ever thinking to give it up or quit
 
Dealt are the cards not by our choice
Destiny is ordained by some unknown voice
Play one has to with beleif and faith
Living everdya as it comes on this earth
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New Day Is Begun
 
NEW DAY IS BEGUN
 
 
Bestowed is the blessing
Scattered on earth surfacing
Moment after moment mooring
In rain and sunshine shimmering
 
Come break of dawn
Troubles will be gone
Shine will golden sun
New day is begun
 
Bedecked is the outlook
Adorned in life’s brook
Like saying of good book
Tomorrow will surely bring luck
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New Year
 
NEW YEAR
 
Clad in vibrant colors for the occasion
Adorning smile for the celebration
Waltzing like cheerful ballerina
High above on universal arena
 
Here comes the New Year with a sparkle
Saluting the world with dazzling twinkle
Wishing everyone peace and harmony
Greeting the people with euphony
 
Wishing for peace, bliss and benevolence
For all mankind, bonded with tolerance
Beseeching creeds and races to become one
Forever under the moon and the sun
 
Immaculately bright with elegance
Bouncing along with strides of ebullience
Rolling optimistically with time
Making its appearance with a chime
 
Here comes the New Year with sanguinity
Spreading the God’s message of unity
Wishing everyone luminous future
Greeting the horde with cordial gesture
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New Year Haikus
 
Resounding cheers
And the vibrant sounds and sights
Greets the New Year
 
Anticipating
Coming of the New Year
People are cheering
 
Profiling with grace
Marching is the New Year
For everyone’s gaze
 
Blessed is the world with
Yet another New Year
On the face of earth
 
New Year begins
Another span of journey    
Where hope and faith reigns
 
New Year brings dreams
Which may or may not come true
On life’s many streams
 
New Year comforts
All those living in despair
Giving them new starts
 
Spilling everywhere
Is bountiful of belief
In New Year’s glare
 
Optimism booms
As the New Year arrives
When confidence vrooms
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Night
 
An exotic flight
Is journey into the night
Beginning with twilight
 
In stillness of night
Flowing is river of time
In search of sunlight
 
Rising moon sprinkles
Shower of light of romance
As the star twinkles
 
Midnight shining moon
Lets love bloom to reach climax
Before questions loom
 
And in night's darkness
Romantic hearts melanges
Into blissfulness
 
Night's expeditions
Liberates hidden desires
From inhibitions
 
Life's many follies
Comes to life in the midnight
In strings of volleys
 
Enchantment of night
Hides behind veil of darkness
Thriving out of sight
 
Trapped is human heart
In cycle of day and night
Wondering where to start
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Now And Forever
 
NOW AND FOREVER
 
I found my dreams in your loving arms
Flowing like a stream shining like a torch
I found as much of lightning in storms
Like your love in your tender touch
 
 In your warm embrace found my happy days
 In time and place like a raging river
 Finally reaching the shore after a long chase
 My search is over for now and forever
 
I heard the music I felt the magic
Reaching the mountain peak of world of fantasy
Overcome with ecstasy touching cheek to cheek
Everything feels so rosy I feel hopelessly dizzy
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Now I Acan Be A Man That I Always Wanted To Be
 
NOW I CAN BE A MAN THAT I LWAYS WANTED TO BE
 
I see my celebrated name in marquee lights all over the town
Glorifying accomplishments has made me very well-known
Darling I have been of the millions of fans all over the world
Matinee idol of all time like a living legend with touch of gold
 
Lived I have life of lies from dawn to dusk tortured with secrets
Hiding behind dark glasses hiding from people and life's tenets
Afraid of loosing my stature in world if I reveal my dark side
Going I am the distance wearing masks \taking the glamour ride
 
Slumping is my heart with weight of the dark secrets hidden
And tired I have become over the years carrying the burden
 
Trekking on life's highways on fancy wheels of primetime of wonder
Gleaming in light of success looking for new challenges to conquer
Honored as one of a kind built I have a ivory tower to live in comfort
Gazed by others as a luminous star showered on by love of their heart
 
Lived I have life of lies -----------
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Now I Can Be A Man That I Always Wanted To Be
 
NOW I CAN BE A MAN THAT I LWAYS WANTED TO BE
 
I see my celebrated name in marquee lights all over the town
Glorifying accomplishments has made me very well-known
Darling I have been of the millions of fans all over the world
Matinee idol of all time like a living legend with touch of gold
 
Lived I have life of lies from dawn to dusk tortured with secrets
Hiding behind dark glasses hiding from people and life's tenets
Afraid of loosing my stature in world if I reveal my dark side
Going I am the distance wearing masks \taking the glamour ride
 
Slumping is my heart with weight of the dark secrets hidden
And tired I have become over the years carrying the burden
 
Trekking on life's highways on fancy wheels of primetime of wonder
Gleaming in light of success looking for new challenges to conquer
Honored as one of a kind built I have a ivory tower to live in comfort
Gazed by others as a luminous star showered on by love of their heart
 
Lived I have life of lies -----------
 
 
Slumping is my heart with weight of the secrets hidden
Tired I have become over the time carrying the burden
Time has come now to face the facts bitter as it may be
Now I can be a man that I always wanted to be, just free
 
All the neon lights have been turned off for ever now
Living I am now alone with shredded soul with no love
Surrounded by darkness yearning for some guiding light
Looking everywhere for some peace day and night
 
Time has come now to face the facts bitter as it may be
Now I can be a man that I always wanted to be, just free
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Now I Can Be A Mann I Have Wanted To Be
 
NOW I CAN BE A MAN THAT I LWAYS WANTED TO BE
 
I see my celebrated name in marquee lights all over the town
Glorifying accomplishments has made me very well-known
Darling I have been of the millions of fans all over the world
Matinee idol of all time like a living legend with touch of gold
 
Lived I have life of lies from dawn to dusk tortured with secrets
Hiding behind dark glasses hiding from people and life's tenets
Afraid of loosing my stature in world if I reveal my dark side
Going I am the distance wearing masks \taking the glamour ride
 
Slumping is my heart with weight of the dark secrets hidden
And tired I have become over the years carrying the burden
 
Trekking on life's highways on fancy wheels of primetime of wonder
Gleaming in light of success looking for new challenges to conquer
Honored as one of a kind built I have a ivory tower to live in comfort
Gazed by others as a luminous star showered on by love of their heart
 
Lived I have life of lies -----------
 
 
Slumping is my heart with weight of the secrets hidden
Tired I have become over the time carrying the burden
Time has come now to face the facts bitter as it may be
Now I can be a man that I always wanted to be, just free
 
All the neon lights have been turned off for ever now
Living I am now alone with shredded soul with no love
Surrounded by darkness yearning for some guiding light
Looking everywhere for some peace day and night
 
Time has come now to face the facts bitter as it may be
Now I can be a man that I always wanted to be, just free
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Now I Have Regrets
 
NOW I HAVE REGRETS
 
 
I had the golden chance to ask you to dance
While music was playing for a slow dancing
I saw you standing all alone willingly waiting
At the concession stand listening to the band
 
Just for a while I looked away from your smile
Hoping you will still be pondering waiting for me
Only to see you going with someone else laughing
Getting ready to bop bebop bop bebop bop and bebop
 
      Looking at you get down in your evening red gown
      Feeling I was jealous with your partner's pious
      Dreaming I could have been the one making him green
      Now I have regrets for not making you my life's vignette
 
As the wee hours came dancing I saw you leaving
Arm in arm with your new beau like a swan gliding
Not even once looking back at me standing all alone
As my heart was breaking in the light of break of dawn
 
      Looking at you get down, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Ode To Om
 
ODE TO OM
 
Ode to OM
Ornate yet simple
Opulent in bloom
Ordinance in ample
 
Ode to Om
Source of serenity
Terse of tone
Symbol of spirituality
 
Ode to Om
Benevolent for delight
Light of life’s dome
Comfort of plight
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Old Folks
 
OLD FOLKS
Anytime to refresh the reality of life’s journey
Smiles are fresh in their faces in harmony
Twinkles of their eyes brighter than stars
Feeling the passion in their hearts by far
Lost in the memory of yesterdays events
Truthful they stay to the life’s sentiments
Joy or sorrow having lived the moments
Richer they feel whether kings or peasants
 
  Looking back at the time they traveled
  They feel blessed for the time blessed
  Old folks looking ahead looking back satisfied
  Old folks image of life’s legacy lived
 
Flowing in the depths of hearts for years
Sailing and sinking like the floating bubbles
Hoping to reach the shore smiles or trails
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Om
 
OOOOOOOOMMMMMMMM
 
Beginning of all beginnings before life started rolling
Vacuum there was spiraling darkness all around abounding
Sound of silence shrilling primal pulsation pervasively piercing Circling cold
compellingly chilling overly overtly overpowering 
 
Somewhere within happening SHAKTI and SHIVA unifying
ENERGY and MATTER joining SOUND, LIGHT emerging
Encompassing entire existence epithet of eternal enlightening
Beginning of Being and Nonbeing symbol of OM manifesting
 
Silhouettes slowly shaping showing sharp similes streaming
Little by little, luminous lustrous light lit luminating
Devouring darkness in depths drowning emptiness delivering
Spirit of life’s source Brahman and ember Atman separating
 
Against the dark sky, there came the light shining
Brighter and brighter shimmering sparkling encircling
Encompassing entire existence epithet of eternal enlightening
Beginning of Being and Nonbeing sound of OM resonating
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Om 2
 
OM
 
Primal sound for creation
Primordial sense of vibration
Primeval for definitive liberation
Pranava mantra for meditation
 
Resonance of the infinity
Reverence of the divinity
Regnant of the spirituality
Rendering of the reality
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Om 3
 
OM
 
Bow is the Symbol OM
Arrow is the ATMAN
Target is the BRAHMAN
Icon of encompassed TOME
 
Beginning of journey is OM
Trekking along is ATMAN
Destination is BRAHMAN
Image of universal WHOLESOME
 
Summary of life is OM
Substance concerned is ATMAN
Superior is BRAHMAN
Symbol of universe’s EPITOME
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Omkara
 
OMKARA
 
OMKARA Embodiment of nature’s elements
Universe’s micro macro components
Flowing time’s essential moment
Spiritual sound of ascent
 
AUMKARA Assimilation of essence of universe
Vibrations sensations in rhyme and verse
Melody of inner self in one terse
Audible sound for senses to immerse
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One Compliments The Other
 
ONE COMPLIMENTS THE OTHER
 
Day light makes darkness disappear
While darkness makes light shine brighter
Raindrops decorate the skies with rainbow
While sunlight makes raindrops glow
 
 One compliments the other with truth
 For those who seek with faith
 The heart and soul of divine
 That’s seen in darkness and sunshine
 
Daylight brings feelings of hope of assurance
While darkness brings feelings of endurance
Raindrops satisfies the feelings of thirst
While sunshine brings feelings for conquest
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One Sided Affair
 
ONE SIDED AFFAIR
 
Love has no logic when it grips the heart with its mystic
Never warn the heart when it wraps it with its magic
Always tiptoes its way till it reaches the heart's depth
When it is too late to escape from its sensuous mirth
 
   Matter it don't even when love is one sided affair
   It dazzles the helpless heart with its sumptuous flare
   Love can shade the thoughts with its sensuality
   Never lets its embrace loose till timeless eternity
 
Love is like double edged sword with no clemency
Always on the hunt for feeble hearts with its legacy
Day or night love can make any heart to surrender
Strike it will like vicious lightning and thunder
 
 
    Matter it don't even when love is one sided affair
    It dazzles the helpless heart with its sumptuous flare
   Love can shade the thoughts with its sensuality
   Never lets its embrace loose till timeless eternity
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Patriot
 
PATRIOT
Patriot that I am I wear red white and blue
Alight with patriotism forever loyal and true
Taking pride for the values of freedom and sovereignty
Roaming from place to place with freewill and liberty
Invoking the powers of basic human privilege
Ordained with independence wearing it like a corsage
Tall I am walking wearing red white and blue
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Peck On My Cheek
 
PECK ON MY CHEEK
 
Swaying I was in calm blowing wind
Living in serenity with a clear mind
Tranquil was the feelings of my heart
Black and white were all my thoughts
 
Then you came along singing your song
Making your moves coming on strong
All with a wink of your eyes as much
Put me under your spell with one touch
 
    Now here I am thinking of you all day
    Trying to forget you in every which way
    How hard I try, become I have too weak
    Because of your peck on my cheek
 
Don't know how to get over you
Become you have my honey dew
My heart is calling out your name
Burning in my mind is your flame
 
   Now her I am, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Philosophical Pearls
 
PHILOSOPHICAL PEARLS
Affirmation of a dream is to see the flowers bloom
On the plant that’s grown from the seeds that were sown
Having hope and faith in the heart of mother earth
That it will bear the fruit for all the sincere effort
 
Coronation of a good living is to see everyone is smiling
By sharing love and affection with lifetime conviction
Protecting every heart’s innocence showing never ending tolerance
To everyone irrespective of color which is divine’s flavor
 
Confirmation of peace is the feeling of elation
In the celebration of divine devotion on waves of life’s ocean
Riding them high and low in the shadows of angels glow
Having strong belief in tomorrows whether it be happy or sorrow
 
Levitation from mortal to immortal lies deep in heart and soul
Of legacy of strength of virtues earned in this life for renew
Of the day of judgment which will be an enlightenment
Of Gods commandments that we should follow every moment
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Picture Perfect
 
Picture perfect pair embarking on expedition
Blending hearts with new love and affection
Promising to be together with every heart beat
To wander in wonderland of romantic street
 
 Being the breath of each other every moment
 Being the eye of each other every instant
 Being the essence of each other every second
 Being the soul of each other till the very end
 
Royal regal revered match in world of red Roses
Epitomized in melody of prose poems and verses
Forever to be seen as the match made in heaven
Joining hands like two shimmering stars in horizon
 
 Being the reason for each other in every way
 Being the spirit of each other night and day
 Being the vigor of each other in every bend
 Being the soul of each other till the very end
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Picture Perfect Pair
 
Picture perfect pair embarking on expedition
Blending hearts with new love and affection
Promising to be together with every heart beat
To wander in wonderland of romantic street
 
 Being the breath of each other every moment
 Being the eye of each other every instant
 Being the essence of each other every second
 Being the soul of each other till the very end
 
Royal regal revered match in world of red Roses
Epitomized in melody of prose poems and verses
Forever to be seen as the match made in heaven
Joining hands like two shimmering stars in horizon
 
 Being the reason for each other in every way
 Being the spirit of each other night and day
 Being the vigor of each other in every bend
 Being the soul of each other till the very end
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Popularity
 
Popularity
Without the real essence
Brings disparity
 
Popularity
Without the substance in it
Brings polarity
 
Popularity
Do not validate figures
Without clarity
 
Popularity
Do not instantly confirm
Sincerity
 
Popularity
Gained without any conceit
Spells ability
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Praise To Thee
 
PRAISE BE TO THEE
Effort is all I can give from bottom of my heart
Conscious of the force from beyond right from the start
Focus I will to carry out the task on hand
Following your footsteps glowing on the grains of sand
 
Praise be to thee, perpetual glory of me
Having the faith knowing you will set me free
Praise be to thee, my final destination to be
Aware of the bliss time of lasting glee
 
Dispelling all the doubts and delusions of your presence
Believing in the power of your deliverance
Search I will within in my soul for the solace way
Travelling along listening to your voice as I pray
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Prayer
 
Grant us the inner vision of divinity
Ablaze us with feelings of nobility
Navigate us through path of morality
Enlighten us with wisdom of humanity
Save us in times of adversity
Hear our pleas with your generosity
Awaken us with insight of sagacity
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Praying
 
PRAYING
 
Silently echoing sentiment of humble servant
Of the divine seeking some sunshine
To shower light day and night
Showing the way on life’s bay
Praying
 
Loudly chanting praises in sweet verses
In all innocence invoking god’s presence
For the guidance in his ambiance
For life’s journey in earth’s harmony
Praying
 
Seeking spirits reverence shadows of radiance
For an armor to bravely rover
Searching for truth in life’s path
Of loving affection dreaming for salvation
Praying
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Race In Retrospect
 
GRACE IN RETROSPECT
Beauty of raising sun at break of dawn
Forever can’t hold on after it is gone
Beauty of sun setting in to ocean in evening
At the night’s beginning is not forever holding
Beauty of blooming flowers in all different colors
Is only passing pictures before its time to wither
Only grace in retrospect
 
Beauty of changing seasons for nature’s good reasons
Is only temporary vision of life’s many illusions
Beauty of many events sweet and sad moments
Are only time’s sentiments of ascent and descent
Beauty of life’s birth on this mortal earth
Is faith of truth before time for death
Only grace in retrospect
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Reach Out
 
Like a distant light shining in the night
Find you will comfort deep within your heart
In memories of past that is so vast
Reach out to find etched in you mind
 
Like lighthouse on shore guiding the ships ashore
Find you will solace shining on life’s face
In rays of sunshine in drops of rain
Reach out to pursue that is in plain view
 
Like tree sustaining vine with its splendor twine
Find you will soothe in crux of truth
That life is sparkle in heart of oracle
Reach out to heart for a new start
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Reach You Will
 
REACH YOU WILL
 
       Climbing the ladder of life reaching for the sky
       One step at a time with dreams in gleaming eye
       Wiser with each passing moment shaping the future
       Searching for the ways to face with mind of armature
 
                 Reach you will the summit  of your choice
                 Living the moment of truth to rejoice
                 Find you will standing on top of the world
                 Where all your goals will be unfurled
 
Climbing the ladder of life reaching for mountain high
One step at a time with sincere and Ernest try
Conquering the challenges as and when they come
Striding further and further beating the victory drum
 
             Reach you will the summit of your choice
             Working hard to the limit making sacrifice
             Earn you will laurels more than you can count
             Standing tall with pride as your success mount
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Reality
 
Black and white mixture
Can be beautiful in life
Like nature's allure
Truth is not clear
Like the black and white color
As true lies brings fear
 
    Reality scares
   The innocent more and more
   In black and white stares
 
What is black and white
Nothing but minds illusion
Unlike day and night
Black and white blends with
Day and night like moon and stars
Like life's hope and faith
 
    Reality dreams
    For accord in black and white
    As the conscience screams
 
Merge of black and white
Will be life's great achievement
Painting pleasant sight
Prejudiced eyes will
Bring tribulations in life
When the time stands still
 
    Reality says
   All are equal black or white
    As life burns in blaze
 
Time has come to talk
About shades of black and white   
To sing like a lark
Forget black and white
Just see God in every soul
Then one can see light
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Red Rose
 
RED ROSE
 
You are true to your name
Above and beyond the universal fame
In every sense of the word
If I have ever heard
In any poem in any prose
You are a beautiful red rose
 
Rosy cheeks turning red in sunshine
Ruby lips sparkling like cherry wine
Elegance of beauty in its essence
Royalty of love in its quintessence
Like a queen as story goes
You are a beautiful red rose
 
Bloom of a flower in smiles
Spreading sweet fragrance in your trails
Exotic to the depths of soul
Majestic in your looks and style
Rapture of face when it glows
You are a beautiful red rose
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Relish The Time
 
RELISH THE TIME
 
Another memorable moment in your journey
Memorable achievement one among many 
Beginning of a dream of bouquet of dreams
In choice of colors in life’s bigger schemes
 
 Relish the time on hand embellish with joy
 Light a candle of delight in mantle of sky
 For always to shine leading you the way
 Reminding you forever not to drift away
 
Another triumph in your sincere attempt
Admirable from every facet without exempt
Something to be very proud of for always
Platform to leap into future with grace
 
  Relish the moment like it’s truly meant
  Something to remember feeling content
  Stirring your thoughts feeling fervent
  Inspiring to strive for more achievement
 
This poem written for my nephew Arjuna Hayes for his high school graduation
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Resonating Bells
 
Resonating are the bells in temple
Glowing are burning candles with reverence
Spirited is the divinity on the steeple
Veneration is hovering around in silence
 
   Sharing their accord in your despair
   Helping you to cross the bridge
   Sanctifying you with faith for armor
   Joining their hands with a pledge
   To bless your life and vicarage
 
Gathered together are the divine brasses
Waving their hand to give assurance
Sprinkling dew of blessings all across
Giving you the strength and endurance
 
  Shining the gleam of their radiance
  Helping you to face the tempest
  Building a wall of perpetual benevolence
  Sharing the power of their bequest
  To carry you through this angst
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Right And Left
 
RIGHT AND LEFT
 
Right and left wielding their swords
Hurling arrows of antagonistic words
Each criticizing the beliefs of each others
Relentlessly ruffling each others feathers
Claiming the rights for high moral roads
Changing themes conducts and codes
Pretending to be ideal for common folks
Reeling and rolling with disguised strokes
Making plentiful promises beyond their means
Quoting magical numbers for all civilians 
Blessed with bountiful genes of politicians
Unique they are keeping the primal traditions
 
Trapped are the citizens in world of lies
Watching and wondering as the country cries
Yearning fervently for statesman to come
To restore honor and dignity of epitome
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Ripples
 
RIPPLES
 
Ripples on river of time has no zenith
Rolling with each other bonding to make bearing
Revolving between the shores searching for eventual truth
Raising up and down questing for life’s meaning
 
   Ripples matches the moments with changing horizon
   Never stopping for any reason following the sun
   Rolling with cycle of life and divine’s notion
   Ripples bounds and bounces keeping its blessed run
 
Twirls and twists perpetually on life’s vast ocean
Never keeping count of turns keeping its motion
Looking into future in its past with devotion
Aware of its role in its life’s mission
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Risks And Rewards
 
Risks and rewards is essemce of every act
Spontaneous or elaborate may be the thought
Tragedy and tirumph is essence of every fact
So carry out the task with belief in heart
 
Risks and rewards is part of every moment
Foresee one cannot to successfully circumvent
Agony and ecstasy is part of every commitment
So live the time with faith from advent
 
Risks and rewards is essence of living
Avoid on cannot even after planning
Joy and strife is in path of travelling
So rejoice the life with granted blessing
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Rolling With Reality
 
ROLLING WITH REALITY
 
Aware of almighty
Venturing in vacuity
Pondering about perpetuity
Sodden with spirituality
Deliberating about divinity
Thinking of trinity
Searching for sanity
Attuning with actuality
Rolling with reality
 
Acknowledging the uncertainty
Believing in believability
Striving with sensibility
Living with responsibility
Reaching for rarity
Enduring nature’s entity
Recognizing life’s enormity
Attuning with authenticity
Rolling with reality
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Rose
 
As the legend goes
Praised in poetry and prose
Beautiful is rose
 
Roses and the thorns
Together in harmony
As nature governs
 
Rose with its petals
Twirls and swirls with ecstasy
As splendor settles
 
Rose by its design
Is beyond human mind's eye
So is its ensign
 
Rose is beautiful
Along with its sweet fragrance
So very blissful
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Sad It Is
 
STRONGER THEY FEEL SHOWING THE MISSILE
THEY ALL HAVE AS THEY BELIEVE
SHOW OF ARMS PROTECTS THEIR DREAMS
FROM THE BULLYS IN THEIR ALLEYS
AS A DETERRANY MOMENT AFTER MOMENT
STOPPING ANY TEMPTATION OF OTHER’S AGGRESSION
OVER THE SMALLER BY THE BIGGER
FEELING THE POWER OF MONEY’S COLOR
 
	SAD IT IS FOR THE BLISS
	FORCED TO STRIVE IN VIOLENT DRIVE
	OF HUMAN CONFLICTS OF CRUEL ACTS
	DEPRIVED OF UNDERSTANDING OF FELLOW HUMAN BEINGS
 
EVERYWHERE THEY DARE WITHOUT ANY CARE
FORCING THE HAND FOR GRAND STAND
SHWOING OFF ARMOURS THREATENING TO DEVOUR
SCARING OTHERS OFF LAUGHING CONTEMPT LAUGH
CALLING THEM NAMES PLAYING FOOLISH GAMES
TO BE SUPERIOR AS THE ULTERIOR
OVER OTHER HUMANS ALTHOUGH ITS PROVEN
EVERYONE IS SAME LIKE DIVINE ACCLAIMS
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Say You Love Me Again
 
SAY YOU LOVE ME AGAIN
 
Sending flower bouquet seems abundant
When there is not any special event
Showering lavish gifts seems too pompous
When there is no show of amorous
 
Hearts do not fall for candlelight romance
When there is no music for a slow dance
Hearts do not desire for any diamond
When there is not any love to be found
 
Heart of a woman yearn for some caring
Heart of a woman craves for some loving
Heart of a woman wants some adoring
Heart of a woman needs some admiring
So “Say you love me again”
 
Late night bash in fancy club means nothing
When there is no passionate embracing
Designer clothes go out of style always
When they slowly loose their glitter and grace
 
Hearts do not find comfort in thespian word
When there is no compassion to be heard
Hearts do not find joy in musical cards
When there is no true feeling from inwards
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Searching For Soul
 
SEARCHING THE SOUL
Searching the soul strumming the guitar's sullen strings
Making music to resonate the sorrow of the moment
Roaming on the fret with fingers showing the feelings
Trying to blend the tears of grieving heart's sentiment
 
Searching the soul for the reasons of the event
Hoping to find the answers for what it meant
Searching the soul to find a way to repent
Trying to forget the bitter past of torment
 
Searching the soul for love of life that slipped away
Helpless victim of the fate of cruelty of the time
Playing the sad tunes with emotions that is in disarray
Crying in silence while playing the guitar twine
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Searching The Soul
 
Searching the soul strumming the guitar's sullen strings
Making music to resonate the sorrow of the moment
Roaming on the fret with fingers showing the feelings
Trying to blend the tears of grieving heart's sentiment
 
Searching the soul for the reasons of the event
Hoping to find the answers for what it meant
Searching the soul to find a way to repent
Trying to forget the bitter past of torment
 
Searching the soul for love of life that slipped away
Helpless victim of the fate of cruelty of the time
Playing the sad tunes with emotions that is in disarray
Crying in silence while playing the guitar twine
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Secrrets Of Serenity
 
SECRETS OF SERENITY
 
Laughter of life that begins with a cry
Echoing in ecstasy blessings from beyond the sky
Miracles for mankind in the image of innocence
Remainder of reverence pigments of divine’s invisible presence
Breaking the barriers in sounds of sacred silence
Mesmerized by mystery in sights of celestial vigilance
Resonating in ramblings of coos of a child
Building a bridge between the hearts that beholds
   Secrets of serenity in life’s journey of love
   Scattered in sanctity armor of blessings from above
   Invoking the incense in everyday truth of trails
   Reflecting in radiance in sparkles of sweet smiles
Moments of magic capturing the feelings in compassion
Birth of blessings on waves of life’s ocean
Sailing in splendor floating on ripples of faith
Deep in the depths of souls hidden beneath
Raving and ranting beyond the fences future
Sentiments of sacrifice painting passionate colors in pictures
Gathering eternal grace on river of rolling time
Dreaming new dreams revealing in sunshine and rain
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She Is The Queen
 
SHE IS THE QUEEN
 
Blessed she is with breath taking beauty
Bestowed with southern charm being pretty
Graceful she is in blue jeans and cowboy boots
She carries well the legacy of the country roots
 
    She is the queen of the county in every sense
    Speaks freely with an accent with no pretense
    Wears the crown of sweet southern hospitality
    Symbol of grace blended with heart's generosity
 
Smiles with grace with every one of her heart's beat
Reaches out with warmth of sun's midsummer heat
Walks with rhythmic steps to the sounds of the guitars
Glows like midnight moon dancing with shining stars
 
    She is the queen, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Silhouette Of Shame
 
SILHOUETTE OF SHAME
 
Hearts that cheat also have feelings of regret
Moment of weakness that stained the sentiment
Haunts their conscience making them to lament
Silhouette of shame will not let guilty hearts to forget
 
     Secrets of ill repute keeps piercing like bayonet 
    Always looks back with guilt painted on its face
    Disgrace agitates the mind in millions of ways
    Silhouette of shame will not let guilty hearts to forget
 
Bereft is the soul with remorse rolling in life's cleft
Become they don't stone cold after doing their crime
Grim is their world with accusing fingers pointing at them
Silhouette of shame will not let guilty hearts to forget
 
  Sunlight revealing the rendezvous done at midnight
  Honest or dishonest matter it don't it's always beset
  Sunset will not calm down the storm of love's heist
  Silhouette of shame will not let guilty hearts to forget
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Sing The Song Of Love
 
Sing the songs of love
Blessed you are from above
 
Sun and the moon as life's testimony
Brought you are together by destiny
For a lifetime of amorous journey
In the path of perfect harmony
 
 Sing the songs of love
 Blessed you are from above
 
See the shimmer in your loving eyes
Sparkling it is like morning sunrise
Listening to each others souls to rejoice
Blend your hearts with eternal ties
 
Sing the songs of love
Blessed you are from above
 
Savor the moment of your beginning
Like the time before flower bud bloomingh
Precious will be this moment to reminisce
Wile your ardent love forever luminesce
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Singing Is My Heart With Joy
 
Singing is my heart with joy
Seeing the smile in your eye
Savoring the moment in time
Like the summer sun shine
 
   Brings comfort of affection
  All over brings satisfaction
  Seeing you feeling cheerful
  Makes my heart truly joyful
 
Dancing is my heart with gladness
Hearing your laughter of happiness
I feel content with your pleasure
Your happiness is my life's treasure
 
Brings comfort of affection
All over brings satisfaction
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Smile
 
SMILE
Radiance of the soul is smile
Accordance of the heart in sail
Abundance of emotion in harmony
Beneficence in life's journey
 
Rapture of the moment is the smile
Armature of joy forever to hail
Culture of freindship is its trait
Nature in bloom at its height
 
Kindness of divine is smile
Happiness it weaves all the while
Countless is its power of goodwill
Togetherness it brings on life's sill
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Smile On Your Face
 
Smile on your face was brighter than sun when he gave you the flowers
I saw new flame lighting up in your eyes when you heard his laughter's
Swooning in his arms into dream world with every touch of his hand
Looks like you have been swept of your feet waking up ii wonderland
 
 
Are you in love with him being true to your soul
Are is it infatuation that will rock and roll
Look deep into your heart before you answer,
Because it is my love at stake wanting to be your lover
 
 
 I see the joy on your face when you dance to his beat
I see you sweep the dance floor with him with bouncing feet
Swaying to the music of his choice you are walking in air
Lost you are in the moment like in trance with distant stare
 
My heart can wait forever for you to answer
My love for you is a dream of a true dreamer
Will not fade even with ever flowing time
As it will be true along with rain and sunshine
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Smoking
 
If you smoke
You will croak
With a stroke
After getting broke
 
Smoking kills
After the thrills
Blood spills
Heart becomes still
 
Smoking looks cool
In some old school
As it is the fool
Who rolls the spool
 
After puffing the cigarette
One may have to regret
For after effect
With poor prospect
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So Live Each Day
 
Etched in stone are facts of life
In medley of grains of joy and strife
Change one cannot the face of fate
Either by love or by hate
 
So live each day as it comes
On river of time as it runs
Ride the wave big or small
Be on alert to answer the call
 
Waste no time wondering why
Destiny of everyone is finally to die
Live by truth and not by lie
Road will lead to mountain high
 
So live each day with wit and wisdom
Dancing to the beat of your own drum
Listening to the sweet sounds of divine
Live everyday soaking rain and sunshine
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So Walk On By
 
SO WALK ON BY
Traveling in time listening to echoes
Of age old wisdom into tomorrows
Some stones are better left unturned
Leaving behind the treasure that’s buried
Walking away from the given chance
Not even giving a casual glance
As it may bring the unknown
That’s better left forever hidden
       As what’s blessed is already on hand
       That’s been given not by demand
       Only what one truly deserves
       By paying dues that’s in reserves
       So walk on by
Looking back into heart of history
Remember the lessons learned in stories
Some memories are better left forgotten
Forever not to be remembered again
As it may bring back ghosts
Which is better off being lost
Along with its glory of yesterday
Before it gets in the way
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So What Can I Do Where Can I Go
 
SO WHAT I CAN DO WHERE CAN I GO
 
Heart filled with guilt weighs more than a mountain
Dry as a desert with waves of regrets feeling disdain
Blemished forever nothing can erase the sullied reality
Shame will burn like the flames of fire of immorality
 
As long as heart is beating there is always guilty feeling
No escape from penitent past there is no place for hiding
One can only repent so much afar from that there is no refuge
As life may forgive but the guilty past comes rolling like deluge
 
      So what can I do where can I go, find I cannot answer
      Living I am in remorse hoping to find some remote bower
      So what can I do where can I go, burning I am in disgrace
      Looking I am to find a way to disappear from earth's face 
 
Etched in life's scroll is every act without any cherry picking
Nothing can change the past but future can be of one's wishing
But it takes the heart that is brutally broken to become forgiving
Then again it is the benevolence of the crying soul to be forbearing
 
    So what I can do where can I go ……………………
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Song Of My Heart
 
SONG OF MY HEART
 
Melodious sounds of your love is honey sugar sweet
In your loving arms life is one big treat
Tender touch of your hands makes my feelings vibrate
Sending ripples just all over letting my soul liberate
 
 Into the world of emotions in tunes of concert
 Listening to the echoes of song of my heart
 
Flying above clouds close to the clear blue sky
Roaming in the garden of stars where eagles cry
Feeling the cool breeze of blowing wind from farther
Twirling round in domain of romance holding your hand
 
 Into the world of emotions in tunes of concert
 Listening to the echoes of song of my heart
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Songwriter
 
Songwriter
 
Singular they are with their imagination
Ornate in crafting their venerable vocation
Noble in their vision of life in general
Glimmer of heart and soul in scriptural
Wizard in their crafts sharing the emotion
Regal as beings someone who are chosen
Inspiration to the mankind in every component
Thinkers and scholars stirring the sentiment
Enlightening in their lexis arranged in verse
Revelers they are in words and music of diverse
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Sonnet Of Making Love
 
Running the fingers through the hair with grace
Feeling romantic in each others arms
Caressing the corporal in slow pace
Embracing to become one, feeling warm
Roving with tremulous hands tenderly
Stroking lovingly little by little
Touching devotedly and fervently
Kissing all over boiling the kettle
Heaving between knoll and vale back and forth
Reaching slowly summit of raising sun
Swaying between zones of heaven and earth
Moving sensuously before it’s done
 
Reaching the pinnacle of no return
As sweet honey flows and candle’s flames burn
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Soul
 
SOUL
 
Soul It’s for you that I toil
In integrity of honesty loose or win
Sprinkling honor every step in my living
Aware of the luster of character’s flair
Watch I do for traps in reach
Temptations every moment that keeps swarming
Disguises I see through in my promises
Always in alert in times and place
  Request I have for conflicts and context
  Guide me when my feelings play charade
  Letting me forget what should be awakening
  Any time of life for lasting harmony
Soul it’s for you that I smile
Strong I remain seeing right from wrong
Troubles I face keeping you on mantel
Pleasures I don’t seek beyond your measure
Rich I feel feeling your warm touch
Flames of truth my fortune and acclaim
Blend I want in your hearts legend
Legacy I want to leave in your aristocracy
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Southern Belle
 
SOUTHERN BELLE
 
Something about their demeanor words cannot capture
Features beyond any depiction as beautiful as the nature
Sweet voice of nightingale so dazzling in their composure
Floating with elegant flounce with ever graceful stature
 
  Southern belle luminous as sun always smiling
  Sparkling as stars of summer night laughing
  Southern belle is pleasant as the blissful moon
  Shimmering as blossoms of red rose blooms
 
 
Overwhelming in their poise flaunting their couture
Exceptional looks of beauty with eye-catching gesture
Fabulous expression of their emotions being demure
Charming attributes in every aspect their expressure
 
  Southern belle luminous as sun always smiling
  Sparkling as stars of summer night laughing
  Southern belle is pleasant as the blissful moon
  Shimmering as blossoms of red rose blooms
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Spiritual Sculpture
 
SPIRITUAL SCULPTURE
SPIRTIUAL SCULPTURE
 
Symbol of divinity also its source
Everyday guide for attainment of bliss
Picture of perfection of divine force
Catalyst for realizing dreams and wishes
 
Serenity along the shores of life
Intellect of conscious and subconscious
Dissolver of difficulties remover of grief
Emblem of conscience picture of pious
 
Eradicator of prejudices and preconceptions
Preface and prelude for spiritual journey
Inspiration for realization of saintly perception
Stimulator in search of perpetual harmony
 
Reflection of transcendence above all illusions
Connection between humanity and divinity
Awareness of truth in world of delusions
Resource of comfort in midst of reality
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Spiritually And Philosophiclly
 
SPIRITUALLY AND PHILOSOPHICALLY
 
Edify me to identify
Presence of your reverence
Sentient of your embodiment
Reach I will to touch
Spiritually and Philosophically
 
Come in my dream
Abstract or exact
Disciple I am faithful
Devotee of Lord thee
Spiritually and Philosophically
 
Show me your glow
Conscious being righteous
Delightful you are blissful
Savior you are warrior 
Spiritually and Philosophically
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Spring
 
SPRING
 
Scene is serene to see everywhere
Pretty is picture of nature with flair
Rousing feeling is blowing in the air
Iridescent vista is glowing with flare
Nascent flowers are smiling in color
Grand is moment on hand to savor
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Spring 2
 
SPRING
 
Scene is serene to see everywhere
Pretty is picture of nature with flair
Rousing feeling is blowing in the air
Iridescent vista is glowing with flare
Nascent flowers are smiling in color
Grand is moment on hand to savor
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Spring 2012
 
SPRING
 
Scene is serene to see everywhere
Pretty is picture of nature with flair
Rousing feeling is blowing in the air
Iridescent vista is glowing with flare
Nascent flowers are smiling in color
‘
Shower of elation is sprinkling on earth
Pleasing is the time filled with mirth
Rolling time unveiling beauty in its hearth
Illuminating brilliance in nature's every breath
Novelty of the season is scattered all over
Grandeur is life living in season's splendor
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Spring Is The Season
 
Spring is the season
For buds to become full bloom
Beyond illusion
 
Spring is the season
When birds sing new melody
All in unison
 
spring is the season
For new dreams to come alive
In color vision
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Staying True
 
STAYING TRUE
 
Truth is neither black or white
It has only one color of fact
Day or night it remains the same
Staying true to God’s name
 
Truth never changes it’s divine color
It never looses its inborn luster
Never sways from it’s sacred path
Staying true to words of oath
 
Truth is neither rich nor poor
It’s value is beyond any measure
Stays away from the evil prejudice
Staying true to the soul of justice
 
Truth neither wakes nor wanes
Always singing and dancing to the same tunes
Never changes it’s beat or it’s rhythm
Staying true to God’s name
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Stop And Smell The Rose
 
STOP AND SMELL THE ROSE
It is a matter of fact we travel this road one way
True it is we will never see today after it becomes yesterday
Watch for the beautiful rainbow in the middle of pouring rains
Feel the seasons change feel the wind blow from the plains
Stop and smell the rose along the way
 
Make no excuse in search of fame and fortune
Watch the sun follow the moon  beyond the ocean
Make no excuse of reaching the goal by burning the soul
See the sunrise and sunset watch the life’s miracle
Stop and smell the rose along the way
 
Praise the wonders of rivers flow through the turns
See the flames of the candles as it burns
Love the sparkles of shining stars as it twinkles
Hear the echoes of laughter in children’s smiles
Stop and smell the rose along the way
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Summer
 
Summer season brings
Colors to the face of earth
As season's birds sings
 
Summer season is
Warmest of all the seasons
Weaving dreams of bliss
 
Season of summer
Fills heart and soul with laughter
Like blooming flower
 
Summer brings shimmer
By benevolence of nature
In beams of glimmer
 
Summer's arrival
Signals fun and festivals
And soul's revival
 
Summer is warmer
Shining brighter is the sun
Solace is water
 
Summer's diverse sounds
Is the nature's symphony
Without doubt astounds
 
Summer is the best
To feel the comfort of breeze
Which needs no attest
 
Summer is the peak
For the soul of sun to shine
And it is unique
 
Summer is for fun
Soaking in sweat and water
And is never done
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Summer holidays
Sprinkles delight everywhere
In so many ways
 
Summer is the time
To think of spring and autumn
As it is sublime
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Swearing In Of President Obama
 
Cold morning it was in January
Milestone in American history
Taking oath of office of president
Something new from previous precedent
Transfer of power in a peaceful way
Shimmer of shimmer of any sun’s ray
Soul of democracy having rebirth
Cycle of freedom evolving with mirth
Symbol of liberty for all humans
Despite the race color and religions
Everyone is same under the divine
Like poems with different rhymes to refine
 
Swearing in of president OBAMA
Ceremonial day in  world’s panorama
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Sweet She Is
 
SWEET SHE IS
 
Sweet she is
In every kiss
She brings bliss
To fill abyss
Of my heart
As her carte
In special art
Forever to impart
Her heart’s affection
A true reflection
Of her complexion
Of love’s confection
Sweeter than honey
In perfect harmony
Playing sentimental symphony
In life’s journey
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Sweet Valentine
 
SWEET VALENTINE
 
Brighter than a burning candle
Touching the depths of my soul
Making my life worth while
Is the romance of your smile
 
Romantic than any heroine in history
Brewing your sweet love in mystery
Rewriting lines of epics of history
Are your words sweet as cherry
Be mine forever my sweet valentine
 
Sweeter than a blooming flower
Painting my life in red color
Filling my heart with sweet nectar
Is your loving touch that is tender
 
Softer than silk is your charm
Wrapping me with your loving arms
In a world of pure magic
You make my life a mystique
Be mine forever my sweet valentine
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Taken I Have Oath
 
TANKA
 
Taken I have oath
Forever to speak the truth
While living on earth
Having lived a life of lies
Now that I have become wise
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Talent And Tragedy
 
Behind those dark glasses was the window
Closed with curtain revealing only shadow
Hiding the soul from the world to see
Roaming in depths of heart feeling free
 
Fabric of life with rock and roll music
Magic in truth that was beyond basic
Defying moves of the hands and the feet
Harmonizing with rhythm and the beat
Flowing like river twisting and turning
Swaying like the flames in the wind burning
Never the same each with different look
Reaching the high notes that forever shook
Captured the imagination of all
Inspiring the millions standing tall
Never looked back writing immortal script
Etching the name never to fade or drift
 
Talent and tragedy woven as one
Legend beyond the times shining as sun
 
Tribute the legendary Michael Johnson King of pop who passed away on june
25th 2009
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Temple
 
TEMPLE
 
 
Reverberating sanctified sounds of elocution
Echoing diverse semblance of emotion
Hallowed ambiance of assorted devotion
Temple is devotee’s sanctuary for salvation
 
  In silence, there is divinity
  In stillness, there is spirituality	
  In incantation, there is eternity
  In invocation, there is infinity
 
Evocation of deities filling the moment
Revamping feelings into spiritual sentiment 
Consecrated thoughts arranged as ornament
Temple is devotee’s haven for attainment
 
In silence, there is serenity
In quietness, there is tranquility
In recitation, there is solemnity
In intonation, there is perpetuity
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Thanked
 
Looks like you need help in more than one way
I can fix your flat tire before skies turn gray
While you wait in my truck listening to Radio
Freshen up your face to the beat of my stereo
 
    Thanked me before she got into her Jaguar
    Opened her Gucci purse took out a crisp fiver
    Handed me the money in a manila envelope
    And said if you ever come to town look me up
 
I turned around slowly she was still there in her car
Looking through the window gazing at the star
Motioning me to come on over calling out my name
And said what a beautiful night for some lover's game
 
     Thanked her for her love opening up my soul
     Helped her down from the Jaguar for night's stroll
     She whispered that I made her a complete woman
     And said in her heart feels like new dream is born
 
I turned around slowly after she got into her Jaguar
Heard the start of the engine as I gazed at the star
Thinking about the night of the romance with a lady
And said to her I will be her life's everyday melody
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This Broken Heart Of Mine
 
THIS BROKEN HEART OF MINE
 
Days were good like my rainbow dreams
Nights were pleasant like flowing streams
Moon was smiling sun was shining strong
Life was like a sweet melody of a love song
 
Reality is unkind living I am with heartaches
Paying I am the dues for all my past mistakes
Like the gloomy sky with no radiant stars above
Now barren are the moments without your love
 
       Living I am in a vacuum I have lost my way
       Feeling frightened drifting is my mind astray
       Like a floating torn feather which is windblown
       This broken heart of mine is crying all alone
 
Closed are the doors of windows of yesterdays
Find I cannot any comfort as my soul is ablaze
Smoldering I am like the burning coal in hearth
I have no place to run or to hide on this earth
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Thousand Human Eyes
 
Thousand human eyes
Cannot grasp nature’s beauty
In lifetime to praise
 
Thousand human eyes
Cannot see nature in full
As I always flies
 
Thousand human eyes
Falls short in their description
Of Sunset sunrise
 
Thousand human eyes
Cannot apprehend nature
Beneath the blue skies
 
Thousand human eyes
Fails to see nature’s beauty
To fully appraise
 
Thousand human eyes
Cannot fully understand
Nature to surmise
 
Thousand human eyes
Are blessed to see the nature
In its complete guise
 
Thousand human eyes
Sees the beauty of nature
With awe and oyez
 
Thousand human eyes
Is not capable to see
Nature’s burning eyes
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Tide Of Love
 
TIDE OF LOVE
 
Tide of love raises
The altitude of passion
As cupid praises
 
Tide of love
Fills the passionate hearts with
Lights of stars above
 
Tide of love
Shows the intertwined lovers
How to slowly groove
 
Tide of love
Bursts without any warning
Stirring love in trove
 
Tide of love
Warms the hearts with affection
Coloring dreams in wove
 
Tide of love
Replenishes the feelings
With passion to prove
 
Tide of love
Softens the hearts of granites
Making souls to demove
 
Tide of love engulfs
Every heart in sight gently
Without any gulfs
 
Tide of love
Raises with moment in time
Like the full moon above
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Till Journey Is Done
 
TILL JOURNEY IS DONE
Winding wilderness is the life that we live
On the paths of unknown dreams we weave
Gathering figments as we travel into the future
On wheels of hope and faith rolling together
 
  Where it takes is the secret of divine’s
  Map is drawn for everyone that twines
  Highways byways marked by turns and milestones
  Rest stops are none till journey is done
 
Deep and dark is the life’s rain Forest
Challenges are many we face at our best
Win or loose don’t count for the moment
As flames are swayed till it’s finally burnt
 
  When it ends is secret of fate’s feat
  Time is set for every heart beat
  Fast or slow time is on the run
  Rest stops are none till journey is done
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Till They Fade Away
 
TILL THEY FADE AWAY
 
Unfortunate it is not to know one of their own
Only to regret after they are long gone
Remembering them only in spirit that gets windblown
Trying to keep their memory fresh as dew on the lawn
 
  Till it fades away in the warmth of the sun
  Like the colors on the life’s canvas that run
  Into the heart of time before they are forgotten
  Leaving behind only traces of figment of sentiments of emotions
 
Lucky are those who have their windows of heart open
To catch the glimpse of every ones love and affection
Before they travel beyond to become silver lining in the horizon
To keep on shining like stars in our vision
 
  Till they fade away into the world of unknown
  While the legacy may be grown or cut down
  All in the depths of hearts of silver and golden
  Leaving behind only the inscription written on the tombstone
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Till Thtime
 
TILL THE TIME
 
Don’t’ leave me all alone
Emotions are wind blown
Lost is the soul in loneliness
Wandering in shadows of darkness
 
Searching for light of love
In words of song to groove
Hold me in your loving arms
Till the time my arctic heart warms
	
Bound I am by my feeling
Keep my passion from reeling
You are the only one I got
Come back to me in trot
 
Searching for light of love
In your touch of approve
Hold me in your loving arms
Till the time my arctic heart warms
 
Time only breaks the heart
Time only pulls us apart
Time only builds doubts
Time only brings regrets
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Time
 
Cruel is time as it rolls into future
Stealing the loved ones to cradle and  nurture
Leaving the grieving mortals heartbroken
Living in world of bitter truth truly shaken
 
Kind is time as it brings new life into this world
Giving many joyous reasons to savor and to behold
Revealing the truth about revolving life's cycle
Ushering new  tomorrows moments of mystical
 
Time is a blessing to relish with reverence
Being satisfied with its generous benevolence
Living everyday as if it is the last one
Soaking the warmth of the moon and shining sun
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Time And Place In Life's Circle
 
TIME AND PLACE IN LIFE’S CIRCLE
 
WEATHER GETS COLD STAYING TRUE TO THE SEASON
WET AND SLIPPERY NOT BY ACT OF TREASON
ONLY A PHASE OF WINTER IN MOTHER NATURE’S CYCLE
THAT HAS A TIME AND PLACE IN LIFE’S CIRCLE
 
SKIES TURN CLEAR BLUE BEGINNING OF SPRING
ANOTHER SEASON TAKING BIRTH WITH YOUNG NEW WING
FLAPPING TO THE SINGING OF BIRDS NEW MUSICAL
THAT HAS A TIME AND PLACE IN LIFE’S CIRCLE
 
	LIKE TEARS AND CHEERS OF EVERY DAY LIVING
	LIKE JOY AND SORROW OF EVERY DAY LIVING
 
STEAM FROM THE OCEAN RAISING HIGH FROM THE HEAT
COOL BREEZE BLOWING SOOTHING SUMMER’S WELCOME TREAT
DANCING ARE SHADOWS OF THE TREES BIG AND SMALL
THAT HAS A TIME AND PLACE IN LIFE’S CIRCLE
 
WITHERING LEAVES ALL OVER LEAVING TREES BARE
SIGNS OF AUTUMN IN THE  MIDDLE OF SILENT GLARE
TURNING INTO BEAUTIFUL COLORFUL FOLIAGE BEFORE ITS FALL
THAT HAS A TIME AND PLACE IN LIFE’S CIRCLE
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Time And Place In Llie's Circle
 
TIME AND PLACE IN LIFE’S CIRCLE
Weather gets cold staying true to the season
Wet and slippery not by act of treason
Only a phase of winter in Mother Nature’s cycle
That has a time and place in life’s circle
Skies turn clear blue beginning of the spring
Another season taking birth with young new wing
Flapping to the singing of birds new musical
That has a time and place in life’s circle
 
   Like tears and cheers of everyday living
   Like joy and sorrow of everyday living
 
Steam from the ocean raising high from the heat
Cool breeze blowing soothing summers welcome treat
Dancing shadows of the trees big and small
That has a time and place in life’s circle
Withering leaves all over leaving the trees bare
Signs of autumn in the middle of silent glare
Turning into beautiful colorful foliage before its fall
That has a time and place in life’s circle
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Time Blessed
 
TIME BLESSED
Ripples in reflection of waltzing shadows
In puddle of tears of sorrows
Of broken promises of yesterdays dreams
Splintered into pieces scattered in streams
Frozen in times sinking to depths
By the weight of the truth
Struggling to float reaching for shore
Hardening the hearts feelings to endure
  Till the sunshine finds its way
  Shining its light night and day
  Melting the darkness with its warmth 
  Revealing the brightness of this earth
  To soak and live time blessed
Scattered images in life’s broken mirror
Shades of reality of everyday horror
Swarming from everywhere like an earthquake
Stings of thorns from the heartbreaks
Array of disarray of shattered feelings
Going round and round life gets confusing
Battling the encounters trying to stay alive
For another day with a new found drive
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Time Is A Thief
 
TIME IS A THIEF
Time is a thief in its heart
Fiction it is not to distort
Time is real in life's chart
Power beyond means for comfort
 
Makes the present to become past
Changing facades to its imagianation
Actions it has of various contrast
Flowing like river to its destination
 
Time is a thief in its soul
Stirring the emotions in life's bowl
Changing the colors in its scroll
Making things happen with troll
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Time Takes Its Toll
 
And the time takes it toll
Burning the heart and soul
Leaving behind only a glimpse
Of the beauty of once, in corpse
Alas, laws  laid by the nature
Encompasses the enforcer with torture
Only goes to show that everyone is viable
Trekking with time that is invisible
Only to perish at some given point
But then again who is to anoint
Where and when like candle in the sun
Burn it will with its wick when it is done
Leaving behind traces of what once was
For the future to wonder searching in the straws
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Time You Are No Friend
 
TIME YOU ARE NO FRIEND
 
 
TIME, YOU ARE NO FRIEND OF MINE
DREAMS YOU DESTROY BEFORE THEY UNTWINE
LETTING THE GLITTERING STARS LOOSE THEIR SHINE
BEFORE THEIR TIME YOU BITTER THE WINE
 
TIME, YOU ARE NO FRIEND TO LEAN ON
HEARTS YOU SHATTER BEFORE THE BREAK OF DAWN
MELTING THE HOPE LIKE DEW ON THE LAWN
BEFORE LIVING THE MOMENT FOREVER YOU ARE GONE
 
TIME, YOU ARE NO FRIEND FOREVER TO TRUST
WARNINGS YOU DON’T GIVE BEFORE WIND BECOMES GUST
YOU LET THE EARTH OPEN UP AND BURST
SENDING SMOKE ALL OVER SCATTERING THE DUST
 
TIME, YOU ARE NO FRIEND TO KEEP
AFRAID I AM ALWAYS TO GO TO SLEEP
DON’T KNOW WHAT’S IN STORE TO REAP
AS THE FUTURE IS SO VERY DEEP
 
BUT TRAVEL I DO ON THIS EARTH
IN YOUR SOULD WITH ALL MY FAITH
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Together
 
TOGETHER
 
Growing corn in good lord’s vast fields
Working hard for a very good yield
Soaked with sunshine and in pouring rain
Planting seeds of love in hills and plains
Harvesting crops when time is just right
In the shadows of divine’s bright light
Gathering the grain to make the dough
Letting the feelings of love to grow
To make the bread to break it together
 
  Living side by side with never ending tolerance
  Blending with each other with respect and reverence
  Sharing the gifts of life to walk into future
  Opening up the hearts forever to nurture
  Virtues of human soul in life’s journey together
 
Walking the vineyard to pick the grapes
Made of different colors falling like drapes
Plum and juicy made of many dreams
Flowing river of compassion like eternal stream
Waiting for the right time to pick
Each and every bunch with all its magic
To bring it home thanking the divine
For his grace while making the wine
Sharing with everyone to drink it together
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Tomorrow Is Another Day
 
TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY
 
 
FEELING THE JOY IN MY HEART
SO MUCH LOVE FOR MY COMFORT
STANDING ON PILLARS OF DIVINES SUPPORT
I AM LIVING IN THE WORLD OF RESORT
 
TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY
ALL I CAN DO IS TO PRAY
FOR IT TO BE LIKE TODAY
AS I HAVE FORGOTTEN YESTERDAY
 
BLESSED WITH GIFT OF AWARENESS OF NATURE’S ELEMENTS
WHETHER BE RAIN OR SUNSHINE LIVING EVERY MOMENT
ON THE WAVES OF LIFE’S DIFFERENT SENTIMENTS
RIDING UP AND DOWN THE DIVINE’S CURRENTS
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Tongue
 
TONGUE
 
Tantalizing tongue articulates the thoughts of mind
Ornate movements synchronizes the feelings with sound
Noble it can be vicious it can be with its song and dance
Gift from God to draw on for peace or war with its stance
Unique with litheness elaborates all emotions of humans 
Enormous is its influence in shaping the life for eons
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Tonka#1
 
Do not grieve for me
When I exit from this earth
As my soul is free
Roaming in the streets of mirth
Ending my journey of birth
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True Love
 
TRUE LOVE
 
True love of heart flourishes
In fondness it cherishes
Fulfilling everyday wishes
In warmth of divine kisses
 
True love of heart flows
In struggles and strife it grows
In color of blooming rose
Comforting souls in woes
 
True love is a gift
For those in adrift
In times of rift
It gives a needed lift
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True Love (Revision)
 
My love for you is getting reckless
Against my heart's better judgement
My love for you is getting careless
Against my heart's discouragement
 
  True love has no harness to restrain
  Has its own will to keep its stroll
  True love has no bridle to contain 
  arves its way deep into the soul
 
My love for you is in wild chase
Against sll the rules and tradition
My love for you ahs put me in daze
Against my heart's sane decision
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Truth
 
TRUTH
 
Truth is not elusive for those who seeks
Like light of the day it treks
Shining bright every where for every one to see
Willing to feel like the wind blowing free
 
Truth fills vacuum of every corner of earth
Forever to grow in life for its worth
Wearing colors of black and white feeling proud
Standing tall reaching the skies touching the clouds
 
Truth is immortal for life and then some
Reaching out touching every heart beating its drum
To be heard around the world and beyond
Even in silence its sparks glow in ground
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Truth Is One
 
TRUTH IS ONE
 
Universal is divine’s smiling face
So is, his unconditional grace
Poignant in so many different ways
Blessing those who devotionally prays
 
Truth is one seen in various colors
Emanating still the same native powers
Transcending human thoughts always hovers
Loving alike, cynics and believers
 
Universal is the reality
Infinite it is under unity
Core of every human personality
Beyond the state of virtuosity
 
Truth is one, referred by assorted names
Resounding same resonance to acclaim
Benevolent with comfort that is same
Paving the gracious path in life’s game
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Truth Of Times Colors
 
TRUTH OF TIMES COLORS
Live by your heart
At least now and then
Before tearing life apart
Feeling the moments emotion
Wrong it may look
For the thinking mind
But open life’s book
Beyond cover to find
   Truth of times colors
   Spreads out in tapestry
   Weaved by love’s power
   Which is life’s mystery
Go by the feeling
Before splicing events across
Sending everything slowly reeling
Join the moments applause
Strange it may appear
Going against the trend
Crying the life’s tear
Will forever strongly blend
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Tullahoma
 
TULLAHOMA
 
 
RICH IN CULTURE WHERE VIRTUES STRAY
IN DEPTHS OF HEARTS OF BEAUTY
TULLAHOMA LAND OF THE RED CLAY
BLESSED IT IS PRETTIER THAN PRETTY
NESTLED IN VALLEYS OF CUMBERLAND HEIGHTS
REFLECTING ITS SERENITY IN BEAUTIFUL LAKES
TULLAHOMA LAND OF HEART WARMING SIGHTS
BEST OF WHAT GOD’S HANDS MAKES
 
	WHERE DAFFODILS BLOOM WHEN BLUEBIRD SING
	HAPPY TUNES FOR HEARTS TO DREAM
	AS THE CARDINALS FLAP THEIR WINGS
	CHEERING TULLAHOMA LAND OF THE GLEAM
 
PICTURE PERFECT HOME OF SOUTHERN FLAVOR
WARMER THAN WARM IN EVERY SMILE
TULLAHOMA LAND OF THE RED FLOWERS
RAPTURE OF SPLENDOR IN EVERY TRAIL
SHADOWS OF SUN WALTZING INTO NIGHTS
STEPPING WITH MOON CHASING THE STARS
TULLAHOMA LAND OF LOVE OF HEARTS
OPENING ARMS TO FRIENDS AND STRANGERS
 
	WHERE DAFFODILS BLOOM WHEN BLUEBIRD SINGS
	HAPPY TUNES FOR HEARTS TO DREAM
	AS THE CARDINALS FLAP THEIR WINGS
	CHEERING TULLAHOMA LAND OF THE GLEAM
 
Tullahoma is where I live which is in middle Tennessee 60 miles Nashville on
west and 60 miles from chattanooga in east
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Tuvvi Tuvvi
 
SERENADING THE SEASON OF SPRING WITH SMILES
ARE THE BIRDS SINGING MELODY OF TUVVI TUVVI
DANCING TO THE BEAUTY OF BLOOMING DAFFODILS
ARE THE LEAVES IN THE WIND WHISTLING TUVVI TUVVI
 
USHERING THE WARM SUNSHINE OF THE SPRING
ARE THE WALTZING SHADOWS SINGING TUVVI TUVVI
BORDERING THE GREEN GRASS ALL AROUND BEAMING
ARE THE SWAYING TREES SINGING TUVVI TUVVI
 
WELCOMING THE BRIGHT SPRING IS THE BEAUTIFUL MORNING
REFLECTING ITS LIGHT ON FLOWING STREAMS OF SINGING TUVVI TUVVI
SEEING THE SIGNS OF NEW LIFE PRAISING
ARE THE GRATEFUL HEARTS SINGING TUVVI TUVVI
 
BLOOMING ARE THE FLOWERS IN SPRING COLORS
INVITING THE BEES BUZZING TUVVI TUVVI
FILLING THIS WORLD WITH SWEET SOUNDS OF LAUGHTER
ARE THE CHILDREN SINGING TUVVI TUVVI
 
Transalation of Poem by KUVEMPU
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Twisted End
 
Ready I am to face the moment of truth
 
Strong I am because I believe in my faith
 
Bitter or sweet for me life will be the same
 
As I live on this earth in good lord's name
 
 
 
As the patient finished his words with a sigh
 
Concerned doctor struggled hard not to cry
 
Replied with love and compassion doing his best
 
Revealed little by little final results of the test
 
 
 
Kind was not fate to the debilitated patient
 
Hearing the dire word Cancer, he went silent
 
Staring at the doctor in a solemn silence
 
Accepted the acrimonious verdict with valiance
 
 
 
Embracing the patient doctor whispered in his ears
 
Sorry to say you have only a short life of two years
 
Go home to finalise your future with your family
 
Pray I will for you everyday in peace valley
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As fate has it little did they know the twisted end
 
Death came calling on the doctor, in the river bend
 
As he swirled his car towards the home on mountain
 
Road became two lane highway heading towards heaven
 
 
 
Doctor or patient matter it don't for the death
 
Healthy or sick everyone makes exit from this earth
 
One cannot deceive death by claiming good health
 
As all mortals are headed towards the exit from birth
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Two Loving Hearts
 
TWO LOVING HEARTS AND ONE BREATHING SOUL
 
Keys they have to each other’s hearts
Opening doors into depths of their souls
Breaking down each other’s ramparts
Walking down the valleys up the knolls
Like two loving hearts and one breathing soul
 
   Friends they are till the end of time
   From dawn to dusk living the moment
   Forever sharing rain and sunshine
   Finding every excuse to be clement
   Like two loving hearts and one breathing soul
 
Listening to the music of love
Playing tunes and chords of same song 
Picking the same star sparkling above
Praying to be together for life long
Like two loving hearts and one breathing soul
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Unity Of Duality
 
UNITY OF DUALITY
 
Atman is the gleaming spark of Brahman
Glowing momentarily on its own
Living the life through realizing this
Brings revelation of truth with a bliss
 
Unity of duality rings resonates
Reality of life that emanates
Seen is image of God in all creation
So all are one in illumination
 
Self is the core for all humanity
Etched is the inherent integrity
Paths are many to reach the salvation
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Universal One
 
UNIVERSAL ONE
 
Splash of colors is only white
When put together like the sunlight
Like the raindrops splitting the sun ray
To form rainbow with colors array
Forming an arch across the skies
Lighting a torch in human eyes
 
  To see everything as universal one
  One heavens blessing for everyone
 
With moon and sun taking turns
Following each other blending as one
Sharing the light day and night
To drive away darkness from hearts
To give vision to think right
In every mind with new insight
 
  To see everything as universal one
  One heavens blessing for everyone
 
Grains of sand millions and more
Of all sizes and of all colors
Forming blanket on desert and beaches
Blending as one trying to reach
The beating hearts with divine notion
To teach them lifelong moral lesson
To live and love as one
 
  To see everything as universal one
  One heavens blessings for everyone
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Vacum Of Life's Rink
 
VACUUM OF LIFE’S RINK
 
Sailing on hopes and dreams in storms of emotions
Trying to survive swimming through giant waves of doubts
Caught in the currents of confusion in life’s ocean
Holding onto the integrity of honesty carving the routes
 
  Of respect to the tradition of right and wrong
  Staying true for honor of humanity being a link
  Between past and future living today singing the song
  For the generations filling the vacuum of life’s rink
 
Living the facts enduring the consequences to its depth
Building a bridge into new tomorrows with the valor
Of lasting convictions paving the path with simple truth
Bitter or sweet facing the moment in its color
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Values And Virtues
 
VALUES AND VIRTUES
Values and virtues are not just words to play with
Code of conduct for humsns to follow with every breath
Exceptions are none to circumvent the essence of truth
As the rewards are monumental with feelings of mirth
 
Values and virtues are the pillars of life's bridge
Integrated with integrity making a life long pledge
Adding on sincerity and validity for colorful fledge
Raising to the core of honesty for a perpetual wedge
 
Values and virtues are the mortars of life's foundation
Forever standing to the challenges coming from all direction
Never to sway from its center in any adverse condition
Standing tall for the world with honor for the volition
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Virtues And Vices
 
VIRTUES AND VICES
VIRTUES AND VICES
 
Virtues and Vices are life's fabric
Weaved in patterns that is mesmeric
Essence they have of being euphoric
Capturing singular souls of diverse generic
 
Choices are many to choose from
Persona are many to become
Strength is core of soul to diadrom
 
Virtues and Vices are life's two faces
Each imposing its influence with glances
Beating hearts follow finding their own ways
Blessed are those sheltered in God's graces
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Voices Of Conscience
 
VOICES OF CONSCIENCE
Silent it is not heard by others
Always humming like flow of rivers
Music from beyond in the same key
Voice of conscience for you and me
Vocals are the same day and night
Telling the difference between wrong and right
Plays the symphony of virtues over and over
Voice of conscience singing like a tenor
   Duet it plays with hearts inner feelings
   So very gentle in harmony while blending
   Like a maestro on stage with baton
   Voice of conscience can never be forgotten
Chords are the same never it changes
Keeps its rhythm within the life’s  ranges
Up and down the life’s musical sheet
Voice of conscience drumming the same beat
Style is universal so easy to understand
Playing louder than any big band
Invisible it is but still it’s there
Voice of conscience is guidance of care
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We Are In God's Hands
 
Ever wonder about the force
That shapes the life's course
Invisible roads of veiled grace
Meandering from place to place
Taking the mortals along
Both the weak and the strong
For, the blessings is waiting
Over there for the  taking
 
Question not your heart
Don't be torn apart
About the decision made
Living under heaven's shade
We are in God's hands
 
As life goes around the bend
Outcome don't matter in the end
As everything is already written
Live we have to being beholden
Living with the esteemed values
Varnishing future's facade with virtues
Following the beam of divine light
Keeping the life's image in sight
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We Are Roaming In Forsaken Routes
 
WE ARE ROAMING ON FORSAKEN ROUTES
 
Our hearts have become oceans apart
Drifting are the feelings between life's ramparts
Rolling on the ground thrown from life's cantle
Fallen is our love from the mantel
 
   Yesterday we were two hearts with one beat
   Being together was heavenly treat
   Now breaking the trust with rumors and doubts
   We are roaming now in forsaken routes
 
Walking we are in heartbroken shadows
Our souls have become barren meadows
Wandering are our ruined hearts in rove
Even spring will not revive the lost love
 
   Yesterday we were two hearts, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
 
One cannot mend the mirror that's broken
Blurred is the reflection like when it's shaken 
Doubts always linger in mind like a ghost
Hard to restore the trust once it is lost
 
   Yesterday we were two hearts, , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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We Are Roaming On Foresaken Routes
 
WE ARE ROAMING ON FORSAKEN ROUTES
 
Our hearts have become oceans apart
Drifting are the feelings between life's ramparts
Rolling on the ground thrown from life's cantle
Fallen is our love from the mantel
 
   Yesterday we were two hearts with one beat
   Being together was heavenly treat
   Now breaking the trust with rumors and doubts
   We are roaming now in forsaken routes
 
Walking we are in heartbroken shadows
Our souls have become barren meadows
Wandering are our ruined hearts in rove
Even spring will not revive the lost love
 
   Yesterday we were two hearts, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
 
One cannot mend the mirror that's broken
Blurred is the reflection like when it's shaken 
Doubts always linger in mind like a ghost
Hard to restore the trust once it is lost
 
   Yesterday we were two hearts, , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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Wedding Wishes
 
WORLD OF TRUE LOVE
In reflection of sparkles of wedding ring
May your heartsd find joy and sing
Blessings bestowed from above on you both
As you get together taking a oath
Embarking on a journey lighting up candles
Bonding your hearts and your souls
Having faith and honor in your commitment
Sharing your inner feelings and life's sentiment
 
   To live as one till the very end
   Leaning on each other in every bend
   Walking on air seeing eye to eye
   Living your dreams having wings to fly
   In your own world of true love
 
In shadows of shining sun and moon
May your dreams forever be in bloom
In colors of your choice always brigh
tShowing you the way day and night
Melting in darkness when it falls
Showering happiness when your heart calls
Leading you to world of joy
Putting glittering gleam in your eye
 
 
Wrote this poem To my friend Dr. Kalyan
for his wedding on December 4th 2008
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Wedding Wishes 2
 
Nurturing your love through all kinds of weather
 
Building a bridge of bond to be forever together
 
Paving the path of future with loyalty to each other
 
As two hearts and two souls shining as one with shimmer
 
 
 
Float on the waves of ocean of life forever and more
 
Making the surfs of trust to the depths of its core
 
Becoming as one like flower and its fragrance
 
Painting new colors everyday into your romance
 
 
 
Keeping the glitter on your wedding rings
 
Serenading to each other as your heart sings
 
Stirring the strings of your souls with symphony
 
Living your life listening to music of harmony
 
 
 
Fly on the wings of faith to the very end
 
Wrapping each other with devotion in every bend
 
Soaking the warmth of affection with loyalty
 
Painting new colors in world of fidelity
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Wishing you both the treasure of loving sentiments
 
Sailing on waves of joy with lasting commitment
 
Wishing you both rewards of your true love
 
Empowered by the divine forces from above
 
 This poem was written on the occasion of my friends Rana and payal wedding
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Wedding Wishes 3
 
Like hearts of two rivers blend to become as one
Reaching for depths of soul to make a run
Carving out new course to join the ocean
Sharing their feelings and their emotion
Gradually finding their harmony
Reaching inspired milestones in their journey
Realizing their dreams and desires one by one
Following the shadows of moon and sun
 
   Wish you both to find joy in trail of truth
   Day after day finding the source of mirth
   Living your dreams and treasured sentiment
   Cherishing every hallowed moment
 
Like two sparrows in blissful joyful flight
Flying in each other shadows day and night
Circling all over in the horizon
Revering their time in all season
Counting their blessings bestowed on them
Seeking the warmth of life’s everlasting gleam
Relishing every beat of their hearts rhythm
Singing with joy letting their love blossom
 
   Wish you both to find joy in trail of truth   
   Day after day finding the source of mirth
   Seek bliss in the echoes life’s laughter
   Wish you both ecstasies in life’s rafter
 
Mittur Ramprasad
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What Is Not
 
WHAT IS NOT
 
 
 
Faith has no color or creed
Same it is for all breed
Weaved with hope to face future
Hearts beseech sanctity regardless of culture
As shrouded is moment in time
By rain and sunshine
Hard to see clear through
What is not what is true?
 
Divine it is every soul
Each beholden with singular goal
Every doctrine can be influential
However, religion is only consequential
In pursuit of life’s veracity
Questions arise about dogma’s sincerity
Like sky being clear blue
What is not what is true?
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What Stirs Up
 
WHAT STIRS UP
 
What stirs up a volcano that’s dormant
For years lying like a sleeping giant
To see it spit fire throwing dark shadows
Scattering cinder by the millions in gallows
 
What stirs up a calm ocean
To raise in wave with one notion
Causing floods raging over the shore
Reflecting fury and anger of mother nature
 
What stirs up a gentle blowing wind
To become a hurricane loosing its mind
Sweeping the earth with all its force
Then seeing its action with no remorse
 
What stirs up a earth to quake
With all its destruction bringing heartache
To all the innocent making them helpless
Plunging the whole world into darkness
 
What stirs up  a spark to become wildfire
Burning up vegetation into ashes like live wire
Sending smoke to reach the clear blue skies
Turning hope and faith into ball of lies
 
What stirs up a tender loving heart
To loose its control and fall apart
To become a heart made of stone
Loosing its love with no emotion
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What Why Where
 
Born into this world not by choice/ Blessed with heart and soul   speech and
voice/ Mind to reflect with wisdom and intellect/       
Each with individual imagination to think and reflect/
 
             What is the origin of the universe where is the beginning /  What is the
power in the universe where is it going/  What is the meaning of our existence/
What is the secret of subsistence/
 
 Why one is born into this world / Why life is twisted twirled and riled/ Why the
road is not smooth in harmony/ Why joy is not paved all through journey /
 
Where can one find the reality/ Where can one find answer with honesty/ Where
lies the facts in purity/ Where in the world may be in infinity/
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When
 
WHEN
When does one feel enough of anything
Is there a limit to have everything
To feel satisfied and feel the content
That one feel should feel every moment
 
When does one feel the feeling of adequate
Showing the confidence to implicate
That one is same as the other for that aspect
So in life to live with God given respect
 
When does one feel happy for what one has
Without looking over the shoulder looking for brass
Which may not mean anything for someone who owns
But is looking for something else to buy or loan
 
When does the feeling of wanting more ends
Is there a age or a time or a hand that lends
The broad view of life’s journey so as to learn
That one should feel blessed in every turn
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When There Is Faith
 
WHEN THERE IS FAITH
 
 
God willing with his smiling
Smooth will be the sailing
Disappear will storm soon
When a new day will bloom
 
When there is faith
Future will bring mirth
Have the lasting devotion
Bring it will celebration
 
When the wrong is done
Flames of candle will burn
To make river of life turn
In the light of shining sun
 
When there is faith
Future will bring mirth
Have the lasting devotion
Bring it will celebration
 
God willing with his loving
Life will be less frightening
Anguish of heart will vanish
Life will be a joyous parish
 
 
When there is faith
Future will bring mirth
Have the lasting devotion
Bring it will celebration
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Where Four Winds Blows
 
WHERE FOUR WINDS BLOWS
 
Everyone is born with their own stars
Blessed are some with stars that shines brighter
Fortunate they are living in the shade
Looking from outside are those holding the spades
 
  Finding the place where four wind blows
  Standing in the sun when it glows
  Is only luck of the draw
  As everyone is born with their own straw
 
Everyone is born with their own destiny
Blessed are some with sweet sugar and honey
Happy they are living with their good life
Looking from outside are those living in grief
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Where Hope Is Sunshine
 
WHERE HOPE IS SUNSHINE
 
Draw a line deep in the heart
Make a promise to end the drought
Of love and compassion in this world
Letting true colors of kindness to unfold
 
   Where hope is sunshine shining with faith
   In trust of souls on this earth
   Living for honor and dignity of truth
   Keeping it on mantle worshipping with wreath
 
Forgiving and forgetting the mistakes of yesterday
Building a bridge on pillars of grace
To travel in time hand in hand
Together in search of a promised land
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Whisper The Words Of  Unity
 
WHISPER THE WORDS OF UNITY
 
Whisper the words of unity
Nurture the feelings of humanity
Filter the thoughts of purity
Utter the words of divinity
 
Culture the habit of nobility
Texture the feelings in humility
Sculpture the life in high quality
Picture the future in serenity
 
Remember to seep love in vicinity
Surrender the soul to Gods gravity
Ponder the rights in equality
Wander the earth in dignity
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Who Do We Have
 
WHO DO WE HAVE
Weatherman on TV predicts weather of the day
Forecasts storms and rain twisters coming our way
Accurate to a point there is special segment
Everyone tunes to plan each and every moment
  Who do we have to tell about the future
  Only hope and faith in life to nurture
  Feelings of belief that good things will happen
  By divine blessings of early break of dawn
Brokers on wall street shares their financial opinion
Bull or bear what’s in store in horizon
Economy is their forte they make their predictions
Everyone listens to follow their advice to perfection
  Who do we have to tell about the future
  Only hope and faith in life to nurture
  Feelings of belief that good things will happen
  By divine blessings of early break of dawn
Sportscasters year after year picks their favorites
For fans to cheer and bet on sports
Right or wrong do their columns and broadcast
Everyone heeds to their calls with full zest
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Whwn You Are Near
 
WHEN YOU ARE NEAR
 
Feelings of love springs
Deep in my heart
Like some hot spring
In middle of desert
Flowing like a stream
Painting love in colors
In middle of dream
You are my wonder
When you are near
 
I feel the ecstasy
Of a lovesick dreamer
In world of fantasy
Of an innocent believer
Of a beautiful angel
Far beyond the skies
Sparkling glitter of smile
Like your beautiful eyes
When you are near
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Why Me
 
WHY ME
Just wondering why me
Beloved son of thee
Carrying out your mission
Following light of your vision
 
Remained I have for always loyal
Worshipping you even when I toil
Aware of the fact awaiting is joy
In the image of you in my eye
 
Just wondering why me
Hoping I am to be free
Looking I am not for any glee
When I have your presence within me
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Wondering
 
WONDERING
 
Suspicious mind of yours has not given me a single chance
To restore back the trust with you after loosing my credence
Having confessed all my indiscretion asking for your pardon
Begging I am to overlook my mistakes and relieve my burden
 
Still holding the bitterness of my transgression done to you
You have not shown the compassion to forgive me to start new
Becoming it is to face the reality of consequences of cheating
Facing I am the realism of austerity of falsehearted loving
 
    
     Having caused heartache to a heart that was trusting
     Wondering I am whether I should be alive breathing
     Even God's forgiveness will not erase my misbehavior
     Wondering I am to end misery by joining the savior
 
Decision is yours to make dealing with the dilemma on hand
Being the victim of my crime walking you are on quick sand
I wish I can go back in time and erase every thing from the past
Even then in your consciousness it may wander like a lost ghost
 
       Having caused heartache to a heart, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, ,
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World Of Next Door
 
WORLD OF NEXT DOOR
 
World of next door over the ivy fence
Is as far as a mountain in distance
Like the deep craters that looks smooth on moon
Looks full of glamour better than your own
 
 Don’t grieve over what you don’t have
 Live with pleasure with what God gave
 Truth is everyone is in search of bliss
 Just like you and me searching for happiness
 
World of uptown on the other side of tracks
Is far from downtown with run down shacks
Like the depths of ocean that looks clear from surface
Seems free of heartaches better than your place
 
  Don’t grieve over what you don’t have
  Live with pleasure with what God gave
  Truth is they have a price to pay slew’s
  Just like you and me they have blues
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World Will Always Be On Roll
 
WORLD WILL ALWAYS BE ON ROLL
 
Life is forever young to try once again
On the face of failures and pain
Even when everything looks so in vain
There is nothing to loose everything to gain
 
  Before giving it up once and for all
  Listen to the sounds of tomorrows call
  Looking within for the strength after the fall
  To pursue till the end to reach the goal
  As world will always be on the roll
 
Time is all yours for you to choose
Before letting the future completely loose
Wander the land of poetry and prose
To find the garden of pretty roses
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Yoga
 
YOGA
Practicing ways of traditional mental and physical doscipline
Visualizing the body mind and spirit as one in life's outline
Developing the will for adhering to all the moral restriants
Along with various postures, breathing techniques, with constriants
 
For achieving higher state of consciousness and self awareness
Focusing on flames of Atman in search of bliss and happiness
In path of Raja, Karma, Jnana, Bhakthi, and Hatha yoga practice
One can find joy in world of distractions and forever to rejoice
 
Beginning with Pranayama and Asanas doing Dhyana and Savasana
Living in purity physically and mentally in search of Nirvana
Performing Meditation to blend Atman with Brahman as one
Fulfill one can the mission of life on earth under the sun
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You Are
 
YOU ARE
 
Like sunlight you are you brighten my heart
Like twilight you are you bring serene comfort
Delightful is the feeling when you are around
Cheerful is soul listening to you joy is abound
 
   You are the sun you are the moon
   You are the flower in steady bloom
   You are the path to the Milky Way
    You are the source of joy everyday
 
Like the cool breeze you give me tranquility
Like sweet memories you bring me serenity
Enchanting is the feeling I get with your touch
Joyous is the feeling like seeing a flower bunch
 
    You are the sun, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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You Are My Force
 
YOU ARE THE FORCE
 
Picture of you I have in golden frame of love
Deep in my hearts cave filled with hone of beehive
Carry I do every place looking at your beautiful face
I will spend my days finding harmony in your grace
Touch I will every moment savoring sweetness of your sentiment
In light of life burnt till the time is spent
 
You are the force that moves my heart in universe
 
Dancing is heart with delight tapping feet at your sight
Singing is soul reaching heights of mountain peaks in moonlight
Everywhere I see beautiful you smiling eyes of charming few
Glittering light of red hue loves color in my milieu
Blended are our beating hearts come they will never apart
Two wheels of life’s cart roll they will to impart
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You Are My Inspiration
 
YOU ARE MY INSPIRATION
 
Stirring are the waves of ocean
At the sight of full moon
So are my feelings and emotions
Seeing your smile in full bloom
Jumps with joy with life’s aspiration
Knowing that you are my inspiration
 
Dancing are the bees feeling romantic
Seeing the buds blossoming into flowers
So is my heart feeling exotic
Seeing your lips of sweet nectar
Skips a heart beat in expectation
Knowing that you are my inspiration
 
Singing are birds feeling the joy
Seeing the spring ushering new season
So is my soul soaring high
Seeing your cheeks made of orison
Gives me the feelings of adoration
Knowing that you are my inspiration
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